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FOREWORD 


The gap between national energy supply and demand and the re
sulting escalation oi operating costs we are now experiencing 
cannot be reduced or eliminated "ithout a conc:erted and cootin
uous effort to reduce the national energy conaumption through 
the application of conservation practices. Contrary to common 
belief energy conservation doae not mean sacrificing our living 
standards or living in a bleak utilitarian society. It can 
be accomplished without discomfort or sacrifice merely by 
the more efficient utilization of our non-renewable energy 
regOUrceB~ 

Buildings cOnsume for heating. air conditioning, lighting, 
and power more than 33% of all energy used in the United States, 
the equivalent of 10 million barrels of oil per day at a time 
when our oil imports are apprOximately six million b~rrels per 
dey. Reducing energy used in all bUildings by 30% without im
pairing the indoor enviror~nt is a realistic possibility and 
is the equivalent of cutting our present oil imports by half. 

Most of the buildings now in use were designed and constructed 
when fuels and electric power were readily available and in
expensive and the need for energy conservation was not recog
nized. The structures and their mechanical an1 electrical 
systems were designed to minimize initial costs, not energy 
usage. Buildings are ganerally o,~rheated in the winter, ovar
cooled in the summer, overlighted, overventilated year-round, 
and not operated efficiently. Each year they ,consume increas
ing amounts of energy because systems and building components 
deteriorate a8 maintenance and service becomes mare costly and 
neglected) 

Energy conservation programs which have been undertaken within 
the past three years in many thousands of e~sting commercial, 
institutional and residential buildings have already resulted 
in a reduction of their annual fuel and electricity consump
tion of 20 - 50% and indicate the range of potential savings 
for almost all buildings now in use. 

The Federal Energy Administration has been directed by Congress 
to analyze total national energy usage and formulate policy 
and stimUlate attions which will increase domestic energy 
supplies and decrease energy demand. '1'0 assist in the overall 
effort to reduce national energy demend, the F.E.A. retained 
Dubin-llindell-Bloome Associates, P.C. Consulting Engineers 
and planners on July 1, 1974. to study national energy usage 
iri existing commercial buildings,together: with methods of 



reducing energy consumption through conservation and tha ra' 
suIting costs and benefits. The conclusions of these studies 
are compiled in two energy conservation manuals, ECM-J. and ECM-2, 
for public use. 

ECM-l is directed primarily to owners, occupants, and operators 
of buildings. It inc::ludes a wide range of opportunities and ' 
options to save energy and operating costs through proper opera
tion and maintenance. It also includes minor modifications to 
the building and machanical and electrical systems which can 
be implemented promptly with little if any investment costs. 
The measures contained in ECM-l would result in energy and 
operating cost savings of 15 to 30% baaed on present fuel 
costs,. 

ECM-2 is intended for engineers, architects, and skilled build
ing operators who are responsible for analyzing, devising, and 
implementing comprehensive energy conservation programa which 
involve additional and more complex measures than those included 
in ECM-l. ECM-2 includes many energy conservation measures 
which can result in further energy savings of 15 to 25% with an 
investment cost that can be recovered within 10 years through 
lower operating expense. 

The urgency of the anergy crisis has necessitated the immediate 
development of these guidelines. They should be used now to 
conserve energy; reduce operating costs and alleviate hardships 
as rue-l and power supplies become less avsilable. 

The-se guidelines and conservation opportunities will be updated 
as: 

(a) Further studies are made and data is collected frpm exist 
ing buildings in which these g~idelines and conservation 
measures have been implemented. 

(b) Further State and Federal Energy Policies evolve• 
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

Conserving enargy meanS reducing the amount of fuel and electricity 
which your building or space uses every month. Reducing fuel and 
electrical consumption saves money, Cost savings made now will be 
increasingly greater in the future as raw fuel and electricity 
prices continua to rise. 

Fuel and electricity consumption cost savings are important, 
but by no means the only reasons for you to conserve energy: 

'Energy Conse~ation can extend the useful life of existing 
equipment and eliminate the need for early replacement costs. 

'Energy Conservation can increase the reserve capacity of the 
existing central plant systems and meet future building 
extensions without installing extra boilers, chillers or 
transformers. 

'Energy Conservation reduces the likelihood of shutd~Hn or 

curtailment of operations due to fuel or power shor'Bges

inevitable if demand continues to outstrip supply. 


'Energy Conservation reduces airborne pollution resulting from 
combustion of oil, gas, or coal and may save installation COStS 
of pollution control equipment. 

'Energy Conservation means reduction of waste permitting fuel 
economy without reduction of health and comfort standards, or 
curtailment of building services and functior.. 

'Energy management, a form of conservation reduces peak electric 
loads and electric power "demand charges while easing the 
burden on existing power generating and distribution systems. 

In addition to the immediate advantshes of Energy Conservation for 
you, 	 there are advantages to the nation as 8 whole, 

'Energy Conservation conserves natural resourCeS. 
-Energy Conservation can enhance economic opportunity where materials 
and labor are required to improve building thermal characteristics. 

'Energy Conservation reduces the need for oil imports and the 
dependency upon external sources for the internal economic well 
being and security of this country. 

-Energy Conservation combats inflation. 

PurDose "of" this Manuel 

ECM-l has been. prepared to help you, a building owner, managar, op
erator or occupant, to conserve and manage energy usage now, without 
the necessity of investing a significant amount of money to do so. 
In order to conserve energy, you must understand all of the following 
factors which are included in ECM-l: 

'Tne basis principles of Energy Conservation and the inter
relationships between specific climatic conditions, building 

Preceding page blank 
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structure, building use, and each of the mechanical and elec
trical sys tems, 

'The systems, in order of priority, which use the most energy 
and<provide the< greatest potential for conservation, 

'Methods to identify your building by type, size, function, 
construction materials and features, mechanical and electrical 
systems, operation, geographic location (climatic influences) 
and present energy usage. 

'Suggested standards for indoor environmental conditions during 
occupied and unoccupied periods for spaces with differing 
func tions wi thin the building. 

'The opportunities for Energy Conservation with options and 
guidelines; and the charts, graphs and tables to enable you to 
quantify the"potential savings in fuel and electricity for 
your own building. 

ECM-l is not strictly a design manual, nor a cost estimating 
manual, but rather <a set of guidelines and procedures to reduce 
energy usage by reducing waste, and to save energy tcrough more< 
effective operation of the building and its mechanical and 
electrical systems, 

The material, labor and energy costs which are noted or used 
in the examples throughout the manual are cited to help you gain 
a perspective of the relative costs and benefits for specific 
energy conservation measures. The costs are based on specific 
selected conditions and may vary widely even within the same 
city. The costs are indications of order of magnitude only. 
DO NOT ADOPT THEM AS EXACT QUANTITIES. 

ECH-l and ECM-2 were prepared specifically for conservation of 
energy in existing office buildings, retail stores, and buildings 
which are generally occupied only a few hours a week such as religiOUS 
buildings. Nany of the examples and analyses refer to these three 
types of structur~s. However, most of the measures and operating 
procedures are equally applicable to other types of existing and new 
buildings as well, and can be used for hospitals, schools, univer
sities, libraries and other institutional buildings, houses, apart
ments, warehouses, and industrial buildings (excluding the industrial 
processes) . 

ECM-l and ECH-2 are summations of energy conservat~on measures 
which require neither new inventions, new systems, nor exotic solutions. 
The tables of values, ch~ts, and graphs which are included are based 
on the authors' analysis, computations, computer programs, judgement 
and observe tiona. 
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The opportunities which are described are not universally 
applicable. Each building is unique, even though others may be of 
the same type and general appearance. The manuals suggest ideas for 
consideration with corresponding costs and benefits, but those which 
are appropriate for any indiVidual building can be determined only 
after a thorough analysis of the specific building. 

Many of the ideas outlined in these guidelines can be executed 
directly by the building occupants, owners, or managers without 
delay or the need for further advice; while other measures, even 
though they do not entail significant capital costs, may require 
further analysis by an engineer, architect, utility company or 
service and maintenance organization. OWners should not hesitate 
to consult these sources. An engineer can complete a preliminary 
anlysis of energy options to be considered for further analysis, even 
for a large building in just a few days time. 

ECM-l provides case histories of energy and coat s~ving8 for 
two buildings which have already instituted energy conservation 
programs, and presents other examples of the calculated savings 
in energy and dollars for selected major energy conservation options. 
These two large buildings were able to save $758,000 per year and 
$434,000 per year respectively, with very little capital costs, 
by follOWing the recommendations of professional engineers retained 
by the owners. Small buildings can also show proportionate, but 
dramatic savings as well. 

A partial summary of the procedures we Buggest you follow to 
save energy and operating costa for your building are outlined 
below. The Federal G.S.A. operates more than 10,000 buildings in 
the United States and by following many of these procedures, they 
report an average savings of 30% in energy use last year. (Consult 
Sections 3 and 4 fol' a more comprehensive description of major 
energy coDservation opportunities and detailed procedures and 
guidelines to implement the opportunities.) 

1. 	 Walltthrough your building. Are there areas that are 
unoccupied, or which can be vacated by making better use 
of the remaining areas! If so, turn off air conditioning, 
lights, ventilation and heating (where fl'eezing is not a 
hazard) permanently. Isolate theB~ 'areas from other spaces 
by doors, walls, or other means. If .10 or 15% of the 
building can be vacated, energy savings w~ll follow almost 
in the same proportion. 

2. 	 Repair broken windows and leaking pipes or ducts; clean 
filters,radiators, light bulbs and fixtures; caulk leaks 
around doors, Windows, louvers and openings. In many 
cases, 5 to 15% energy savings are possible, especially 
in cold climatea where infiltration or cold air increases 
the heating load and causes your heating system to operate 
longer hours. ' 
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3. 	 Shut off lights. where not needed. Post colored signs along
side the switch to remind the occupants to do so. 

4. 	 Lower thermostats to 68°F in occupied areas during the heating 
season, and even lower in less critical areas. Lower the 
relative humidity settings to 20% in the winter. Raise 
thermostat settings to 7soF* or higher in the summer if your 
building is air conditioned, and shut off the air conditioner, 
fans and pumps at night, weekends,and holidays. Savings 
of 6% to 15% in energy can be realized simply by.resetting 
the control points. 

5. 	 Repair all leeky outdoor air dampers, shut off all ventila
tion systems when the building is unoccupied. Outdoor 
air which ~Jst.be heated or cooled often accounts for as 
much as 30% of the energy used in many buildings. More 
than half can be saved by night and weekend shutdown since 
there are mnre hours in those periods. 

6. 	 Have your oil burner and ~oiler or furnace checked. Clean 
soot and scale and adjust the firing rate, draft and com
bustion. 10 to 15% of the heating bill can.be saved in 
many buildings; the colder the climate, the greater the 
savings. 

7. 	 Replace lamps with more efficient ones giving more lumens 
per watt; remove lamps in unoccupied spaces and disconnect 
ballasts. ~~y areas in the building require less illumination 
than others,reduce lighting levels in less critical areas by 
removing laops and disconnecting ballasts. In schools, office 
buildings, and retail stores, lighting often accounts for up 
to 40% of all energy used and the heat from the lights also 
forms a major part of the air conditioning load. 20% to 
40% of the energy used for lighting can be saved in many 
buildings. 

B. 	 Clean your windows to let in more natural light. You may 
find that doing so will permit turning off some of the 
electric lights near the windows. 

9. 	 Set the aquas tat lower on your water heater to save energy. 
In schools, hospitals and housing. domestic hot water often 
uses from 2S to 40% of the amount of energy required for 
space heating even in cold climates. 

*Exception where terminal reheat systems are installed. 



10. 	There are dozens of other energy conservation opportunities 
available with little, if any capital coste required (often 
labor only), depending upon the building orientation, number 
of windows, the roof and wall materials, the building location 
and use, and the cheracteristics of the heating. lighting 
and air conditioning systems. 

In order to t~ advantage of the opportunities, detailed in 
Section 4., you must .~rst understand the particular character
istics of your building and the influences which affect fuel and 
electrici~i usage; then analyze each of the measures independently 
and in combination with each other to assure maximum energy savings 
without adversely affecting the operation, aesthetic quality, the 
health and comfort of the occupants. 

It is suggested that you also read ECM-2, for additional energy 
conservation opportunities. These entail more capital expenditure, 

but the investment can be recovered, through reduced operating costs 
in relatively short periods of time. ECM-2 includes the procedures 
to estimate energy savinga resulting from modification to the 
building structure and which can be used in altering or replacing 
elements of the mechanical end electrical systems with more efficient 
components. Instructions for estimating costs, methods of economic 
analysis based on life-cycle cost considerations and suggested energy 
management plans are alao included in ECM-2. 
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SECTION 1 

PRINCIPLES OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Before energy can be conserved, the ~ayB in which it is 
used must bs understood. The building structure - i.e. 
walls, windowc , roof - and the passive components of 
the mechanical and electrical systems - i.e. ducts, pipes, 
filters, or lighting fixture louvers - do not directly 
consume energy but they influence the amount that is 
finally consumed. The primary energy-conservsion equip
ments, such as coal, oil or gas burners and boilers! 
furnaces; refrigeration chillers and compressors; motors; 
and electric lighting bUlbs or tubes, consume energy 
to supply the "building" load and to compensate for the 
distribution system load. 

The term "building" load, as it is used in this manual. 
refers to the amount of energy in BTU or KW required to 
maintain desired indoor space conditions and to operate 
building equipment if the ~istribution system and energy
conversion equipment were 100% efficient. The distribu
tion or "parasitic" load is a measure of the energy 
required to deliver energy from the primary conversion 
equipment to supply the "building" load. The efficiency 
of the primary energy-conversion equipment (conversion, 
since the equipment converts fuel to heat and/or electric
ity to power or light) Ultimately determines the actual 
amount of energy consumed to supply both loads. 

Energy usage, then. depends upon two main factors: 

1) The magnitude and duration of the loads. 
2) The seasonal efficiency of the primary energy

conversion equipment. 

"Building" loads will be reduced 1£ the temperature and 
relative humidity indoors are maintained at lower levels 
in the winter and at higher levels in the summer; heat 
loss, heat gain, and infiltration through the building 
envelope are decreased; ventilation rates are reduced; 
domestic hot ~ater temperature and quantity are reduced; 
the level of illumination by electric lighting is lowered; 
and the number of hours of operation of ,elevators, business 
machines, and cooking equipment is reduced. 

The "building" lce:d must be considered on a seasonal basis 
rather than for peak conditions only. Although two build
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ings may have the same heating load for any particular 
hour, one of them may have a considerable higher load, 
on a seasonal basis, than the other, due to the. duration 
of peak conditions. Or, for instance, a religious 
building, auditorium or warehouse may have a relatively 
high energy requirement for lighting during a bri,u 
period of time; but if the lights are turned off during 
unoccupied periods, the annual lighting load may be 
nominal. Generally, the greater the peak loads for any 
particular system in an individual building, and the longer 
their duration, the greater will be the seasonal loads. 
The distribution loads will be decreased by reducing the 
amount of po"er required for pumps and fansJ reducing heat 
loss or gain from ducts and pipes, and by eliminating 
steam,water and air leaks. Distribution loads are often 
excessive because systems are designed to operate 
continuously at the maximum capacity required to meet 
peak "building" loads, even though these peak loads 
occur for relatively short periods of time. (~sual1y 
less than 5% of the year) 

Peak efficiency is usually based on a one hour performance. 
Seasonal efficiency, which reflects the average for the 
entire season, is a better measure. It is the ratio of 
useful work (in British Thermal Units - BTU's) performed 
by the equipment over a period of time, to the BTU value 
of the fuel or electricity consumed by the equipment 
over the same period. 

Reducing "building" loads, then "distribution" loads, 
and then improving primary conversion equipment effi
ciency are most effective when done sequentially, since 
the latter depends upon the magnitude of the first two 
and the potential for reducing distribution loads 
depends upon the magnitude of the building loads and 
upon the operating conditions of the distribution systems. 

Changes implemented for a particular purpose often induce 
secondary effects which also influence energy usage. For 
instance, reducing lighting levels and increasin6 the 
efficacy of the lighting system also reduces the 
cooling load. On the other hand, it increaSeR the 
haating load. Additional heat usually can be supplied 
core efficiently, however, and at lowar energy cost, 
by the hea::ing system rather than tlie lighting system. 
In large o:fices, schools and stores, where lighting 
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is responsible for a large percentage of the energy which 
is used for cooling, efforts to reduce energy for lighting 
are particularly important. 

A SUMMARY 	 OF THE ,PRINCIPr..ES"OF AN ENERGY 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

-Identify 	the specific climatic conditions to 
-which the building is exposed. Make a 
thorough examination of the mechanical and 
electrical systems and the ouilding structure 
and determine the normal use and occupancy 
of the building to become familiar with 
existing conditions. 

-Identify the magnitude of annual energy 
usage by quantity of fuel and electricity 
for each system. 

-Set a "goal" or target for reduction in 
energy usage ~ased upon potential sav'cngs 
for each system. 

-Reduce the. "building" loads which must be 
satisfied by the mechanical and ele.ctrical 
systems. 

-Re.duce thermal losses and the power 
requirements for the'Hv.AC distribution 
systems. Improve the aeasonal oper
ating efficiency on the basis of the new 
"building" loads bY1llaking adjustments to 
the distribution systems to reflect the 
reduced "building" loads. 

-Improve the seasonal efficiency of the 
primary energy-conversion equipment and make 
adjustments to the systems to reflect the 
reductions in the "building" and distri 

'bution loads. 

-Replace worn out and inefficient equipment 
and systems, which can not be improved, 
with more efficient ones. : 

-Maintain 	records of monthly energy usage, 

http:the'Hv.AC
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and continuously monitor the systems to 
assure that the methods which have been 
adopted are performing as expected, and 
are meeting or exceeding the energy 
conservation goals which have been estab
lished, As building use and function change, 
energy conservation measures 1!lust be clianged 
ac~ordingly. 



--
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MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES 
paIORITIES, EXAMPLES 

A. BACKGROUND 

This Section of the Manual identifies the relative order 
of energy usage of the environmental systems by building 
type. It is intended to assist the reader to gain a 

perspective'on the relative importance for each 

type of the ·building structural elements and segments of 

the mechanical and electrical systems which use energy. 

Before establishing priorities for an energy conservation 

program which will produce the greatest conservation 

benefits first, the reader must know the order of 

magnitude of energy usage in his own building. T"ne case 

histories of actual buildings, whare energy conservation 

programs have already been started, demonstrate the 

dramati~ energy and cost savings which have been accom

plished with minimal capital investment and can be 

repeated in similar situations. 


The major energy conservation opportunities, labeled 

MECO-l through 20 and the associated examples of the poten

tial savings in fuel;power and dollars are not all 

inclusive, but they are a summary of the most important 

opportunities for energy conservation in many buildings. 

The savings show in ·each example were calculated to 

provide insight into the potential results of conservation 

efforts under specific conditions. A more comprehensive 

list of energy conservation opportunities and multiple 

options for each opportunity are described in Section 4 

as guidelines. 


Before implementing the options in Section 4, first 

follow the procedures outlined in Section 3. Identify 

the particular building structure, its characteristics, 

and use patterns. Select the options in Section 4 which 

are applicable to the building; then determine where 

pOSSible, the potential savings in energy, for those 

options by using the charts and graphs in that Section. 


B. PRIORITIES 

Nation~~de. the systems that consume 'the most energy 
in order of magnitude are: (1) heating and ventilating; 

Preceding page blank 
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(2) lighting; (3) air. conditioning (cooling) and 
ventilating; (4) equipment and processes; and (5) 
domestic hot water. 

However, depending upon the climate; the building construc- . 
tion; use and mode of operation; and the type, control and 
efficiency of the mechanical and electrical equipment; 
the relative order of magnitude of energy use among 
the first three systems will change. 

The amount of energy required for domestic hot water is 
significant in nosp~tals; hOUSing, and athletic or cooking 
facilities in schools and colleges. In many areas of the 
country the ~ount of energy to heat water is second 
only to space heating in the north, and air conditioning 
in the south in housing. In hospitals the amount of 
energy to heat hot water may exceed the amount of 
energy required for lighting, 

Religious buildings and public halls which frequently 
include meeting rooms, offices, and school facilities, are 
most likely to consume energy in the same pattern as 
office buildings in the same geographic location--but in 
smaller quantities per square foot of floor area. 

In those retail stores with high levels of general 
illumination and display lighting, and/or a large number 
of commercial refrigeration units, electricity consumes 
the greatest amount of energy. 

In climatic zones with mild winters (below 2500 degree days 
See Fig.4) the seasonal cooling load may be larger than 
the seasonal heating load and may even consume more 
energy depending upon the respective efficiencies of each 
system. In office buildings, schools and retail stores in 
this zone, che electrical load for lighting, which is 
relatively ind~pendent of climate, may exceed either 
heating or cooling. Buildings used for only a few hours 
per week, however, may consume more energy for heating unless 
indoor t~~peratures are set back during unoccupied periods 
and boiler or furance efficienciP.s are high. 

In cold climates, 6000 degree days and above, heating 
usually consumes the most energy pe~ year in office 
buildings and schools with lighting and then cooling 
n~~t. For cetail stores in thet zone, the most likely 
order of energy use is lighting-heacing-cooling, or 
lighting-coaling-heating. Generally, heating consumes 
tua m~st anergy for religious buildings or other buildings 
used ror only a faw hours/week)in this zone (in fact, in 
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most climatic zones above 3000 degree days), ~~th lighting 
and cooling following in that order. 

In mid-climates 2500 - 6000 degree days, the order of 
magnitude of energy by systems largely depends upon the 
type of mechanical and electrical systems and the 
characteristics of the building structure in which they are 
installed. The energy reqUired for industrial buildings 
exclusive of process loads is ~·ene.:-all'" S'tm:Har :!:n all zones to 
cOIlllllercial buildings. 	 " 

The following Matrix, Table 1. rates the systems by build
ings and climates in the general order of annual energy 
usage with I tha greatest and 5 the least. However, each 
building must be analyzed individually to determine its 
actual annual usage by system. The procedures for 
determining these values are described in Section 3. 

TABLE I 

COMPARATIVE ENERGY USE BY SYSTEM 

Heating Cooling Lighting Power Domestic 
liot Water 

Vent." Vent. Process" 	 " 
Schools 	 A 4 3 1 5 " B J 4 2 5 3 

C 1 4 2 5 3 
Colleges 	A 5 2 1 4 3 

B 1 j 2 5 4 
c 1 :> 2 4 3 

Office A 3 I 2 4 5 
Bldg. B 1 3 2 4 5 

C 1 3 2 4 5 

Comm.- A 3 1 2 4 5 
ercial B 2 3 1· 4 5 
Stores C I 3 2 4 5 

Reli- A 3 2 1 4 5 
gious B 1 3 2 4 5 
Bld"s. C I 3 2 4 5 
Ros- A 4 1 2 5 3 
pitals B 1 3 4 5 2 

C I 5 3 4 2 

Climatic Zone A: Fewer than 2500 degree days 
Climatic Zone B: 2500 - 5500 degree days 

., Climatic Zone C: 5500 - 9500 degree days 
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The following Pie Diagrams, (Figures land 2) which 
were produced bT Dubin-Mindell-Bloome Associates and 
the National Bureau of Standards on the basis of a 
computer analysis, illustrate the relative magnitude of 
energy consumption for an office building if erected in 
a cold clL.ate (Manchester, New Hampshire), and the 
identical building if located in a warm cl~te 
(Orlando, Florida). lieating is the single largest 
user of energy for the.office building in New Hampshire, 
and the amount used for cooling is relativelT small. In 
Florida the energT used for heating has decreased and 
cooling requires the greater amount. 

There is no general rule to determine which part of. a 
particular system accounts for the most energy use of 
that system. The burner-boiler seasonal comBustion 
efficiencT can vary from close to 78% down to .30%; for 
buildings in climatic zones above 2500 degree days, 
improving the efficiency of the combustion device may 
be the single most effective measure, However, lighting 
accounts for a tangible percentage of energy used in all 
climates and the potential for conservation is high. 
Savings of 25% to 50% of the energy required for 
lighting are possible with little initial cost. 

HVAC systems which mix bot and cold air tog;ther, or 
simultaneously heat and cool a space, are particularly 
wasteful and offer a high potential for energy conservation. 
These systems i.e. dual duct, terminal reheat, and 
multi-zone are described in Section 4 which also 
include guidelines for modifying operating modes to 
minimize energy usage. 

In all cases, reducing the "building" load will 
conserve energy. but for some particular buildings, 
the savings in energy by decreasing the distribution 
loads and increasing the seasonal efficiency of the 
primary anergy-conversion equipment are even greater. 

C. CASE HISTORIES 

Complate data is not available for buildings in which 
energy usage was measured before and after a conservation 
program was undertaken, and the results recorded and 
published, however two such case histories for buildings 
in New York are included here to show the results of a 
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1 energy used by identical office 

buildings in warm and cold climates 

5-04 x10" btu 
kiml OMJgy tham 
celt! ~lrNteo 

domestic hot water 

electrical equipment 

fighting 

cooling 

annual energy annual energy 
. used by systems dUbin-mindeU-bloome-associates used by systems 
In cold climates consuiling engineers in warm climates 
13-19 X 109 btu 8·15 X109 btu 
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Figures 1.& 2 Engineering Data 

Based on the NBSLD program from the National Bureau 
of Standards which calculated energy consumption for 
identical buildings in Manchester, New Hampshire and 
Orlando, Florida •.. 

Gross floor area - 126,000 Ft,2 
Occupants 600 people 
Operation - 8 a,m. to 6 p.m. weekdays only 
Ventilation - 15,000 cf~ occupied times only 
Infiltration - 4,500 dm con~inuous (114 air changelnour) 
Lighting and power - 3.4 Wattsl~t. occupied times only 
Indoor conditions - Heating 68°F occupied 

58°F unoccupied 
Cooling 78°F occupied only 

Outdoor conditions - Variable - NOAA weathertape 
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comprehensive energy conservation program only one year 
after implementation. The energy saved by performing 
multiple energy conservation options is not always simply 
the sum of the savings for each individual measure. For 
instance. reducing the heat loss. or "liuild:tng" heat 
load, by a 10% reduction in infiltration, and then 
increasing seasonal burner-boiler efficiency by 15%, 
results in a total energy saving for heating of 23 1/2% 
not 25%. The case histories that follow indicate the 
net, savings achieved through multiple conservation options 
which were exercised. 

For an analysis of the energy savings which are 
identified for each of a number of individual 
conservation measures and the net savings due to various 
combinations refer to Appendix B. 

CASE 	 HISTORY 1 

A. MAJOR OPER."JIONAL 	 CHANGE: 

(1) 	 15°F. NIGHT AND WEEKEND SET BACK. AND INDOOR ' 
TEMPERATURES LOl!lERE.D DURING OCClJPI::ID HOURS IN 
WINTER. 

(2) 	 INDOOR TEMPERATURES RA!SED TO 7S°1'. IN SUMMER. 

(3) 	 LIGHTING LEVELS REDDCED BY 3P%, AND ALL LIGHTS 
SHlIT OFF WHEN NOT NEEDED. ' 

(4) 	 COOLING EQUIPMENT OPERATING HOURS REDUCED BY 20%. 

(5) 	 DOMESTIC BOT WATER CIRCULATING I'UMPS TURNED OFF 
AT NIGHT. 

B. BUILDING 

Office building, New 	York City 
Floor area: 2,000,000 sq. ft. No of stories: 54 

C. ANN1JAL ENERGY 	 CONSUMPTION BEFORE CONSERVATION PROGRAM: 

(1) 	Purchased steam: 27S,464,OOO lb. steam/yr. 

@ $3.20/1000' lbs.* 


(2) 	Electricity: 51,909,000 KWH/yr. @4C/KWR 

including demand.* 
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D. ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AFTER OPERATIONAL CHANGES: 


(1) 	Steam: 188,017,000 lb. steam, a savings of 32.5% 

(2) 	Electricity: 39,264,000 KWff, a savings of 24.5%. 

E. 	 ANNUAL SAVINGS IN DOLLARS; 

$758,000 

F. 	 COSTS TO IMPLEMENT; 

No construction costs. Engineering fees paid are not 
available. 

*Steam and e1ectricityrates as of December 1, 1973. 

CASE HISTORY 2 

A. 	 MAJOR OPERATIONAL CHANGES: 

(1) 	COMPUTER CONTROL PROGRAM OfTIMIZED TO RESET 
CHILLED WATER AND TERMINAL REHEAT WATER 
TEMPERATURES IN ACCORDANCE WTTH: LOADS. 

(2) OUTDOOR AIR OPERATED ON AN ENTHALP'1' C'1'CLE 


. (3) STEAM CONVERTER REPIPED 


(4) 	 OPERATIONAL TIME FOR PUMPS AND FANS REDUCED. 

(5) 	 25% OF FLUORESCENT TUBES REMOVED. 

B. 	 BUILDING: 

Office building, New YorK City 

Floor aren: 800,000 sq. ft. No of stories: 22 

Occupants: G,OOO/day - 1500 at n±1!:nt (llU:!:1dinl!; 
operated 24 hrs./day 	- 6 days/week) 

C. 	 ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION BEFORE CONSERVATION: 

(1) 	 Purchased steam: 160,000,000 lb. steam/yr (1970) 
~ $5.30/1000 Ibs.* 

(2) 	 Electricity: 36,000,000 KWH!yr. @5.0c/KWH 
including dernand.* 
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D. 	 ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AFTER OPERAT~ONAL CHANGES~ 

(1) Steamt 97,000,000 lb. steam (1974) a savings of 39% 

(2) Electricity; 34,000,000 ** KWH a savings of 6%. 

E. 	 ANNUAL SAVINGS IN DOLLARS: 

(1) Stea~: $334,000 

(2) Electricity: $100,000· 

F. 	COSTS TO IMPLEMENT: $12,000 for new steam converter 
piping (cost to remove bulbs, not available.) 

*Steam and electricity rates as of December 30, 1974 
**The true savings are unknown, since a substantial amount 

of new equipment had been installed in 1974. 

D. 	 MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES AND"'EXAMPLES 

Tha following MECO's are only a few of tha dozens of 
opportunities to conserve energy. 

There are a large number of options which can be 
exercised to take advantage of each opportunity. Those 
which are listed here, in section 2 , do not, by any means, 
comprise a complete listing, but hopefully, they will 
stimulate the reader to study the wider range of 
choices to conserve energy, which are described in 
Section 4. 

1. 	HEATING 

The amount of energy or fuel required to heat a 
building is dependent upon the level of temperature and 
relative humidity indoors, tha amount of ventilation 
and infiltration air that must be heated, tha severity 
and duration of the outdoor temperature below indoor 
room conditions, the thermel properties of the building 
envelope, and the efficiency of the d~stribution system, 
burners, boilers and furnaces. 
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~~	MAINTAIN LOWER INDOOR TEMPERATURES DURING THE 
HEATING SEASON 

Lower indoor temperatures reduce the heating load due to 
ventilation and infiltration as well as heat loss' by 
conduction through the building envelope.* 

Lower the thermo~tat setting to 68°F or less during 
occupied hours.**See Section IV, Figure 13, page 103 for 
"Suggested Heating Season Indoor Temperature Standards." 

Lower the thermostat setting to 58°F or less at night, 
on weekends, and during all other unoccupied periods. 
See Figure 14, page 105, and example below. 

After reducing the heating loads, adjust the distrihut.ion 
system and boiler and burner accordingly to further reduce 
fuel consumption.** 

An Examnle of Savings by Night Set-Back 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: THERMOSTATS LOWERED FROM 68° to 
58°F AT NIGHT, WEEKENDS, AND HOLIDAYS. 

2. 	ASSUI>lPTIONS: 

Office 	bUilding, Chicago, Illinois (6500 degree 
days -	 Fig. 4) 

Floor area: 50,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operational change: Building 
occupied 40 hours per week; outside air supplied only 
during occupied periods; fuel consumption, 64,000 
gallons of oil per year. @ 36.;:/1>;11.(, 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 8200 gallons of oil per year; a savings of 12.8%. 

Dollars: $2950/year. 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST; None 

* Terminal reheat. systems are an exception 
** Not incl'~ded in the example below. 
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MECO 2 SHUT OFF OUTSIDE AIR DURING ALL UNOCCUPIED PERIODS 

Close outside air dampers or shut off outside air fan 
during unoccupied hours of the heating season, including 
noon-day periods when buildings may be lightly 
occupied and periods when areaS such as auditoriums, 
cafeterias, gymnasiums, dormitories and conference rOoms 
are unoccupied. 

Reduce or shut off outdoor air entirely in retail stores 
during periods of the day when occupancy is <;onsiderably 

. less than normal. 

In religious buildings shut off outdoor air for all days 

during the week, as well as nights, when the building is 

unoccupied. 


See Section 4 • Figure 16, page 115 for "Su"gested 

Ventilation Standards." 


An Example of Savings by Shutting off Venti'.ation 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: SHUT OFF OUTSIDE AIR AT NIGHT ~~ 
OTHER UNOCCuPIED PERIODS BY CLOSING OUTSIDE AIR DAMPERS 
OF AIR HANDLING UNIT. 

2. 	AS SllMl'TIONS 

Office building, Minneapolis, Minn. (8400 degree days) 

Floor area: 300,000 Sq, Ft. 

Conditions before operational change: Unoccupied 128 
hours per week; outdoor air supplied 24 hours per day 
.@ 30 CFM per person, fuel consumption c 250,000 
gallons of oil per year @35~/gal. 

3. 	SAVINGS 

Energy: 68,100 gal. oil per year. a savings of 32.5% 

Dollars: $24,500 per year 

". 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: None 
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MECO 3 	REDUCE THE QUANTITY OF OUTDOOR AIR FOR VENTILATION 
DURING OCCUPIED HOURS 

1. Reduce the amount of ventilation air during occupied hours 
by settin~ outside air dampers and controls. Generally 
only 5 CYM per person is necessary to maintain proper air 
quality, but smoking in many areas may raise the average 
requirements to about 8 CYM per person. See Section 4 , 
pages 113-118. 

An 	Examole of Savings by Reducing Ventilation. Rate 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: ADJUST DAMPERS TO REDUCE OUTDOOR 
AIR FROM 22 GFM PER PERSON TO 8 CFM.PER PERSON DURING 
OCCUPIED HOURS. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office 	building, Minneapolis .Minn. (8400 degree days) 

Floor area: 350,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operational changes: Occupied 40 

hours per week; outdoor air ~ 30 CYM per person, 

2000 occupants = 60,000 CFM; fuel comsumotion = 

450,000 gallons of oil per year @36~ per gal. 


3. 	SAVINGS: 
< 

Energy: 137,104 gallons of oil per year, a savings of 30%. 

Dollars: $4C86/per year 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COSTS: None 
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MECO 4 REDUCE THE RATE OF INFILTRATION 

Air infiltrates through cracks around doors and windows, 
through construction joints, and through doors which are 
frequently opened. Infiltration occurs whether the 
building is occupied or not. When exhaust fans. are 
operating and outdoor air ventilation is insufficient to 
provide makeup air, infiltration rates increase. 

Reduce air leakage by sealing and caulking leaks 
around Windows and doors. 

Seal construction joints. 

Reduce exhaust air volume and operating hours of 
exhaust systems. 

See 	Section 4 pages 113-122 and Figures 17 and 18. 

Example Showing Savings Due to Caulking 

1. 	OPERATIONAL. CHANGE: CAULK WINDOWS TO REDUCE INFILTRATION 
RATE FROM 1 AIR CIDl,NGE 13~ ROUl', TO 112 An mANGE PER 
HOUR. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

School, Fargo, North Dakota (9000 degree days) 

Floor area: 300,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operational changes; Occupied 36 
hours per week; average indoor temperature during 

unoccupied periods 60°F; existing double windows
E 

(26,000 Sq. Ft.) = 1000 windows; present fuel 

consumption = 225,000 gallons per year @36¢ per 

gallon • 


.3. 	 SAVINGS: 

Energy: 33,300 gallons of oil per·year, a savings of 14.8% 

Dollars: $11,988 per year 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: 

$10,000 for caulking material and labor. 
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MECO 5 REDUCE FAN HORSEPOWER 

The quantity of air (in cubic feet per minute - CFM), 
circulated for heating can often be reduced in response to 
reduced heating loads. or upon an analysis which. 
indicates that the current CFM circulated is not required. 
Air quantities, set for cooling loads, may often be 
reduced during the heating season when the same system is 
used for both heating and cooling. Reducing the air 
quantity for systems operating against high static 
pressuresjwith motors 25 horsepower or larger, can result 
in significant savings during both the heating and cooling 
season" 

See Section 4 , page 197 and Figures 23 and 24 for 
savings resultIng from reduced air flow with supply and 
exhaust fans. 

Example- of Energy Savings by Reducing Air Flo'. 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: REDUCE SUPPLY AIR QUANTITY BY 
20% BY REDUCING FAN SPEED 6%. FAN SPEED IS REDUCED 
BY CHANGING THE DRIVER PULLEY. 

2. 	 ASSUMPTIONS: 

Retail Store, New York, New York 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. 

Condition before operational change: Air quantity = 
11/2 CFM!sq. ft., 11/2 CFM x 100,000 sq. ft. = 
150,000 CFM @6" s.p. Fans operate for 2,500 hours/yr. 
Energy used 360,000 KWH/yr @5~/KWH. 

3. 	SAVINGS.: 

Energy: 118,000 KWH/year, a savings of 33%. 

Dollars: $5940!year. 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: 

Less than $500. for pulley change and labor. 
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MECO 6 IMPROVE COMBUSTION AND BOILER EFFICIENCY 

rne efficiency of the boiler/burner unit or furnace decreases 
rapidly when combustion is improper, when the combustion 
surfaces accumulate soot and scale, or ,when excess combustion 
sir increases the stack temperature. Any percentage 
increase in seasonal bo'iler/burner efficiency directly 
reduces fuel consumption in the same propertion. 

Test the combustion efficiency with proper instruments 
and adjust the firing rate and combustion air rate 
accordingly. , 

Adjust the sutomatic damper to control the draft in 
accordance with the firing rate. 

Remove scale and soot from the boiler. 

See Section 4, "Reating", pages 124-125 for detailed 
guidelines for boilers, furnaces, and burners. 

An Examole of Energy Savin£s by Improving Combust~on 
Efficiency 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: DESCALE BOILER SURFACES, REMOVE 
SOOT. ADJUST COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY TO IMPROVE BOILER-
BURNER EFFICIENCY BY 10%. ' 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Retail store, New York, New York (4800 degree days) 

Floor area: 100,000 sq. Ft. 

Present operation: 

Fuel consumption = 100,000 gallons of oil per year 
@36~ ~er gallon; occupied 72 hours per week. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 10,000 gallons of oil per year, a savings of 10% 

Dollars: $3600 per year. 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COSTS: 

$500 per year to service burner and,boiler at 4-month 
intervals during the heating season. 
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2. COOLING 

The amount of energy required to cool a building is 
dependent upon the level of temperature and relative 
humidity indoors; the amount of ventilation air and 
infiltration air.,that must be cooled and dehumidified; 
the severity and duration of the outdoor temperature 
and humidity above indoor room conditions; the thermal 
properties of the building envelope; the heat gain 
through ~alls, ruof and ~indo~s due to solar radiation; and 
the magnitude and duration of the internal.heat gain due to 
people, and equipment ~hich emits heat and/or moisture. 
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MEeo 7 OPERATING HOURS 

Shut off all refrigeration equipment and auxiliaries. in
cluding fans, pumps, cooling towers, and condensers during 
all 	unoccupied hours-at night, on holidays and weekends. 

Delay the operation of the refrigeration system for one or 
two hours in the morning and shut off prior ,0 closi~ time 
except in the severest hot spells. 

See 	Section 4 , '''Cooling'', page 158. 

An Example of Savings Due to Reducing the Number of Hours 
of Operation of the Cooling System during Occupied Rours 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CRANGE: ENTIRE COOLING SYSTEM OPERATED TWO 
HOURS LESS PER DAY FOR SIX DAYS PER WEEK. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Retail store (department), New York; New York 

Floor area: 250,000 Sq. Ft • 

• Conditions before operational changes: 

Cooling system operated 84 hours per week; 
electric rate - 5¢/KWH 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 234,800 KWH per year, s ssvings of 14%. 

Dollars: $11,700 per year 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: None 
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MECO 8 REDUCE THE QUANTITY OF OUTDOOR AIR VENTILATION 

Measures to reduce outside air ventilation (and in
filtration) to· conserve heating energy will also result in 
decreased. summer· cooling loads. Where infiltration exceeds 
1/2 of an air change per hour for buildings in humid 
climates, measures to reduce infiltration will provide major 
energy savings for cooling as well ae for heating. 

During occupied hours, reduce the amount of air for 
ventilation as in the measure described in MECO 2. 

See Section 4 , "Heating" and "Cooling", and Figure 21, 
page 165. 

An Example of Savings by Reducing the Amount of Outdoor Air 
for Ventilation 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: ADJUST DAMPERS TO REDUCE OUTDOOR AIR 
FROM 30 CFM TO 8 CFM PER PERSON DURING OCCUPIED HOURS. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office building, Miami, Florida 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operational changes, Occupied 40·hours 
per week; outdoor ventilation air @ 30 CFM/person x 667 
occupants - 20,000 CFM; electric costs = 3.5¢/KWH. Annual 
energy consumption for chiller = 715,000 KWH/yr. @ 3.5¢/KWH. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 63,000 KWH per year, a savings of 8%. 

Dollars: $2233 per year 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: none. 
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MECO 9 USE OUTDOOR AIR FOR FREE COOLING 

Fer the many perieds during the year when dry bulb 
temperature is below the setting for room cenditions 
the use of outdeor air forceeling'reduces the hours 
ef eperatien ef the refrigeratien system. 

Using eucdoor air at nighttime to. reduce the late afterneon 
sunloads which are stored in the bUilding mass, and 
precooling the building, will resUlt in rewer hours of 
compre.ssor operation on the follewing day. 

Enthalpy centrol may be even mere effective in saving 
energy in lecatiens where there ar~ fewer than 8,000 
wet bulb degree hours. 

On cool ,days open the damper .to circulate 100% 
outdoor air for sensible ceoling., Itmey be 
necessary to open the windews slightly'to relieve 
pressure. 

If equipped with an entha~py controller, set it to 
permit full outdoor air supply when the total heat 
content of the outdoor air is :below room conditions. 

See Section 4, "Cooling". page IS9. 

An Example of Savings by Using Outdoor Air During Occupied 
Perieds in an Economiser Cycle 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: OPERATE AN ECONOMISER CYCLE FOR 690 
HOURS PER YEAR BY OPENING OUTDOOR AIR DAMPER, CLOSING 
RETURN AIR DAMPER, AND OPENING A FEW WINDOWS FOR 
PRESSURE RELIEF. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office building, Denver, Colorado 

Floor area: 50,000 Sq. Ft. 

Condition before operational change~1 occupied 40 hours 
per week. 

Annual Energy Consumption for Chiller: 245,000 KWH per 
year @ 3 ~5" per ~;refrigeration cycle off at night. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 85,000 KWH per year, a savings ef 34.7%. 

Dollars: $2975. per year 

4. 	IMPLEMEh~ATION COST: None. 
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MECO 10 	PEru'llT HIGHER INDOOR TEMPERATURES Al.'i1J RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
DURING OCCUPIED HOURS. 

By allowing higher temperature and humidity conditions in 
the summer, the cooling load is reduced and chillers 
or compressors will operate fewer hours and consume 
less energy per hour of operation. Higher room temperatures 
will also permit a reduction in supply air quantity with a 
savings in motor horsepower. 

See Section 4 , Figure 20, page 163 for "Suggested Cooling 
Season Indoor Temperature and Humidity Standards." 

An Examole of Savings by Raising Indoor Temperature and 
Humidity Levels and Chilled Water Temperatures 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANr,E: DURING THE COOLING SEASON, RAISE 
INDOOR TEMPERATURES FROM 72°F to 78"F AND RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY roROM 50% to 60%. RAISE CRILLED WATER 
TEMPERATURES FROM 42"F to 46"F. 

2. 	 ASSUMPTION: 

Office building, Miami, Florida 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. No of Stories: 10 

Conditions before operational changes: Building 

occuoied 40 hours per week; annual energy consumption 

for chiller - 115,000 KWH @3.5¢ per KWH. 


3. 	 SAVlllGS: 

Energy: 	115,000 KWH per year, a savings of 16% 

Dollars: $4025 per year 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: None, if done manually. 
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MECO 11 REDUCE TilE SOLAR HEAT GAIN TlIROUGH WINDOWS 

The solar hest gain through ~indows can be a large percentage 
of the cooling load in office buildings, schools and in small 
stores where show windows are in direct sunlight. 

The greatest amount of solar r.adiation in the cooling 
season strikes '.he west and east glass, and next the 
southern facade. 

Reduce the solar heat gain through the windows by 
adjusting existing awnittg, blinds, or drapes on 
each window when they are in direct sunlight. 

Add reflective solar film to all windows in 

direct sunlight. 


See Section 4, "Cooling", pll.ge 173, Figure 22. 

Example of Savings by Reduci~s Solar Heat Gain 

1. 	OPERATIONAL ClLilNGE: .REFLEctIVE SOLAR FILM* ADDED TO 
EAST, WEST AND SOUTH WINDdwS TO REDUCE SHADE CO
EFFICIENT FROM .9 to .15. AIR AND CHILLED WATER 
SYSTEMS OPERATION REDUCED ACCORDINGLY. 

2. 	AS SUMPTIONS: 

Office building, Miami, Florida 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. No of stories: 10 

Conditions before operational changes: Cooling system 
in operation 40 hours per week; window area on west, 
south and east facade. 10,000 sq. ft. existing 
windows - clear, single glazed. Annual energy consumption 
for cooling 1,100,000 KWH @3.5¢{KWH. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 170,000 KWH per year, a savings' of 15%. 

Dollars: $5,900 per·year. 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: Atinstailation cost of $1.25 per 
Sq. Ft•• $12,500. 

*The film may require replacement after 8 - 10 years. 
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MECO 12 REDUCE SUPPLY AND RETURN AIR FLOW AND CHILLED WATER 
. QUANTITIES. 

Reduc'ing tile cooling loads and analyzing the operation of 

tile existing air.tonditioning system make possible many 

opportunities to reduce fluid flow. 


While dampering, in the Case of air ducts, and valving, in 

t!te case of water piping, will reduce flow rate and energy 

input to motors, greater savings can be gained by reducing 

motor speed and/or, for piping systems, cltanging the impellers. 

For systems with motors drawing 25 brake horsepower (BHP) 

or more, the yearly savings can be very significant. 

CAUTION: Don't neglect the smaller motors and systems; 

their aggregate energy draw may be very ltigh. Follow 

references in MECO's 6 and 7 for fan and motor modifications 

during periods when the cooling system is in operation. 
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MECO 13 CLEAN A.~ DESCALE CONDENSER TUBES 

The efficiency of chillers and refrigeration condensers 
decrea6e~ markedly as scale builds up in the tubes. Check 
condenser temperatures on a reg~lar basis and descale 
tubes at least once per year. 

See Section ~ , page 181. 

Example of Savings by Condenser Maintenance 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: DESCALE CONDENSER TUBES TO REDUCE 
FOULING FACTOR TO .0005 OR LESS. 

Z • .ASSUMPTIONS : 

Retail Store (department), Dallas, Texas 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. 


Co~dition~ before operational changes: Building 

occupied 7Z hours per week; average fouling factor • 

•001; annual energy consumption for chillers-650,OOO KWH/yr. 
@3.00/KWH. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 116,000 KWH per year, a savings of 18%. 

Dollars: $3,480 per year. 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: 

$1200 per year to maintain the condensers and all air 

conditioning equipment. 
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MECO 14 	 OPERATE AT HIGHER CHILLED WATER AND SUCTION TEMPER
ATURES TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE REFRIGERA
TION CHILLERS. 

There are extensive periods of time (in some cases the entire 
year), during which the chilled water temperature can be 
raised by 4' or 6· or more. Accordingly, the refrigeration 
compressor or chiller can operate at higher suction temper
atures. An increase of 1· in the suction temperature of the 
chiller, or compressor in direct expansion systems, results 
in a reduction of 1 1/2 to 2% in the power requirement for 
the refrigeration unit. The savings in operating costs by 
increasing chilled water or suction temperatures for systems 
of 15 H.P. and more are significant. 

Raise the chilled water temperature from two to 

eight degrees higher when cooling load permits. 


Raise the chilled water temperature in buildings for 
those portions of the day that cooling loads are 
likely to be lower (Le. during slack business hours 
in retail stores; nOOn hours when office buildings 
are partially vacated; morning, .pre-occupancy 
periods after a night shut down.) 

See Section 4 , "Cooling" page 178. 

An Examole of Energy Savings by Raising Chilled Water 
Temperature 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: RAISE CHILLED WATER TEMPERATURE 
FROM 42· to 48"F. FOR·ALL NOllMAL OPERATION. 

2. 	AS SUMPTIONS : 

Retail Store (department> Los Angeles, California 

Floor area: 50,000 Sq. Ft. 

Present 	conditions before operational changes: 

Building occupied 72 hours/wk; cooling system off 
at night; present energy consumption for refrigeration = 
320,000 KWH/yr. @3.5~ KWH. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 	 32,000 KWH/yr., a savings of 10% 

Dollars: $1120/yr. 

4. 	ll~LEMENTATION COST: None if done manually; nominal 
cost for controller and sensor for automatic operation. 
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In general, air-cooled condensing units serve ~ large 
number of supermarket refrigeration cases. These units 
are often crowded into storage areas where they are 
partially blocked, mounted .outdoors in direct sunlight, or 
mounted and neglected on the roof or another remote location. 

Refer to Section 4 • "Collllllercial Refrigeration" • page 226 

for guidelines. 


Example 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: CONDENSER COILS FOR REFRIGERATION 
GLEANED TO REDUCE AVERAGE CONDENSING TEMPERATURE 

FROM 11soF to 9S·F. 


2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Supermarket. New York, New York 

Floor area: 2S,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operati,onal change: 

120 H.P. installed capacity; refrigeration 
units operate an average of 12 hrs./day or 
4380 hours/yr. Annual energy consumption for 
refrigeration"" 420,000 KWH/yr. @4.5~/KWH • 

.3. SAYINGS: 

Energy: 84,000 KWH!yr't a savings of 20%. 

Dollars: $3780!yr. 

4. 	IMPLENENTATION COST: Negligible 
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3. LIGHTING 

Modifications to "the operation of the lighting system 
and to the system itself provide the greatest 
opportunity to ,reduce energy consumption. Simply 
turning off unnecessary lights, day and night, and 
making greater use of available daylight for illumination 
saves energy for both lighting and air conditioning 
with no added costs. Better cleaning and maintenance 
practices increase the efficiency of the lighting, system 
and provide the opportunity for lamp replacement (by 
lamps of lower wattage) or removal, or the switching 
off of lights, with little or no reduction in 
illumination levels. 



L 
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MECO 16 UTILIZE DAYLIGHT TO REDUCE THE LIGHTING LOAD 

Windows, properly exploited, can provide a sizeable 
part of the illumination required in small stores 
and office buildings during a large portion of the 
buildin~s occupied hours. 

1. 	Open drapes and blinds during the day to take advantage 
of daylight at the perimeters of the building while 
controlling glare and excessive solar radiation. 
Drapes should be used to control light greatly 
in excess of that required. It should be recognized 
that excess daylight may cause materials to fade 
and change color. 

2. 	Sm.tch off the lights which are not needed when 
daylight can supply necessary illumination. 

Refer to Section 4 , ");'ighting" for comprehensive 
guidelines to maximize the use of daylight for 
illumination. 

Example of Energy Savings by Reducing Lighting Load 

OPERI..TIONAl CHANGE: PERIMETER LIGHTS TURNED OFF 

APPROXIMATELY 50% OF OCCUPIED HOURS. 


2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office Building, New York, New York 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. No of stories: 10 

Glass area: 33% of net wall area 

Available daylight: 50% of occupied hours 

Switching arrangement: Separate switches for perimeter 
row of lights. 


Electricity used for lighting: 935,000 KWH @4.5¢/KWH 


3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 159,000 KWH/yr., a savings of 17% 

Dollars: $7l55/yr. 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: None 

'Additional 	savings in energy for cooling and refrigera
tion equipment will also result from reduced interior 
heat gain. 
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MECO 17 	 'l'URN OFF LIGHTS WHEN ENTIRE BUILDING OR PORTIONS 
ARE UNOCCUPIED 

A large percentage of energy used for lighting is< wasted when 
all lights are b,urning and only a samll portion of the building 
is in use. 

Turn off lights at night. 

Turn off lights in auditoriums, conference rooms, 
cafeterias, computer rooms and other areas when 
not used during the day. 

Schedule cleaning hours during daylight. If this 
is not entirely pOSSible, illuminate only that 
portion of the building which is being cleaned at any 
one time .. 

Refer to Section 4 "Lighting" for guidelines on the 
use and operation of lighting<systems to conserve energy. 

Example 	of Energy Saved by Turning off Lights 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: LIGHTING TURNED ON AT 8: 00 AM 
AND OFF AT 5: 00 PM FOR 5 WEEK DAYS. MINIMAL NIGHT 
LIGHTING DURING UNOCCUPIED HOURS. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office building, New York, New York 

Floor area: 100,000 sq. ft. 

Conditions before operational changes~ Building 

occupied 40 hrs./wk. Lighting turned on at 7:00 A.M. 

and off at 7:00 P.M. for 5 week days. Connected 

lighting load of 4-watts per sq. ft., = 400,000 KWH 

X 4.5c/KWH. 


3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 300,000 KWH/yr., a savings of 25% 


Dollars: $l3,500/yr. 


4. 	IMPLEHl::NTATION COST: None. 
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MECO 18 REDUCE ILLUMIR~TION LEVELS TO REDUCE LIGHTING LOAD 

Lighting levels are frequently higher than necessary for a 
given task, and can be reduced in many areas of a building 
during the day to suit the task being performed. The 
level of illumination necessary over filing cabinets, dead 
corners, storaga areas and some clerical areas, need not 
be as high a9 those levels for accounting areas, drafting 
tables or detail work stations occupied for many hours 
per day. Uniform lighting in large areas can pe unnecessary 
and wa~teful·, in sparsel" occupied spaces. 
Dtfferent tasks done in an area may require different 
light levels; reduce lighting levels when possible. 

1. 	Maintain existing lighting system to improve the 
footcandles/watt output. 

2. 	Analyze the tasks to be performed and reduce the 
levels where the tasks are not so" critical by: 

(a) 	Replacing existing lamps with lower wattage, 
lower output lamps. 

(b) Removing 	 some lamps and ballasts from 
fixtures. 

See Section 4 "Lighting", Figure 26, page 237 for 
Recommended Lighting guidelines and energy conservation 
options. See ECM 2 for additional measures involving 
s~~tching. and the relocation and replacement of fixtures 
and ballasts. 

Example of Saving Energy by Reducing Lighting Level 
through Removing Lamps and Ballasts 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: :REMOVE 2 OF THE 4 LlIMI'S FROM HALF 
OF THE OVERHEAD 2' x 4 t, FLUORESCENT FIXTURES AND 
DISCONNECT THE ASSOCIATED BALLASTS. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Retail stora (dapartment), Los Angele~, California 

Floor area: 100,000 Sq. Ft. 

Conditions before operational change: Lights on for 
72 hrs. per week; lighting levels average 80 fo~t 
candles. Electric use, 1,400,000 KWH/yr. @ 3.• 5t;:/KWII. 
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MECD 18 	REDUCE ILLUMINATION LEVELS TO REDUCE LIGHTING LOAD (Cont'd) 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy, 375,000 KWH/yr., a savings of 28% 


Dollars: $13,OOO/yr. 


4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: $3600 to remove lamps and disconnect 

ballasts. 


5. 	NEW LIGHTING LEVELS AVERAGE 65 FOOTCANDLES. NOTE THAT 

THE LEVEL OF ILLUMINATION DECREASED ONLY 16%. 


MECO 19 	REDUCE THE LEVEL OF ILLUMINATION IN PARKING LOTS 
TO REDUCE ELECTRIC LOAD 

Parking lots require an average of only one Footcandle of 
even illumination. Overlighting, inefficient light 
sources, and unnecessarily prolonged periods of operation 
account for excessive energy usage. 

1. 	Reduce the level of lighting if over one footcandle, 
while maintaining reasonable uniformity of illumination. 

Ca) 	 Replace lamps with more efficient light sources. 

(b) Reduce wattage of lamps or remove unnecessary ones. 

Refer to Section 4 , "Lighting", page·23& for more 
comrr",hensive guidelines. 

1. 	OPERATIONAl CRANGE: REDUCE THE WATTAGE OF THE LAMPS IN 
A PARKING LOT TO REDUCE LIGHTING LEVELS TO AN 
AVERAGE OF 1 FOOTCA.~LE. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Retail store (2500 car parking lot), Chicago, Illinois 

Conditions before operational changes: Dights opsrated 
4 hrs./day x 315 days/yr. = 1260 hours/yr. to 

maintain an average of 2 footcandles. 


Electric usage - 256,000 KWH @3.5~/KWH. 


3. 	SAVINGS; 

Energy: 128,000 KWH/yr., a savings of 50% 

Dollars: $4,480/yr. @ 3.5¢/KWH.· 

4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION COST: None, when lamps are changed at normal 
relamping periods. 
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4. DOMESTIC ROT WATER 

There are easily-implemented opportunities to conserve 
energy used to heat hot water at minimal cost by lowering 
the temperature of hot water at the faucets and reducing the 
volume which is used. 

In general, office buildings use 2 to 3 gallons ot hot 
water per capita per day, res2dences about 20· 
gallons/capita/day and religious buildings and stores less. 
Hospitals, laundries, cafeterias and restaurant kitchens 
use consider.ably more. 

Heat lost from storage tanka and circulating pipes is in pro
portion to the temperature dtffarence between the water and 
ambient air. Therefore. reducing the maintained 
temperature of hot water not only reduces the amount of 
energy required to heat each gallon of water used but also 
reduces the heat 1011 from the tank and piping uyetem. 

In buildings which heva kitchens ·requiring very het 
watlr for diihwaehing, boolt the temperature at the 
equipment, rather than maintainina a high temperature for 
the antin bu:!.ldinll hot water IYilltlilll. See lICM- 2. for 
datdle. 

aeducs the temperature of hot weter at fauceteto 90·F. 

Reduce the conDumpt1on of hot watar in all bu11d101l' 
by flow restrictora in the pipiOll. 8elf-clos1ng 
faucets or flow restr1ctor taps. 

Refer to Section 4. "Domestic Hot Water". page 141. for 
data on usage in buildings and for conservation guidelines. 
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MECO 20 	 REDUCE THE QUANTITY AND TEMPERATURE OF DOMESTIC HOT 
WATER 

Example of Savings' by Reducing Temperature and Quantity 
of Hot Water 

1. 	OPERATIONAL CHANGE: INSTALL 1/2 GPM SPRAY NOZZLES ON 
LAVATORY FAUCETS AND REDUCE TEMPERATURE FROM 135" 
TO 90°F. 

2. 	ASSUMPTIONS: 

Office building, New York, New York 

Occupancy: 3500 people 

Hot water usage: 2 GPD/capita - 135°F. delivery 
temperature 

Total consumption: 7,000 gallons/day 

Oil consumption for hot water:' 12,000/gallons/yr. @j6~/gal. 

3. 	SAVINGS: 

Energy: 6240 gal.foil/yr., a savings of 52% 

Dollars: $2,250 per year 

4. 	IMPLEMENTATION COST: 

$1750 for spray valves 
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USE AllD IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAlnJAL 

A. BACKGROUND 

The opportunities to conserve energy are identified in 
bold type and numbered ECO-I through ECO-40 in Section 4 
of this manual. For each sub-system, i.e. Heating, Cooling, 
Domestic Hot Water, Lighting, Power. HVAC, a brief 
discussion describes the conservation concept for each 
ECO and reference is made to the appropriate Figures which 
are the Charts, Graphs and Tables for use in quantifying the 
amount of energy which can be saved for each ECO. The options 
for consideration are summarized in the guidelines following 
each section. 

Each set of guidelines includes a number of options for 
consideration, and in many cases, a choice must be made 
between them. In order to choose the appropriate guidelines 
and use the Graphs and Charts which are applicable, ~'ou 
must first identify the factors which are particular to 
your building. Instructions for preparing identification 
profiles are described in "B" below, which also describes 
the method of determining the amount of energy your 
building now uses. Use profile Forms, Figures 3.10,11 
and 12, pages·SS,7I,7S.85 to assemble the 4ata you need. 

Before assembling your identification and energy use 
profile, go back and reread the Introduction and Scope, 
and the Summary of Energy· Conservation Principles, Section 1. 
Then review the major energy conservation opportunities 
(MECO's) which are sunnnarized in Section 2; The case 
histories, and examples in Section Z. shOWing savings 
are presented to give you an idea of the potential 
economic benefits as well as energy conservation potential 
which are possible. The energy savings for each example 
selected are conservative. More dramatic savings are 
possible. 

Before starting to construct your identification profiles, 
read all of Section 4 to gain a greater understanding of 
the general conservation opportunities which are available, 
but don't try to quantify savings for yo~r building before 
you construct the four profiles, page 71 - 88.* 

*The implementation costs given in Section are for 
New York City. Refer to Appendix A to determine costs 
for other locations. 

Preceding ~age blank 

http:pages�SS,7I,7S.85
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We strongly suggest that you obtain and read ECM-> 2 after 
you have constructed your profiles to understand the broadest 
range of energy conservation opportunities which are 

available. An understanding of the further energy savings 

which are possible"may influence your course of action. 

For instance, if after consulting Section 4 in ECM-l, you 


>are contemplating caulking windows to reduce heat loss 
in the winter you ~ay decide, after reading ECM~ 2 that you 

can benefit from lower life cycle costs by investing in 

storm windows which will also reduce infiltration and 

conduction losses without the need for caulking. Storm 

windows will cost more initially, but will result in lower 

life cycle costs. 


The Index at the end of ECM-l and ECM-2 should be used 

to quickly find the information on specific subjects 

or systems which are of interest to you. 


ll. ENERGY LOADS 

1. Building Load 

The magnitude of the "building" load and the amount of 

energy required to maintain the desired indoor temperature 

and humidity levels is dependent upon (1) the location 

of the building and climate, (2) the degree of enviornmental 

control which is maintained, (3) the number of occupants 

and period of occupancy, (4) the thermal performance of 

building structure and (5) the use of the building. 


a) Location 

The location of the building affects the heating 
and cooling loads, since the angle and amount of 
solar radiation which strikes the building exterior 
surfaces determines the solar heat gain at any period 
of the year. Solar heat gain may be detrimental in the 
s~~er (by increasing the cooling load) and/or 
beneficial in the winter (by providing heat 
to the building and reducing the heat 'load). 

The amount of sunshine also determines the amount 
of available daylight for natural illumination. 

The location also determines the climatic conditions 
to which the building is subjected, and in turn, 
the peak, and oagnitude of the annual heating and 
coaling loads. 



b) Climate 

The major climatic conditions which affect the amount 
of energy used for heating and cooling are: (1) temper
ature, (2) humidity, (3) wind, (4) the high-low range 
(diurnal sWing) of (1), (2) and (3); (5) the severity 
of the winter (degree days) and (6) the severity of 
the Summer (cooling wet bulb "and dry bulb degree 
hours) 

c) Degree of Environmental Control and Process Loads 

The degree and length of time that indoor conditions 
such as temperature, humidity, amount of ventilation, 
and quantity and temperature of hot water, influence 
the size of the "building" load, and the amount of 
energy required to supply it. 

The lighting levels influence the 8lll.ount of 
electricity required for illumination when day:ight is 
not available and used. 

Energy usage for the operation of elevators, escalators, 
business machines, commercial refrigeration, cooking 
equipment, communications and special processes 
(packaging, etc.) is also dependent upon the period 
of time they are used. Processes and equipment 
which emit heat also affect the building's heating 
and cooling loads. 

d) Heat Loss and Heat Gain 

The magnitude of the heating and cooling loads due 
to conduction of heat through the building envelope, 
and the leakage of outdoor air (infiltration) which 
must be heated, cooled, and humidified or dehumidified 
also depends upon the thermal and structural properties 
of the building as well as on climate, and periods of 
operation of the heating and cooling equipment to 
maintain established indoor conditiono. 

2. Distribution Loads 

The energy used in heating, ventilating and air conditioning 
systems to distribute hot or cold air or water is mainly 
for motor-driven fans, and hot or chilled water or condenser 
water motor-dciven pumps. 

Additional loads are caused by fluid leakage or heat 
transfer in hot or cold ducts and pipes. 
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[n 	 lighting systems, the fixtures themselves sre respons lble 
for reducing the effective lumen output from the lamps, and, 
along with lamps with low lumen/watt output, power 
losses from conductors, transformers and switch gear, account 
for a major amount,bf the energy used for lighting. 

3. 	Energy-Using Equipment Efficiency 

The primary energy conversion units, such as boilers, 
furnaces, compressors and chillers, which are supplied 
with energy in the form of fuel or electric power must 
supply all of the "building" and distribution loads. 
The amount of energy required to meet the "building" 
loads and distribution loads is dependent upon the 
efficiency of the primary energy-conversion equipment. 

In 	order to improve the seasonal efficiency of existing 
equipment, the characteristics, condition and operating 
mode of the equipment and systems must first be 
determined. 

C. 	 DEVELOPING THE IDENTIFICATION BUILDING PROFILES -
ENERGY CONSUMPTION/PARAMETERS 

In order to quantify the total energy savings for your 
building by using the charts, graphs, and tables in 
ECM- 1 (and ECM- 2) which provide unit savings, complete 
the four-part profile which identifies each of the factors 
listed below which are particular to your building. Enter 
the information on the appropriat~profile form as follows: 

1. 	Location and climate zone profile - Figure 3, page 55. 
2. 	 Building type construction, condition and use 

profile Figure 10, page 71. 
3. 	Mechanical and electrical systems profile - Figure 11, 

page 
4. 	Audit of present energy use - Figure 12, page 8~. 

Where the inf'ormation is required for use 'With manual 
ECM- 2 but not necessary for ECM-<i, it is as'terisked (*) 
on each profile form. 

STEP 1: PREPARE A BUILDING LOCATION AND CLIMATIC ZONE PROFILE 

Identify the climatic 'conditions to which your building 
is exposed over extended periods of time with the aid of 
climatic maos,(Figures 4 - 9) on pages 57-67, and ente~ 
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each value on the appropriate line, Column A, Figure 3. 
The geographic locations should be plotted on each of the 
maps and relevant conditions read from the contour lines. 
If your building lies between contour lines, the values 
should be interpolated; if in doubt consult your nearest 
weather station or an enviornmental engineer thliugh the 
ACEC Chapter in your State.' 

LOCATION AND CLIMATIC ZONE PROFILE FORM 

Latitude 

Heating Degree Davs 

Column A 
Value From 

Figure 4 

Figure 4 

Solar Radiation in Langleys Figure 5 

Figure 6 
Degree Hours less than 54·F W.B. 
when D.B. is less thet 68·F 

Degree Hours I2:reater than 7S'F D.B. Figure 7 

Del2:tee hours !:treater than 66·F W.B. Figure 8 

Degree hours greater than 8S·F D.B. Figure 9 

'The climatic information shown on the maps Figures 4 - 9 
was obtained either from the Climatic Atlas or developed 
from APHaSIa (See back of each figure for specific 
reference) 

These map.s provide a broad general picture of climatic 
conditions in any particular location~ they cannot however 
indicate the macro-climate or variation of conditions 
experienced ~~thin local areas. Local knowledge of the 
climate should be used to modify the general conditions 
when more precise anSWers are required •. Fo~ example, one 
area may be known to be lO·F colder 1n Winter then the 
average of surrounding areas and the hesting degree days 
should be modified accordingly. 
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1. 	Estimate the Annual Reating Degree Days and Identify 
Building Location (Figure 4) 

Dry bulb degree days influence the annual energy consumption 
for "building" heating loads. "Fbr additional information 
on degree days in your city, see Referenc~ 'I. Degree 
day information is required for use with Figure 13 (to 
determine savings due to temperature set-back) and 
Figure 16. 

2. 	Estimate the Annual Mean Daily Solar Radiation (Figure 5) 

Solar radiation, (measured in Langleys or BTU's) influences 
the annual energy consumption for the "building" cooling 
load by increasing heat gain by radiation through glazing, 
and by conduction through opaque roofs and exterior wall 
surfaces. Solar heat gain reduces the "building" heating 
load in winter. For additional information on solar radiation 
effects, refer to Reference 6. Radiation values are useful 
to determine the benefits of controlling solar radiation 
to reduce cooling loads, (see Fig. 22). 

3. 	Estimate the Annual Number of Wet Bulb Degree Rours 
Below 59°F W.B. when the Dry Bulb Degree Hours are 
Below 6S aF. (Figure 5) 

This value influences the annual energy consumption for 
"building" heating load to maintain relative humidity 
levels in the winter and is needed to determine the energy 
savings by reducing relative humidity levels using Figure 17. 

4. 	Estimate the Number of Annual Dry Bulb (D.B.) Degree 
Hours when D.B. Temperatures are Above 78 a F.(Figure 7) 

This value influences the annual energy consumption for 
"building" cooling load due to heat gain by conduction through 
the building envelope, and for "building" cooling load required 
to lower the dry bulb temperature of outdoor air (for 
ventilation and infiltration) to room conditions of 78 G F. 
(suggested standards, Figure 20). Use information from 
Figure 7 to determine the savings due to reduced D.n. 
degree hours alone by reducing infiltration and ventilation 
during the cooling season. 

5. 	Estimate t~e Number of Annual Wet Bulb (w.n.) Degree 
Hours when the W.B. Temoerature is Above 66"F.(Figure 8) 

This value influences the annual energy consumption for 
"building" cooling load to cool and dehumidify outdoor 
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Figure 114 Engineering Data 

Source: Climatic Atlas of the United States 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
June 1968

l
Page 36 
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F~gure #5 Engineering Data 

Source: Climatic Atlas of the United States 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
June) 1968 
Page 70 
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.Figure #6 Engineering Data 

Source: AFM SS-S 
U.S. Government Printing Office 

15 June 1967 


107 Locations in United States 

24 hrs/day October April 

DB less than 68'. 

WE taken in 5' increments less than 54'F WB. 

Base WB taken at 54'F. 

WE temperature difference taken from median of 5' 
range to 54', i.e.: for 45 to 49 range, WB temperature 
difference = 54-47 or 7·F. Temperature difference 
multiplied by number of hours in each WE temperature 
range, for October thru April and summed for total. 
Locations with heating seasons significantly longer than 
October-April should be analyzed individually for 
maximum accuracy. 
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Figure #7 Engineering Data 

Source: AFM 88-8 
U.S. Goverrurient Printing Office 
15 June 1967 

107 Locations in U'. S. 

12 Mos/yr 8 Hra/Day 0930-1730 

DB taken in SOp incraments beginning wIth 80-84°P. 

DB temperature difference taken from median of 5°F 
range to 78°r, i.e •• for 85° to 89°'p range, DB 
Temperature Difference = 87·-78·P ~ 9°P. Temperature 
Difference multiplied by No. of hourain each DB 
Temperature Range and summed for total. 





--Figure U8 Engineering Data 

Source: AFM 88-8 
U.S. Government Printing Office 

15 June 1961
°

107 Locations in U.S. 

12 Mos/yr 8 hr/day 0930-1730 

WE taken in 1°F increments beginning with 67°F 

WE temperature difference taken from 66°F 

Temperature difference multiplied by No. of hours at 
each WE temperature and summed for total. 
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Figure i9 Engineering Data 

Source: Am 88-8 
U.S. Government Printing Office 
15 June ,1967 

107 Locations :!.n U.S. 

12 Mos/yr 8 Br/day 0930-1730 

DB taken in 5°' incrementa beginning with 85-89" 

DB temperature difference taken from median of 5°' 
range to 85°F, i.e., for 90 to 94°F range, DB 
Temperature Difference • 92-8S"P ~ 1°' 

Temperature Difference multiplied by No. of hours in 
each DB Temperature Range and summed for total. 
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air to room conditions of 78· D.B. and 55% R.R.(refer 
to 	standards, Fig. 20). Use information from Figure 8 
to 	determine total energy sevings by reducing outdoor 
air leakage and ventilation during the cooling season 
(Figure 21). 

6. 	Estimate the Number of Annual Dry Bulb Degree Hours 
Above S5°P. (Figure 9) 

This value influences the annual energy consumption for 
"building" cooling load due to outdoor air when enthalpy 
conditions are low enough to permit full use of outdoor air, 
but existing cooling coil cannot maintain dry bulb 
conditions with 100% outdoor air. 

STEP 2: PREPARE A BUILDING TYPE, CONSTRUCTION, AND USE PROFILE 

Prepare a profile using the form on page n (Figure l.O) to 
record the information. Use existing construction or as-built 
drawings and plans, if available, for building configuration, 
construction details, and dimensions. Verify the information 
on the site since changes may have been made to the building 
after the plans were completed. If plans do not exist, 
obtain all data by inspection of the building. In particular, 
note and record the physical condition of the building 
elements, especially apparent deficiencies, i.e. leaks, 
missing insulation, leaky windows, etc. Where there 
are a typical conditions which are not accounted for 
in Figure 10,i.e. auditoriums, gymnasiums or cafeterias used 
intermittently in office buildings, or store room areas in 
supermarkats)it is important to list areas, lighting 
system details, temperature levels, control systems, and 
the number of occupants and occupied periods so that these 
areas can be addressed separately and so that the amount 
of energy currently used, (and then conserved after 
implementing the individual guidelines in Section ' ) can 
be determined. 

In listing the number of occupants for office buildings, 
record the average number of employees plus the estimated 
number of visitors; for retail stores, record the number 
of employees plus the number of customet;s'; and for 
religiOUS buildings record the number of people present 
at one time for various periods during the day and the 
week. Energy can be aaved by reducing ventilation rates 
When occupancy is reduced even for portions of the day, 
and temperature can be reset during unoccupied periods 
for sections of the building. 
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. 	 fGil 
BUILDING TYPE CONSTRUCTION AND USI: PROFILE - I 
Configuration and Construetion: 


Line No. (Circle Appropriate items and fill in blank) 


1. Primary Bldg. Use: 

2. Length, Fee't and Orientation __...;Ft. N. W. E. S. 

3. Wid th. Feet and Orientation __-...:Ft. N. W. E. S. 

4. Number of floors: 

*5. Height from floor to floor 

"'6. Height from floor to ceiling 

7. Floor area, gross sq. ft. : Linllil 2x3x4 m __--'fH~•• ft. 

8. Winaow Glazing: single, double, c:lear. reflecd"'!!l 

9. Window Typa: F1xed malh. double hung, CIIIIII!I!lUlnt 

10. W1ndow Condition I Loose fitting, mllliium, tight 

11. 	WindoW'll : Number arIa, ,grollll 
orientation: North - No. araa: 

It 	 It12. 	 Wllllt - NOa" " 
II 	 II13. 	 East - No." " 
II 	 II14. 	 South - No." " 

15. 	Door types and numbers: 
I-single;'" 2-vestibule;* 3-revo1ving 

,North 	- No. Type 

16. Door Types: East - No. Type 

17. Door 'Xypes: West - No. Type 

18. Door Types: South - No. Type 

Preceding page blank 
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Fig. 10 (Cont'd.) 

Line No. (Circle appropriate item and fill in blank) 

*19. Gross wall area and 
orientation: North: Lines 2Nx3Nx4xS"!' "q.ft. 

*20. Gross wall area and 
Qrientation: West Lines 2Wx3Wx4x5= "q.ft. 

*21- Gross wall area and 
orientation: East Lines 2Ex3Ex4x5= sq.ft. 

~22. Gross wall area and 
orientation: South: Lines 2Sx3Sx4xS=- sq.ft. 

*23. Net wall area and 
orientation: North: Lines 19-1l(area) sq.ft. 

*24. Net wall area and 
orientation: West Lines 20-12 " sq.ft. 

*25. Net wall area and 
orientation: East Lines 21-13 It sq.ft. 

*26. Net wall area and 
orientation: South: Lines 22-14 It sq.ft. 

*27. Exterior opaque wall construction: Circle Type: 

l-frame; 2-curtain wall; 3-solid masonry; 4-brick &masonry; 

5-masonry cavity 

*28. Exterior opaque wall insulation: Material:____________ 

Thickness :____ 

*29. Roof construction: Circle Types: l-masonry; 2-wood; 

3-metal; 4-flat; S-sloped; 6-pitched; 7-light; 8-dark 

*30. Roof insulation: Type:_____~Thickness:_____ 

"U"Val ue : ________ 

"Information required for ECM-2 only. All other Hems required 
for ECM-l and ECM- 2. 

http:2Sx3Sx4xS=-sq.ft
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*31. 	Floor: Circla Type: l-alab on grade; 2-over haated space; 

3-over unheated space; 4-wood; 5-concrete; 6-other 

32. 	1) Number of werking hours/wk. 2) Number of Occupants 

(a) 	For offices, employeas &visitors; stores, 
employees & customers; religious buildings, 
occupants. 

33. 	Number of custodial hours per week,__________ 

After dark summer after dark winter,________ 

Saturdays Sundays,___________ 

34. 	Temperature and relative humidity inside conditions: 

34a. Season TemEerature 
If Heated-Winter Occupied Hours 

34b. Unoccupied Hours 

Re!ative Humidity 
OF %RH 
OF %RH 

34c.lf Air Conditioned 
- Summer Occupied liours OF %RH 

34d. Unoccupied Hours OF %RH 

35. Ventilation: Outside air: 

35a. 	During occupied hours on/off 4mount in total CFM,______ 

35b. 	CFM/person: Line 35a'l" Line 32 (2) -_______________ 

35c. 	During unoccupied hours on/off, Amount in total CFM 

STEP 	 3: PREPARE AN ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS PROFILE 

Prepare a profile of the lighting, power, heating, ventilating,
air conditioning, and domestic hot water ,systems using Fig. 11, 
page 75 to record the information. " 

Tlie 	original building and engineering plans, and as-built 
plans and specifications should be used with caution since 
the mechanical and electrical systems in older buildings 
have frequently undergone changes ~nd/or the plans may 

*In£orm&tion required for ECM- ,2 only. All other items 
required for ECM-l and ECM-2'. 
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have bean incomplete to begin withJ During your 
on-site survey. note and record a typical conditions 
such as lighting fixture patterns, or special require
ments for portions of the building which are not 
accounted for in Figure 11. Small variations from 
the 	norm ~~ll not materially affect the conservation 
program. 

Except for those buildings which employ full time 
operating and maintenance personnel,it may be 
difficult or impossible for the owners or operators of 
the buildings to complete the building and electrical 
and mecllanical profiles without outside help to 
determine the type and physical characteristics or 
operating efficiencies of many of the mechanical and 
electrical systems. Seek assistance from your heating 
service·oil burner (and/or boiler) maintenance company, 
which may also assist you in identifying other features 
and conditions of the heating and ventilating systems. 

Companies which specialize in balanCing HVAC systems 
are available for preliminary consulation to determine 
existing conditions. The local utility company can 
provide help in identifying electrical equipment and 
systems and information on motor efficiencies. 

Where additional information is needed, your State 
Chapter of the American Consulting Engineers Council 
can recommend qualified consulting engineers whose 
services are available to make the prelimiusFY. assess 1 
ments of your aJcisting systems. 	 . ill 1 
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS PROFILIL ...11.......=--=.... 

Line No. (Circle appropriate item and fill in blank) 

1. 	Electric lighting system 

Lighting fixtures in primary spaces such as office areas, 

halls of worship, store sales areas. 

(1) 	Incandescent; (2) Fluorescent: (3) Other note 

(4) 	* of fluorescent fixtures.____~;(5) Dof lamps per 

fixture__-,;(6) Wattage per lamp____,; (7) Total wattage 

pf all fluorescent fixtures____;(8) Total wattage of 

all incandescent lamps__(9) Total wattage of incandescent 

and fluorescent.-=l=am~p~s::======::~~ 

PreceDing page blank 
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Fig. 11 (Gont I d) 


Line No. (Gircle appropriate item and fill in blank) 


2. 	Lighting fixtur~s in secondary spaces, such as corridors, 

toilet rornns t storage rooms. 

(1) 	 Incandescent; (2) Fluorescent; (3) Other note._______ 

(4) IF of fluorescent fixtures.____; (5) 11 of lamps per 


fixture ; (6) Wattage per lamp 

--~---

(7) 	Total wattage of all fluorescent fixtures 

(8) 	Total wattage of all incandescent lamps 

(9) 	Total wattage of incandescent and fluorescant 


lamps 


3. 	Total installed wattage: Lines I (9) + 2 (9)= 

4. 	Average installed watts/-sQ. ft. Lines 31'7 (Fig. lOr 
*5. 	Type lighting fixtures: (1) Pendant mounted; (2) Surface 

mounted; (3) Recessed; (4) Wall mounted; (5) Luminous 

ceiling; (6) Cove mounted; (7) Exterior lighting on walls; 

(8) 	Exterior lighting on standards. 

6. 	Total wattage of exterior lighting for: (1) Security___ 

(2) 	Parking lots and drive, ______ 

7. 	Area of parking lots___length x,_____width=___,Sq.ft. 

S. 	Parking lot lighting in watts/sq.ft., Lines 6 

(2) 	+7 sq. ft. ____w/sq .ft. 

9. 	HourS/Wk. parking lot lighting is in operation_________ 

*Information required for ECM-c only. All other items required for 
ECM-I and ECM-2. 

http:watts/sq.ft
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VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION 

10. 	Escalators: Numbar___-.:Oparation hours/day______ 

-11. 	 Elevators Numbar____*Type: Gear, Gearless. 

Hydraulic Operation Hours/day________*Tota1 connected 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS 

12. 	Method of generation and storage; Separate water heater; 

(1) Oil; (2) Gse; (3) Electric; (4) Coal; (5) Tankless 

heater on space heating boiler; (6) Tank heater on 

space heating boiler; (7) Storage tank size if any __.:ti>gale.; 

(B)*Tank insulation thicknees.______Type~____(9) Aquastat 

sett1ng,_____Ol' • 

13. 	Estimated annual usage: 

(1) 	Office B1dgs: Fig.10 Line 32(2)x750 gal/yr. 

(2) 	Restaurants: Meals served/yr.x3 gal/meal- gal/yr. 

(3) 	Religious Bldgs: Line 32(2)x50 ga1/yr- gal/yr. 

(Poee not include special cooking facilities) 

(4) 	Stores: Fig.10 Line 32(2)x number of days=-__J'-ga1/yr. 

(5) 	For residantia1 buildings - 7200 gal/capita/yr. 

(6) For Schools - 50 gal/capita/week 

(7) 	For Hospitals - varies with type 

"Information required for ECM-2 only. All other items 

required for ECM-1 and ECM-2. 


http:served/yr.x3
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HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 

14. 	Boilers or furnace· type for space heating (Circle it"-llls) 

(1) Hot water; (2) Low pressure steam; (3) High pressure 

steam; (4) >'ire tube; (5) Water tube; (6) Cast iron; 

en Steel; (8) Gravity hot air; (9) Forced warm air. 

15. 	a) Boiler or furnace rating________~BTUxl03/hr. or 

______~B.oiler H.P. 

b) Present measured peak load combustion efficiency %. 

16. Compressors und chillers: 

(1) 	Number_____ 

(2) 	Rating of each in tons of refrigeration~__________ 

(3) 	Total tons of refrigeration (1) x (2) =____ 

(4) 	 If electric drive, total motor horsepower ________~H.P. 

*(5) 	 If absorption units, total peak steam 


consumption.________~H.P. 


17. 	If central air conditioning systems, indicate: (1) Cooling 

tower motor sizes total______~H.P.; (2) Air cooled condenser 

motor sizes total________~H.P. Condenser pumps No 

To tal_____H. P • 

18. 	If room air conditioners or through-the-wall units: 

Indicate (1) total number______(2) Horseponer ____--'funit. 

(3) Total connected Horsepower (1) x (2) = _______ 

*Information required for ECM-2 only. All other it~ms 
required for ECM-I and ECM-2. 
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Fig. 11 (Cont'd). 

Line No. CCircle appropriate item and fill in blank) 

19.• 	 If cotnmercial refrigeration. indicate: (1) Number of cold 

cases or refrigerators ; (2) Number of condenSing 

units,_____ (3) Total connected horsepower of 


condensing units,______~H.P. 


WAC SYSTEMS 

Check the systems and 	fill in appropriate information: 

20. 	All air HVAC systems: Check types-fill in blanks. 

(l~ 	 Single zone~_____a) Number of sir hendlin~ units 

b) Total Horsepower __________ 

c) Total CFM/air handling unit 

(2) 	 Terminal reheat__a) Number of air handling units 

b) Total Horsepower 

c) Static pressure 

d) Number of reheat boxes 

e) Type reheat Coil: 1, hot water 

2. electric 3. steam 

*f) CFM/sir handling unit 

(3) 	Variable VolLl!lle_a) Number of air handling units 

b) Total hOrllepwer 

c) Dump type system 

d) Vaned inlet ' 

e) CFMjsir handling unit 

*Information required for ECM-2 only. All other items 
required for ECM-l and ECM-2~ 
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_____a)(4) Induction 	 - Number of air handling units 

b) Total horsepower 

c) Static pressure 

d) Number of terminal uni.t,; 

*e) CFM/air handling 	unit 

(5) 	Dual duct. ____-.:a) Number of air handling unit9____ 


b) Total horsepower 


c) Static pressure 


d) Number of terminal units 


e) em/air handling unit'--_____ 


(6) Multi-zone units 	a) Number of air handling units__. 

b) Total horsepower 


c) Static pressure_________________ 


d) Number of terminal units--- 
e) em/air handling unit_________ 

(7) 	Forced warm air furnaces No.----- 
a) Total horse power of blowers____ 

b) CFM/furnace _____________________ 

21. 	Water-air systems 


ell 2 Pipe fan coil_a) Number of units____________ 


b) Total connected-horsepower_______ 


(21 	4 Pipe fan coil_a) Number of units______________ 


b) Total connected horsepower____ 


(3) 	UnitaryHeat Pumps____...;a) Number of units_______________ 


b) Total connected horsepower-- 
*Information required for ECM-l only. All other items 
required for ECM-l and ECM-2. 
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22. 	Pumps 

0.) 	Chille.d water pumps______ 

a) Number of units-:_______ 

b) 	Total connected hor~epower____ 

(2) 'Condenser wate.r 	pumps,_______, 

a) Number of unite _________ 

b) Total connected horsepower,____ 

(3) 	Boiler feed pumps,_______ 

a) Number of units________ 

b) Total connected horsepower,____ _ 

(4) Hot 	water pumps for space heat1ng~__________ 

a) Nwnber ofunits ________ 

. b) Total connected 	horsepower.____ 

(5) Recirculating pumps for domestic hot water_______ 

a) Number of units _________ 

b) Total connected horsepower.____ 

23. 	 (1) Outside air fans________________ 

a) Nwnber of units:...._______ 

b) Total connected horsepower.______ 

c) C!!'M/fan unit'--_______ 

(2) Supply 	air fans(Check the number and total R.I'. for all) 

a) Number of backward curved multivane fans___HP___ 

b) Number of forward curved multivane fans HP_ 

e) 	Number of axial fans,_______________-:HP 

d) Number of propeller fsns HP 

e) C!!'M/fan unit'--_________-,-______ 
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23. (3) Exhaust air fans 

a) Number of backward curved multivane fans__HP_ 

b) Number of forward curved multivane fans HP 

c) Number of axial fallS HP 

d) Number of propeller fans HP_ 

e) CFM/fan 

24. Check if installed: 

(1) Fin tube radiators'-- (5)Supply and return ducts___ 

(2) Case iron radiators- (6)Outside air dampers_______ 

(3) Radiane heating coils_ (7)Steam piping______ 

(4) Hot water piping,_____ (B) Exhaust duct work'-___ 

STEP 4: PREPARE AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION AUDIT 

Prepare a profile of your existing consumption of energy and 
record the dat,' in the form Figure 12, page 85. 

In some buildings (usually only a nominal number of large 
buildings) there are BTU or energy consumption meters which 
record quantities of fuel and power used. However, in most 
cases, these do not exist and the yearly energy used 
must be ascertained from the fuel and utility bills. To 
start with, determine the gross number of BTU's which your 
building uses per year per square foot of gross floor area. 
This is relatively easy to do and will provide the firs~ 
bit of information to allow you to compare the energy your 
building uses with otners as a atarting point to establish 
a target, a geal for reduction in energy use. The ultimate 
savings in energy can be expressed as a per~entage of your 
current consumption. You will be considering energy 
conservation measures by individual systems and subsystems. 
It js important to break down the total amount of energy 
used bl the heating system as a whole, and by, or due to 
eacll of its ~t'b-components. Energ, for cooling, lighting 
and power must also be broken down into sub-system use. 

1. Gather from your monthly utility and fuel suppliers' 
bills tne annu;,l usage of energy in gallons of oil, cubic 
feet of gas, pounds of propene, tons of coal and kilowatt 
hours of elec',ric1ty. Record the gross yearly quantit, of 
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fuel and power in profile Figure 12, Column A, page 85. 

Convert the units of fuel and electricity to equivalent 

BTU's by multiplying the quantities of fuel and power by 

the appropriate conversion factor in Column B. Record the 

product in Column C. 


Conversion factors are based on the number of BTU's in a 
gallon of oil, cubic foot of gas, ton of coal and kilowatt hours 
of electricity. Total the gross number of BTU's and enter 
the result on line 7, of Figure 12. Determine the BTU's in 
thousands used per year. per square foot of floor space by 
dividing the gross quantity of BTU's in thousands(~ine 7, 
Figure 12) by the gross area in square feet (line 7, Figure 4) 
Many office buildings use from 80,000 to 500,000 BTU's! 
sq.ft./yr. 

Stores consume energy at a rate within about the same 

range and religious buildings at wpmewnat less than th~ 


lower end of the range. Hospitals generally uSe more 

energy/sq.ft. and housing less. Schools use less energyl 

sq.ft. than office buildings. New office buildings are 

now being designed snd constructed in an energy 

conservation mode to consume as little as 55,000 

BTU's/sq.ft./yr. or less. A realistic energy budg7t goal 

for existing buildin~s may be as low as 75,000 BTU s/ 

sa.ft./yr. for office buildings and stores' 60,000 BTU's/ 

sq.ft./yr. for schools, and 35,000 BTU's/sQ.ft./vr for 

religious buildings. See how close to these figures 

you can approach or if you can better them. Your 

existing consumption will give you a starting point. 

The difference between that figure and the target 

energy budget, will provide an order of the magnitude of 

savings to strive for. 


Next break down the average annual BTU consumption by system, 
using Fig. 12, Sections 2,3,4 and 5 to record the data. The 
duration and severity of winter varies from year to year, 
and affects the quantity of heat required. To obtain the 
most accurate results, five or more years of energy consumption 
should be averaged to determine fuel consumption for a 
typical year for heating. If records are only available for 
the previol!~ year's fuel consumption, these can be corrected 
to a typical year by dividing the actual fuel consumption 
by heatiog degree days actually experienced for that year, 
then multiplying by the average yearly degree days for 
the building's geographic location, as shown in Figure 4. 
The heating degree days for the year corresponding to actual 
fuel consumption can be obtained from the weather bureau, or 
'a local fuel supplier. 

http:energy/sq.ft
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EXAMPLE 

1973 fuel consumption x average yearly degree days-average yearly 
1973 degree days fuel consumption' 

Fuel bills often do not differentiate between the end use 

for heating or other purposes, and an adjustment must be 

made. If oil, gas, or coal is the primary fuel, and is 

used for both heating arid domestic hot water, the usage 

should be broken down between the two. The space heating load 

occurs in the wir,ter, but the domestic hot water load is 

continuous for the whole year at a rate that can be assumed 

L_ostant, To determine the amount of the monthly fuel 

bills that can be attributed only to heating, select one 

average winter month's consumption, subtract one average 

summer month's consumption and multiply the answer by the 

total number of heating months. The difference between total 

fuel used and heating fuel uSe will be the domestic hot 

water energy consumption. 


If the building is heated by electricity and the total 

electrical usage of the building is metered and billed in a 

lump sum, the bill will include energy for heating, lighting, 

and power. To arrive at the amount of electricity used for 

heating only, it is necessary to assess the quantity used for 

lighting and powE'.r and subtract this from the total billing. 

In small buildings, a quick assessment of the electricity 

usage for lighting can be made by counting the number of 

lighting fixtures and multiplying- the wattage of each j.@Ilp 

and the average number of hours that these are switched 

on during the heating season. This will give the total number 

of watt-hours consumption that can be attributed to 1igh'ing. 

Divide watt-hrs. by 1000 to get kilowatt-hrs. Similarly, 


. a survey can be made of all electrical motors that are in 
use during the heating season and their nominal hors~power 
rating (mUltiplied by .800) to determine the approximate 
amount of electriCity in KWH used for each hour of running. 
(This formula ~'Dumes an efficiency of 93% for electric 
motors). The KWH should then be multiplied by the number 
of hours of operation during the heating season to determine 
the total kilowatt hours that can be attributed to power. The 
sum of the kilowatt hours assessed for lighting and power 
should then be subtracted from the total power consumed by 
the building for the heating season, to determine the amount 
used for heating. In large, complex buildings where 
simultaneous heating and cooling are likely to occur, you 
should seek professional help to prepare a more accurate 
analysis of enecgy flow, if your ~aintenance staff is unable 
to do so. To determine the energy us ed for lighting and for 
power for the entire year, the same method of determining 
~~ergy use in the heating season, described above, can be used 
for a l2-month period. 
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To determine the amount of energy used for air conditioning, 
estimate the energy for fans and pumps as outlined above. 
For electric driven refrigeration units the'KWH can be 
estimated by deducting the energy used for lighting and other 
motors from the June, July, August. and September electric 
utility bills, 

ENERGY USE AUD!T 

1. Gross Annual Fuel and Energv Consumption, fi .1 
Line No. 

A B C 
Conversion Thousands of 
Factor BTU's/vr. 

Ex 138 (1) 
= x 146 (2) 

1. Oil - gallons 

x 1.0 (3) = 
2. Gas - Cubic Feet 	 x 0.8 (4) = 

m3. 	Coal - Short tons ~ 260GO 

4. 	Steam-Pounds ~ 103 x 900 
5. Propane Gas - 1be. x 21.5 • 

6. E1ectricity-KW.Hrs. x 3.413 • 

7. Total BTU's ~ 103/ yr . • ................. " •• &.~ ... 

8. 	BTU's x 103/Yr/Per Square Foot of Floor Area,________________ 

(Line 7 ~ Figure 4, Line 7) 

Use for (1) No.2 Oil; (2) No.6 011; (3) Natural Gas; 
(4) 	Mfg. Gas 
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2. Annual Fuel and Energy Consumntion for Heating 

. Line 	No. 

A B C 

Conversion Thousands of 
Factor BTU's/yr. 

x 138 (1) ~ 

" Oil - gallons 	 x 146 (2L = 

~x l.a (3) 

10. 	Gas - Cubic Feet x 0.8 (4) = 

11. 	Coal - Short tons ____---=x~2:;:6;;:;00:::0::....__ =___ 

12. 	Steam - Pounds _____---=x~90~0~___ =______ 
x 103 

13. 	Propane Gas - lbs. ________~x~2l~.~5~__ =~_____ 

14. 	Electridty-!.:w.Hrs._____-"x:..3;;;..:...4"'1;;.;3'-_ =_____ 

15. 	Total BTU's x .~ .......... ~ ......... =---

16. 	BTU's x 103/Yr Per Square Foot of Floor Area._____ 
(Line 15 Line 7) 

3. Annual and Energy Consumotion for Domestic Hot 
~r 

Line No. 
A B C 

Conversion ThOusands of 
Factor BTUls/Yr. 

x 138 (1) =17. 	Oil - Gallons 
-~--

_______~x~1~4~6~(~2)~=_______ 

18. Gas 	 - Cubic Feet _______---=x~1~.~O~(~3~)~-_______ 

x 0.8 (4)= 
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3. 	Annu·al Fuel and Energy Consumption for Domestic Hot Water (Cont'd) 

Line 	No. B C 
Conversion Thousands of 
Factor BTU'e/Yr. 

19. 	Coal - Short Tons ________~x~26~O~O~0~m_______ 

3 ________~x~9~OO 	 m________20. 	Steam-Pounds ~ 10

21. Propane Gas - lbs. 	 x 21.5 

22. Electricity-Kw.Rrs 	 x .3.413 D 

3 .
23. 	Total BTU's/Yr. x 10 ................................ .. 


24. 	BTU's x 103Yr/Per Square Foot of Floor Area 
(Line 23 -:- Figure 4. Line 7) '------ 

4. 	Annual Fuel and/or Energy Consumption for Co.oling 
(Compressors and Chillers) 

Line No. 	 A B C 

Conversion Thousands of 


a) if absorption cooling Factor BTU's!Yr. 


x 138 (1)-_____ 

25. 	Oil - Gallons ________~x~1~4~6~(2~)_-________ 

x 1.0 (3) =_____ 

26, Gas - Cubic Feet 	 x Q,8:(4) -~__ 

27, 	 Coal - Short Tons ________x~2~6~0~0~0___a ________ 

28. 	 Steam-Pouadla x 103 x .';l00 .. 
--------~~------------
________~x~:2_"1_._5___D________29. Propane Gas - 1bs 

30. Total BTU's/yr x 	l03.~~ •... ~ ..........• a ___________ 


31. 	BTU's x 103/Yr Per Square Foot of Floor Area~______ 
(Line 30 T Fig. 4 Line 7) 

b) 	 If Electric Cooling 

32. 	Electricity-KWH; _____-=x~3~.4~1~3~_=______ 

33. 	BTU's x 103/Yr Per Square Foo.t of Floor Area'--_____ 
(Line 32 ~ Fig. 4 Line 7) 
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S. Estimated Annual Energy Consumption for Interior Lighting: 

Line No. A Il. 
Conversion 
Factor 

C 
Thousii"nds of 

BTIl' s/Y'!: 

34. K\ffi x 3.413 =___ 

Fig. 	10 Line 3 x Fig. 10 Line 33 (1) 

3". 	 BTIl's x I03/Yr/Per Square Foot o~ Floor Area_______ 
(Fig. 10 Line 35 Col. C T Fig. 4 Line 7) 

6. 	Estimated Annual Electrical Energy Consumption-for-nll Motors 
and Machines If Building and Hot ~ater Are Not 
Electrically Heated: (1) 

36. 	Total !Cw. lirs. -:,~_-,Less Kw. lirs. Lighting,______...;Kw.Hrs, 
(Line 22, Col. A) 

37. 	Kw. lirs./Yr/Sq.ft. Floor area = (1) 
(Line 37 Col. C ~-Pig.4 Line 7) 

38. 	BTil's x 103/Yr/Sq.ft. floor area = (Line 37) x3.431 (2) 

(1) and (2) If building heat and hot water are electde,ally 
heated, deduct the Kw.Hrs./Yr!per sq. ft. and BTIl's/YrISq.ft. 
for heating and hot water. (Lines 37 and 38) 

D. 	 PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING DETAILED CONSERVATlON 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Each of the fallowing steps, 5-11, are abstracts of ~ore 
complete options detailed in Sections '4A-G , and are 
listed here to denote the general type of action to oe 
taken. The order of steps may oe intercnanged for many 
items depending on the conditions in your building and 
your reSources (labor, mostly) to pursue ~ch·suggestion. 

STEP 	 5: REDUCE HEGLIGENT WASTE 

USing the guidelines of Sections- 4A-G for each system 
as a checklist, identify those items in your building 
that can be cleaned, repaired, or servided to improve their 
performance and take the appropriate corrective acti~n. 
Record the action and date performed in a permanent conservation 
record book which you should set up for your energy 
conservation program. 

http:BTIl's/YrISq.ft
http:103/Yr/Sq.ft
http:lirs./Yr/Sq.ft
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STEP 6: SET UP SYSTEM AND MAINTAIN RECORDS 

Using your energy conservation record book, which should 
include all identification profiles and initial energy audit, 
maintain ,a running diary of all actions which you take to 
implement the ECO's appropriate to your building. 
Provide space fo; recording future fuel and energy bills, 
converted to BTU's, to ascertain the effectiveness of 
your energy conservation program. You will not be able to 
measure your accomplishments by comparing the utility bills 
only, dU2 to rising costs~ the ,numbers in BTU's are needed. 
(But remember, if you hadn't undertaken this program, the 
bills would have been even higher.) In ,your record booK

1outline the additional measures you plan to take and don t 
delay implementing them. As you accomplish each change, record 
the date and check off'the item. Record the estimated 
time and expense for in-house labor or contract labor for each 
BCO you propose to initiate; after completion of the 
work, record the actual costa. CAUTION: Do not get bogged 
down in paper work. If you will be delayed by setting up 
and maintaining a record system, initiate immediate action for 
steps 5 and 7. 

STEP 7: CHANGE THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

Review the way you operate your building. Close off unused 
spaces and cut off all services to them. Turn off unnecessary 
lights. Reduce the indoor temperatures during the heating 
season by resetting thermostats and adjust thermostats to 
maintain higher temperatures in the summer (See Section 4 
for special instructions for terminal reheat ,systems and core 
areas of large buildings.) Turn off the air conditioning system 
and all auxiliary fans and pumps and condenser or cooling 
towers at night and on ~ds:. ~eduee. t~ q;uant:!::tY" of 
~emestichot water and resetaquastats to maintain lower 
temperatures, prepare memos to occupants telling them what 
you are dolng. Tag light switches and other control 
devices to make it easy to identify them; they will get 
more attenti,on "hen I;dghly v i,s:;'ble. , Ope:rate ,drapes, 
vane.tUn blinds, v:tndo~ t-o '!llll.x1ln1"e,.- solar: heat gain in 
winter, temaKe 'IIlaxilnum 1lse of daylight all year round, and 
to minimize solar heat gain in summer. ' 

Select the. guidelines form each portion of Section 4: that 
list the options for changing the enviornmental conditions and 
inaugurate. them without-delay. 

When y-ou find that dampers or othe.r controls are not installed 
to pe~t y-ou to take full advantage of any guideline, 
consult ECM 2 for further instructions. 
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~,J!.: REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR LIGHTING 

Clean walls and other interior surfaces to increase the 
effectiveness of the lighting system. Clean the lamps, 
tubes, louvres and fixtures; next, replace lamps with ones 
of lower wattage, or 'witn lamps or tUbes 'that provide more lumens 
per watt. 'Remove lamps from ftxtures- where the ta.sb 
do nat require the current illumination levels. Follow 
guidelines from Section 4F" ''Lighting'' for the measures and 
methods to follow. Where extra switches would permit a savings 
in energy without sacrificing visual performance consult ECM 7 
for specific instructions for adding them. 

STEP 9: REDUCE H:EAT LOSS ANIl H:EAT GAIN. 

Reduce the' "building" heating and coaling loads by reducing 
the air leakage into the bUilding and heat transmission 
through tha windO'."". Caulking cracks, weatherstripping. and 
adding storm windows and doors for small buildings in'climatic 
zones of 5000 or ~ore degree days will always result in a short 
payback period in fuel savings for each dollar invested. 
(Refer to Section 4 "Heating" and "Cooling") ECM 2 
provides more data on window treatment and insulation for walls 
and roof to reduce !teat loss and heat gain for each typical 
climatic zone. 

STEP 10: REDUCE THE DIST'RIJruTION LOADS'. 

In addition to repairing leaks and insulation, and cleaning 
filters in air systems to reduce losses, the piping, pumping, 
duct, and fan systems should be analyzed to determine the potential 
for reducing energy consumption due to these systems. Bear in 
mind, though, that the equipment may not have been operating 
even in accordance witn present loads, so there may be a 
opportunity for conservation by adjusting pri~ary equipment 
for present loads as well as for new load reductions. Eefore 
making any adjustments to motor speeds, dampers, and major 
controls a survey of the systems which they serve, and the 
actual conditions of operation and load sOould be made by 
competent personnel wOo understand the equipment and systems. 
Avoid do-it-yourself adjustments to these systems, since it 
is possihle to seriously disrupt operation and jeopardize 
equipment if improper adjustments are made. For their 
guidance, we suggest that you provide ECM- 1 and ECM- 2 to your 
operation and ma:ntenance personnel and to outside service 
orgal\izations which you retain for maintenance and repai,rs. 
If you seek. professional advice, make sure that architects and 
engineers whom you consult are familiar with these mam,als. 
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STEP 11: lllPRClVE THE ItFl'ICIENCY C1F THE PRIMARY ENERGY 
CONVERSION EQUI~ 

Use qua~ified service personnel to.~easure combustion 
efficiencies, and tne performance of compressors, chillers, 
cooling towers, condenser pumps and ~otors and to service 
and adjust them to operate ih accordance ~~th the new 
loads (wn1cnwill have been reduced b~ actions taken in 
previous IStaps,) Equi~ant should De adjusted for 
"seasonal" efficiancy, not si'mplypeak efficiencies. Use 
.the appropriate instructions and gUidelines in Section 4 of 
ECM...;t • 

ECM- 2 should be consulted for specific measures which entail 
more than a nominal cost to improve operating efficiencies. 
It provides guidelin~ for~ajor alteration or replacements. 
If systemlS and equipment are obsolete or beyond significant 
improvement, replace them. 
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A. BACKGROUND 

The yearly consumption of energy for heating and ventilating 
can be reduced in three~ajor categories: 

(1) 	Reduce tiLe "Outlding" heat load 
(2) 	Reduce the distribution system load 
(3) 	 Increase the efficiency of the primary 


ener~onversion equipment. 


Categories 1 and 3 are addressed in this section, and 
category 2 in Section 4D • "Distribution and HVAC Systems". 

11. "BUILDING" BEATING LOAllS 

One of tiLe J;actora wii..:l:ch determine the "building" heat load 
is the average difference between indoor and·outdoor 
temperacures ~~ the larger the temperature difference, 
the greater the load. Reduce tlie load by maintainiug lower 
indoor temperatures for as long a period aa possible 
during tiLe heating season. Lowerillg the temperature to 
68'F. or less in the major areas of the building when it is 
occupied, and lIlatotato1'ng even lower temperatures in less 
critical areas will conserve energy. The amount of heat 
produced :!:nte.rnally by lig11tl<l:', people and business 
machines (internal heat gatos) and tiLe amount of sunlight 
impinging upon tlie structure and transmitted through 
w1'ndow panes and doors also reduces ''buildiug'' heating 
load. 

~ealtze greater savings by reducing the indoor temperature 
at n:i:gftt and durtog weeKends. Outdoor temperatures are 
generally colder at night, and neitiLer Bolar heat gain 
nor internal heat gains halp at night to oJ;fset heat loss. 

The amount of outdoor air which is introduced into the 
building for ventilation or which infiltrates through 
the building envelope also contributes to the beating 
load. This air l1tIlBt be heated and l'wm:I:d1fied to meet 
!ndoor conditions. Ita ultimate effect on the load depends, 
as with other heating loads, upon the difference in 
indoor and outdoor temperatures and tbe'quantity of 
outdoor air itself. In cold climates, ahutting off 
ventilation air at night --when no ventilation is required 
for physiological real!fOne .... _y result in the single 
largest savings of energy. 

I Preceding page blank 
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"Building" heating load also depends upon the amount of 
moisture maintained in the building. The measure of the 
moisture content of the air is relative humidity (R.H.). 
When cold outdoor air enters the building -- as ventilation 
or infiltration,~~ the relative humidity of the interior of 
the building drops and additional moisture, in vaporized 
form, must be added. Vaporization requires energy in 
the form oi heat. The greater the volume of outdoor air, the 
greater is the heat demand to supply Bumidification. Lowering 
the level of humidification conserves energy. ' 

A building is more comfortable at lower temperatures if 
the relative humidity is maintained at a level within 
a range Of frO!ll 20 to 40%. :tn a "tight" building with 
little air leakage and a small amount of ventilation, the 
energy saved oy lowering the temperature will exceed the 
energy required to maintain humidity levels higher than 
20%. Without using a computer for a seasonal analysis, the 
calculation to determine this trade~ff is complicated. 
ECM II descriBes a metnod for making such an analysis. 
Since thare is li,ttle medical knowledge available to support 
the contention tRat relative humidities higher than 
20% are more beneficial to health, the recommendation here, 
is to maintain a maximum of 20% R.K. during the day~ime 
in occupied areas of the building and to add no humidification 
at night. 

Finally, the building envelope -- the roof, exterior 
opaque walls, windows and doors, all of which are subjected 
to the outdoor climate -- influences the size of the 
"building" heating load. The effect of infiltration 
through the envelope is discussed above. In addition, heat 
is transmitted through the building envelope by conduction 
in accordance with the temperature difference between 
indoors and outdoors and the resistance to heat transfer 
offered by each of the building components. 

The rate of heat transfer through the envelope 
is expressed as a "u" value -- BTU's Ihourlsq. ft. of 
surface per degree of temperature differehce bet",een 
indoors and outdoors. Ihe thin layer of air surrounding 
the exterior surface of the envelope ~dds to the 
insulating value of the wallar roof material. A lower 
U value means greater resistance to the transmission of 
heat and saves energy by reducing heat loss from che 
building. 
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Single panes of glass in still air (less than 15 m.p.h.) 
have a U value of 1.13. Double glazing reduces the U 
value to about .55. The U values of walls and roofs vary 
from .4 down to .06 depending upon the structural materials 
and th~ thickness of any insulation which has been added. 
Effective measures to reduce the U value and haating load 
include adding a storm sash to existing windows, 
replacing the windows with double glazing (or triple glszing 
in severe climates), and adding insulation to the interior 
or exterior surfaces of roofs and exterior walls. 

Wind destroys the air film around exterior surfaces 
and causes the U value of the surfaces to increase. Heat 
loss, especially through window panes and uninsulated 
walls, increases accordingly. Use shutters, screens, trees, 
or other shielding devices to reduce wind velocity on the 
windows to limit heat losses. 

C. D1S'l'RIBlITION SYSTEM LOADS 

A distribution system is necessary to supply the 
"building" heating load. It may carry bot water or 
steam directly from a boiler to radiators or to fan coil 
units in the spaces to be haated, or to air handling units 
Which transfer tha haat from the steam or hot water piping 
by means of coils located in the unit. Air warmad by air 
handling units is forced through ducts to register. or 
diffusers in the 'conditioned spaces. Return a:t.l:, dl:Il.WtI 
through ducts back to the air handling units, is el.an.ed, 
along with fresh air also drawn into tha unit, by air 
filters. The unit, when fitted with cooling eoile, 
employs the same blower and duct system for air conditioning. 
Gravity hot air furnaces deliver hot air, without a D~r. 
directly to the space through a short duct connection. 
Forced warm air furnaces are equipped with a blower which 
delivers warm air to the spaces and return air (through 
ducts s1m1lar to those of the sir handling un1ts) to the 
furnace. 

The distribution loads, often called "parasitic" loads 
since they do not contribute directl~ to tha comfort and 
requirements of the building occupants, mclude hast loases' 
from piping and duct work, and electl:1c power todriY~ fans 
or pumps against tha resistance of the duct or piping 
system. Air, water or steam leaks from thase aytItt:ImlB, torn 
and missing insulation, and broken or fll-f1tttng windows' 
are flagrant examples of negligent waste -- tha~ increase 
the load without performing useful work.. Distriliution loadS' 
are discussed extensively in Section '4D , ''D:l.stribution 
and HVAC Systems". 

http:el.an.ed
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D. PRIMARY ENERGY-COWERSION EQUIPMENt' 

Ultimately, energy, in the form of oil, coal, or gas 
is consumed by pr;imary equipment and converted, by way 
of combustion, into heat in a boiler or furnace. The 
potential energy in the fuel is not fully realized, 
because it is difficult to achieve and sustain t~~ 
correct mix, for combustion of air and fuel. Additional 
losses, thru the breeching or smoke pipe up the 
chimney, and heat radiation from the boiler surfaces or 
furnace jacket further reduce the useful heat output 
of the unit. 

Although the efficiency of a burner-furnace unit at any 
instant may fall just short of 90% for those fueled by oil 
and gas (and somewhat lower for those fueled by coal), the 
seasonal efficiency is generally lower by l~ to 30%. 
as a result of stack losses during and between on-off 
firing periods. The amount of heat lost is' a fUllction of 
the amount of ~xcess air required for complete com
bustion, the amount of draft at maximum and part loads, 
the amount of air leakage into the combustion chamber, the 
ability of the burner to modulate in. accordance with 
varying "building" loads, the quality of the fuel, 
and the amount of soot and scale accumulation (reducing 
heat transfer) on the combustion surfaces. 

Proper adjustment of burners, and maintenance of boilers' 
and furnaces improve efficiency -- and redUCE> fuel 
consumption accordingly. Many units originally designed 
for coal, howeyer, have beeu fitted with gas or oil burners 
and cannot be made to operate as efficiently as better 
quality units designed specifically for oil or gas. 

After reducing the ''building'' distribution load, 
further improve the efficiency of the burner-boiler or 
furnace units by adjusting the firing rate to ace.ommodate. 
the new loads. Lower the temperatures of the water or air 
delivered from the unit. Radiation and convection losses from 
the unit will be reduced with lowered temperature and steam 
pressures. If, however, it becomes necessary to circulate a 
gr~ater quantity of air or water to meet room loads, 
distribution loads may actually increase. To analyze this 
trade-off thoroughly, seek professional advice. In general, 
operate the primary equipment at lower temperatures just 
sufficient to meet room loads. 

ECM 2 describes methods of recovering waste heatfrolll 
boilers, furnaces, and exhaust air. to conserve er.ergy, 
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E. ENERGY CONSERVATION O!;'TTONS 
( ( (, 

ECO 1 


Energy expendeJi to heat ilu:l:ldinglt to comfort condi'ti'ons 
when they are unoccupied (whi',cn., actuallY'. :1:8" most of the timet 
is wasted. Save energy ily setting back the temperature 
level at these ~imes. The savings which can result vary 
with, the length Qf time and the number of degrees that 
temperatures are set back. The percentage savings will be 
greater in warmer climates, but the gross energy saved 
will be greater in cold climates. 

In areas where it is not necessary to maintain high 
temperatures during occupied periods, i.e. corridors and 
lobbies, maintain even lower temperatures thsn for the 
other spaces. See Figure 13, column B, for suggested 
winter night setilack temperatures. Implement setback by 
resetting thermostats manually (if automatic setback 
control hes not been installed), or adjusting controls to 
suggested temperatures (if clock, day-nite, or other 
automatic reset controls are availaille). Climate, type of 
system, and building construction ~l determine the length 
of the startup period required to attain daytime temperature 
levels. Experiment to decide upon the optimal setback 
temperature and startup time for any particular building. 
If, in extremely cold weather, experience indicates that the 
heating system does not raise the temperature sufficiently 
by the time the building opens for the day, set temperatures 
back to a level higher then those recommended here for those 
periods of time only. 
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SUGGESTED HEATING SEASON INDOOR TEMPERATURES 

A B 
Dr)' Bulb .j!'. Drv Bulb OF. 

occupied hours unoccupied hours 
, ma:x:tmum (set-back)

• 
L. 	OFFICE BUILDINGS, 

RESIDENCIES, SCHOOLS 

Offices, schoolrooms, 6S· 55· 
residential spaces 

Corridors 62· 52° 

Dead Storage Closete 50· 50· 

Cafeterias 6S· 50· 

Mechanical Equipment Rooms 55· 50· 

Occupied Storage Areaa, 55" 50· 
Gymnasiums 

Auditoriums 6So 50· 

Computer Rooms 65· M required 

Lobbies 65" 50° 

Doc tor Offices 68" 58° 

Toilet Rooms 65" 55° 

Garages Do not heat Do not haat 

2. RETAIL STORES 


Department Stores 65' ssO 


Supermark'!ts 60· 50° 


Drug Stores 65· 55° 


Meat Markets 60° 50" 


Preceding page blank 
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FIGURE 13, CONTINUED 

SUGGESTED REATINGSEASON INDOOR TEMPERATURES, 

A II 
D!1, ~u~b of.· Dry Bulb OF

•occupied hours unoccul>ied hours 
, maXimum· , C.get~back) 

2. RETAIL STORES (Cont'd) 

Apparal (e:tcept dressing rooms) 65" 	 55° 

Jewelry, 'hardware, etc. 65" 	 55" 

Warehouses 

Docks and platforms Do not heat Do not heat 

3. RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS* 

24Hrs. Greater 
or less than 24 

Hrs.** 

Meeting Rooms 	 68° 55· 50° 

Halls of Worship 	 6So 5So 50° 

All other spaces 	 As noted for 50· 40° 
office buildings 

Use Figure 14 to determine 	the actual savings in fuel 
for an average winter for any particular building. From 
Figure 3, the climate profile, select the degree days for 
the location and from Figure 12, line 16, find the 
number of BTU's per square foot per year now consumed for 
heating. 

Enter the graph at the appropriate present heating 
energy consumption and degree day axes, intersect with 
th~ proper setback line, and follow the example line to 
determine the savings in IITU's per square foot per year. 
Multiply this value by the gross square foot floor area 
to give the total yearly savings in BTU's that can be 
expected for the entire building. 

*and other spaces used for only a few hours per week. 
**when outdoor temperatures are above 40 0 P. 
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FIGURE ff14 Engineering Data 

References: AFM 88-8 
U.S. Government Printing Office 
IS June 1967 

Climatic Atlas of the United States 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce 

June 1968 


Five locations with heating degree day totals ranging 
from 1400-8400 were analyzed regarding time temperature 
distribution below G8 aF DB. The percentage temperature 
distribution for each of the S"F ranges which includes 
the setback from 68°F shown in the lower half of the Figure 
related to the total number of degree hours below tS"F 
was determined for 24 hr/day, 365 days/yr. This percentage 
was then plotted against annual degree days and expanded 
to cover the entire range of degree days and is shown as 
the lower half of the Figure. 

The upper half of the Figure represents the range of 
heating energy consumed/sq.ft. for various buildings over 
the range of 1000 to 10,000 degree days. The extreme 
right hand line in the upper half represents 90% of the 
present consumption when projected vertically. Analysis 
of energy usage for heating by various buildings in 
several locations showed that it can be safely assumed that 
approximately 10% of the total heating energy consumption is 
during occupied hours. Therefore, savings by night setback 
are applicable to only 90% of the total heating ener6Y 
consumption. The" remainder ,pf the upper half of the Figure 
simply propol: tiona tb..e. energy saved oased on dUi. point of 
entry from tlLe. lower section. 

http:consumed/sq.ft
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Convert this figure to a quantity of fuel by dh-iding 
by an appropriate conversion factor. To convert to 
gallons of 12 oil, divide by 138,000 (the number of 
BTU's in a gallon); for #6 oil, by 146,000 (BTU's per 
gallon); for natural gaa, by 1,000 (BTU's per cubic foot): 
for manufactured gas, by 8~0 (BTU's per cubic foot); and 
for tons of coal, by 26X10 (BTU's per ton). Multiply 
this quantity by the unit cost for any type of energy 
used to calcula~e coat savings. 

Example: 

Find the yearly energy saved by la_ring the temperature 
10 DF. during unoccupied hours.for the following building: 

Type Office, 40 hrs. occupancy/wk. 

Location Minneapolis, Minn. 

Floor Area. 100,000 aq.ft. 

Fuel Light Oil (138,000 BTU/gal.) 

Present Beating Consumption 76,000 BTU/sq.ft.-yr. 

Beating Degree Days from 


Climatic 	Zone Profile' 8,400 

Enter Figure 14 at 8,400 degree days and 76,000 
BTU/s~.ft.-year present consumption. lnt~rsect with the 
10· set-back line, a~d follow the example line to derermine 
a savings of 21 x 10 BTU/aq.ft.-yea.r. 

Savings: Convert savings in IlTU' a to gallons at' 65% seasonal 
.efftci:ency

21,000 x 100,000 sq.ft. ~ 23,411 gallon 
138,000 x 0.65 

Assuming an average fuel cost of $.36 per 
gallon, then the sayings in dollars per year is 
0.36 x 23,4~1 or $8,428. 

Results: 	Energy Saved 23,411 Gallons per year 

Dollars Saved $8428. 


ECO 2 REDUCE INDOOR TEMPERATURES DURING OCCUPIED PERIODS 

See Figure 13, column A, for recommenqed heating season 
indoor temperatures. Maintaining lower indoor temperatures 
during occupied periods conserves energy, although savings 
are not as great as those for unoccupied hours. Reduce 
even lower tha temperatures in less critical areas, such 
as corridors and lobbies, to realize s~gnificant savings. 
The amount of energy conserved will be greatest in 

_. buildings which no:rmally have longer periods of occupancy 
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(stores "s opposed to schools), and in buildings or 
sections of bUildings with the least internal heat gain 
and solar radiation to help wit~ the heating load. 

ECO 3 AVOID RADIATION EFFECTS TO COLD SURFACES 

In cold climates the temperature of an interior surface 
of an exterior wall or window is considerably lower 
than room temperature, and people located near to the 
surface radiate heat to it. Even if the room 
temperature is 70' or 7S"F., these occupants will feel 
cold, particularly if they are located near windows where 
the radiation effect is most severe. Often, in order 
to keep warm, they request that room thermostats be 
set higher. Overheating of the interior of these 
particular rOOmS results and heat loss and energy 
consumption increase accordingly. A few simple remedies 
will both save energy and enhance the comfort of the< 

occupants. 

ECO 4 REDUCE RELATIVE HUMIDITY' LEVELS 

Humidification systems vaporize water into the dry 
ventilating air to increase it's moisture content and achieve 
the desired R.H. within the building. This humid
ification process requires a heat input of approximately 
1,000 BTU's to vaporize each pound of water. The amount 
of moisture (water vapor) required to maintain any desired 
level of relative humidity is proportional to the amount 
of outdoor air which enters the building and it's dryness 
and the natural moisture input by the buildin~ 
occupants. 

Humidification systems while not universally used are often 
installed to maintain the comfort and health of 
occupants, and to preserve materials, and prevent dry
ing and cracking of wood, furniture and building contents. 
Maintain humidification at the level required for 
occupants where preservation of materials is not a 
factor. Do not humidify during unoccupied periods. 
Winter relative humidity in cold climates drops to 5 
or 10% in buildings without humidifiers. In the absence 
of sufficient evidence to support the contention that 
higher levels are more comfortable or promote health, 
it is suggested that 20% relative humidity be maintained 
in all spaces occupied more than 4 hours per day. Shut 
off the humidifiers completely in all areas at night 
and during other unoccupied periods. If complaints of 
dryness and discomfort result, raise the humidity levels 
in 5% increments until the appropriate level for each 
area of the building is determined. 
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FIGURE i15 Engineering Data 

Data from Figure #6. 

WB degree hours .. based on 24 hours/day, October - April. 

Base indoor condition for figure is DB~8°F, WB=54°F, RH~40%. 

Energy used is a function of the WB degree hours be,low the 
base conditions, the RH maintained and the number of hours 
of controlled humidity. The figure expresseG the energy 
used per 1000 cfro of air conditioned or humidified. 

An analysis of the total heat content of air in the range 
under consideration indicates an average total heat variation 
of 0.522 BTU/lb. for each degree WB change. Utilizing 
the specific heat of air, this can be further broken 
down to 0.24 BTU/lb. sensible heat and 0.282 BTU/lb. 
latent heat. One thousand cfro is equal to 4286 lb,/hr. and 
since we are concerned with latent haat only, each 
degree F WB hour is equal to 4286 x 0.282 or 1208 BTU. 
Further investigation of the relationship between WB 
temperature, DB temperature, and total heat shows 
that latent heat varies directly with RH at constant 
DB temperature. The lower section of the figure shows 
this proportional relationship around the base of 40% 
RH. The upper section proportions the hours of system 
operation with 168 hr./wk. being 100%. 
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If higher relative humidities are maintained to reduce 
static electricity and eliminate shocks, (30% RH will 
usually achieve this} raise the humidity levels only 
for those periods when the shocks are a serious problem. 
Refer to Figure 15 and the following example to determine 
the energy required for humidification and the potential 
savings through reduced R.H. le'l'els. 

Example: 

Find the 	yearly energy saved by lowering winter relative 
humidity from 50% to 30%. 

Type Retail Deparonent Store, 
72 hrs. occupancy/week 

Location Chicago, Illinois 
Fuel Light Oil (138,000 BTU/gal.) 
Outdoor Air Rate 5,000 cfln 
Annual Wet Bulb Degree Hours 
Below 54·F. WB and 68°F. 106,000 

Enter Figure 15 at 106,000 degree hours, Follow the 
example line intersecting with 50% R.B. and l2-hour 
lines and read yearly energy used of 68 x 10 BTU-yr./ 
1000 CFM. 

Re-enter Figure 15 intersecting with tge 30% R.H. line 
and read yearly energy used of 40 x 10 
BTU-year/1000 CFM. 

Savings: 	The energy saved equals 68 - 40 or 28 x 106 
BTU-Year/1000 eFM and f06 5000 CFM, the 
total is 5 times 28 x 10 or 140 x 106 
BTU/year. 

Fuel Sav!)'d at a seasonal eff:!:c::!:'ency of 60;; " 

140 x 10  1690 Gallons138,000 x 0.6 

At $.36 per gallon, the savings is 0.36 x 1690 
or per year. 

Results: 	Energy Saved 1690 gallons -per year 
Dollars Saved $608 per year 

Note: For any building, the CFM is a combination 
of ventilation rate and infiltration converted to CFM. 
A building with 100,000 aq.ft. of floor area could have as 
much as 15,000 CFM or more of infiltration. 
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To calculate the BTU's per square foot floor area tP~t 
are used for humidification at any desired level, 
multiply the energy per 1,000 CFM times the total CFM of 
outdoor air divided by 1,000 and divide the answer 
by the gross number of square feet of building area. 
(Figure 10, line 1) 

ECO 5 	SHUT DOWlI VENTIL.~TION SYSTEM DURING UNOCCUPIED 
HOURS 

Ventilation is respons:!.ble for a large percentagE\ of the 
"building" heating load. Cold outdoor air, introduced 
for ventilation, must be heated to the point that it 
meets the indoor temperature. The load which this imposes 
on the heating system is directly proportional to the 
indoor temperature and the quantity of air introduced 
for ventilation; the yearly energy used to heat ~hisair 
is a function of heating degree days. 

Many buildings are ventilated at a rate far in excess of 
that necessary to maintain comfort, dilute odors, or meet 
code req"irements andlor they are operating ventilation 
systems 24 hours per day even when the building ~s unoccupied 
or lightly occupied. These buildings contribute to a gross 
waste of heating energy. 

Use Figure 17 to calculate the amount of energy required 
to heat outduor air for any selected period of time, and 
also to determine the yearly savings in energy par 1000 
CFM by shutting off the outdoor air during unoccupied 
periods. 

Ventilation may be provided through a fresh air intake 
duct to an air handling unit; through outside air 
intakes of fan coil, window, or through-the-wall units; 
through intake ducts to rooftop or package heating and 
cooling units; or, by a a~parate outdoor air fan. Examine 
the building systems carefully to determine how ventilation 
is being supplied, and what control or damper devices are 
available to reduce and shut off the supply of outdoor air. 

A method for reducing outdoor air quantities appears in 
the example for ECO 6. Use it with Figure 17 to determine 
t~e savings for complete shut down of ventilation air. 
The savings which result from shutting off or reducing 
ventilatirn air during the cooling season are described 
in Section 4 , "Cooling," 
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ECO 6 REDUCE VENTILATION RATES DURING OCCDi'I'l!D I?EB:I®S 

The building owner or operator can perform most of the 
procedures for shutting off veneilat1cn at night or on 
weekends, but profes8ional advice and help may be 
necessary to reduce the ventilation rate in all or 
portions of the bUilding during occupied periods. 

First establish the ventilation rate by~easuring the 
volume or air at the outdoor air intakes of the ventilation 
system. Then determine the local code req'Uirements and 
compare them with the measured ventilation rate to find 
the magnitude of possiBle savings. If the code requirements 
exceed "Recommended Ventilation Standards", l'i:gure 16, 
apply for a code var:!:ance. Although code figures are often 
used as a design criteria, with dampers and ducts installed 
accordingly, they do not necessarily reflecte.ctual building 
requirements for the number of people occupying spaces for 
specific periods of tfme; they often exceed real req~ire
ments. 

If ventilation is supplied to a building to provide'makeup 
air for toilet, kitchens and otnerexhuast air quantities, 
analyze the exhuast systems and operate them only as 
needed. Savings of fan horsepower for exheust fans and supply 
fans and heating energy to temper the supply air will result, 
Cooling loads will be similarly reduced in the summer. 

If supply fans also handl,e outdoor air for ventilation, 
increased return air quantities may compenaate for the 
reduction in ventilation air quantities and preclude fan 
horsepower savings. Reductions in the "building" heating 
load, however, will result in Significant savings. 

When two or more spaces with different requirements are 
served by one system, it is not always possible to control 
the separate ventilation rates. Not all of the spaces, 
however, need be supplied at the rate required for the most 
critical area. Refer to Figure 16 and calculate the maxL~um 
amount of outdoor air by the sum of the individual requirements. 
This procedure, generally, will provide satisfactory 
conditions for all spaces. 

Where separate ventilation systems are installed, group 
occupants by type of activity, when possible, to reduce 
the total vent~lation rate and conserve energy. 
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Outdoor air for economiser cooling is discussed 
separately under Section 4 , "Cooling". Air used for that 
purpose is not strictly speaking "ventilation". 

Use the method outlined in the following example to 
determine the savings due to reduced ventilation rates 
during occupied periods. 

Example: 

From the Identification Profile: 

Building Type Offices 
Building Floor Area 100,000 Sq. Ft. 
Building Location Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Reating Degree Days 8400 
Occupancy 667 people 
Indoor Temperature 68"F. 
Occupied time 40 hours/week 

Present measured ventilation rate - 20,000 CFM 

This represents 20,000 ~ 30 CFM/person 

667 


Reduce the rate of ventilation to an average of 

8 CFM/person to serve a mixed smoker/non-smoker 

population. New ventilation rate = 667 x 8 ~ 5300 CFM 

Ventilation reduction = 20,000 -5300· = 14,700 CFM 


Determine from Figure 17 that in an area of 8400 degree 

days, each 1000 CFM for 40 hours/week requires 

50 x 10" BTU/year energy for heating. Therefore, 

heating energY6saved by regucing ventilation = 

14.7 x 50 x 10 = 735 x 10 BTU/year. 

Fuel saved if the oil-fired system has an effi~iency of 
60%, and if using H2 oil at 138,000 BTU/gallon = 

735 x 106 = 8877 gallons/year 

138,000 x 0.6 


@ $. 36/ga11on $3195/Year 
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VENTILATION RECOMMENDATIONS 


1. 	Office Buildinss 

Work Space ~ CFM/pe.rson 

Heavy Smoking Areas 15 CFM/person 

Lounges 5 CFM/person 

Cafeteria 5 CFM/person 

Conference Rooms 15 CFM/person 

Doctor Offices 5 CFM/person 

Toilet Rooms 10 air changes/hour 

Lobbies o 

Unoccupied Spaces o 

2. 	Retail Stores 

Trade Areas 	 6 cFM/customer 

Stre.etlevel with heavy use 

(less than 5,000 sq.ft. with 

single or double outside 

door) 0 


Unoccupied Spaces 	 0 

3. 	Relisious Buildings 

Halls of Worship 5 CFM/person 

'Meeting Rooms 10 CE'K/person 

Unoccupied Spaces o 



--EGO 7 REDUCE RATE OF INFILTRATION- . 
Outdoor air infiltrates a building through cracks and 
openings around windows and doors, through construction 
joints between individual panels in a panel wall construction, 
and through porous building materials of the exterior 
walls, roofs, and floors (over unheated spaces). 

Infiltration increases with wind velocity and penetrates 
the windward side of the building -- usually the north or 
western exposures in cold climates. However, in high 
winds, a negative pressure is often created on the lee side, 
which if the north and western exposures are windowless and/or 
tight, may induce air into the building through op~nings 
in other exposures and through open doors and passageways. 

In tall buildings stack action due to the difference 
between indoor and outdoor temperatures induces air 
leakage through cracks and openings. Stack effect is always 
a potential problem for vertical spaces -- service shafts, 
elevator shafts, and staircases. The density difference 
between warm air in the shaft and the cold outdoor air 
induces air to leak into the bottom of the shaft and out 
of the top. 

Infiltration is also induced into the building to 
replace exhaust air unless mechanical inlet ventilation balances 
the exhaust. Follow the suggestions for reducing exhaust 
air quantities and periods of operation, described in 
ECO 6 to reduce infiltration rates from this cause. 

Infiltration, which often accounts for a major portion 
of heating load, cannot, like ventilation systems, be 
turned off at night or during weekends (although it may 
be decreased if exhaust fans are shut down). It can, 
however, be reduced at all times. Particularly effective 
measures include caulking cracks around window and door 
frames and weatherstripping windows and doors. 
Weatherstripping doors costs about $50 per door or $75 
per double door. To weatherstrip metal frame doo"s with 
aluminum and rubber costs about twice as much. 
Weatherstripping costs for windows depend upon type and 
number, and range between $25 to $50 per window, To 
rake out old caulking and recaulk around window edges 
costs about $15 per window (or about $25 per 30 square 
feet window). Figure 18 reveals infiltration rates for 
various types of windows. In most climates the average 
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FIGURE # 17 Engineering Data 

Date from Figure 4 

Ener~y used is a function of the number of d~gree jays, indoor 
temperature and the number of hours that t·emperature is 
maintained and is expressed as the energy used per 1000 cfm 
of air conditoned. 

The energy used per year was determined as follows: 

BTU/yr. ~ (1000 cfm) (Degree Days/yr.) (24 hr./day 1.08)* 

Since degree days are base 6soF. the other temperatures 

in the lower section of the figure are directly proportional 

to the 6S"F line. The upper section proportions the hours 


·of system operation with 168 hr./week being 100%. 

"1.08 is a factor..wh1ch incorporates specific heat, 

specific volume, and time. 
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FIGURE J18 Engineering Data 

Source of Data: ASHRAE'Handoook of 'Fundamentals, 1912, Pgs. 333, 
337,338 
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wind velocity in the winter is 10 to 15 miles per hour. In 
some locations it is considerably higher. Chock your 
local weather bureau for relevant information, or draw 
on individual experience, Wind patterns and velocity 
vary widely, even on the same street in a city. 

The installati~n of revolving doors and vestibules 
is an effective measure against air leakage through entrances. 
Refer to ECM 2 for information on potential energy savings 
with revolving doors and vestibules as well as additional 
measures to reduce the effects of stack action. 

For porous block walls heving leaky mortar joints, 
point up from the exterior, or paint the wall with 
epoxy to seal it against air leakage and moisture. A 4 rom 
coat of epoxy resin costs about 35~ per square foo, for 
material and labor.* 

lise Figure 17, to determine the energy required to hrat 
infiltra~ion air. 

To estimate the amount of infiltration occurring in a 
building because of window leakage, determine, first, the 
total amount of crack ares. Use the following procedure I 

Examule: 

From the Identification Profile: 

Building Type Offices 
Building Size 100' x 50' 4 floors 
Building Location Topeka, Kansas 
Heating Degree Days 5,000 
Indoor Temperature 68·F. 
Wind Speed 15 mph 
Wind Direction NW 
North Windows Dimensions: 5'xl'; total no. 28 
West Windows Dimensions! S x3'; total no. 56

'
 

Window typel loose fitting, double hung wood sash 


Determine the crack length/window 

Each window perimeter· 5+5+3+3+3 (including the 3' 


~ 19 ft. 	 ho.izontal crack 
between the upper and 
lower sash) 

*TKe'cost of epoxy resin may escalate at a rate higher than 
that for most costs in this manual. 
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Total crack length for north and west windows = 

19 x 84 windows· 1596 ft. 


Determine from Figure 18 the rate of infiltration per 

foot of crack· 1.5 CFM 

Total infiltration due to window cracks = 159xl.5 • 2394 CFM 
Determine from Figure 18 the rate of infiltration per 

foot of crack if window~ are weatherstripped = 0.25 CFM/ft. 
Therefore, total infiltration = 1596 x 0.25 = 399 CFM 
Reduction in infiltration = 2394 - 399 - 1995 CFM 

Determine seasonal savings in energy for heatin§. 

Frrnn Figure 17, each 1000 CFM required 130 ,,10 BTUfyear

Therefore, reducing infiltration by 1995 CFM would 

result in a savings 130 " 106 " 1.995 = 259.1 x 106 BTU/yea·r. 


Savings due to weatherstrip = 228.1 x 106 BTU/year 

Fuel saved, if the heating system uses #2 oil (138,000 

STU 's/gallon) and has a seasonal efficiency of 60% = 


259 x 106 = 3128 gallons 

138,000 x 0.6 


@ $.36/gallon $ll26/year 

The cost of weatherstripping 84 windows of 15 sq.£t. 

each in New York City is $25/window. Adjustment for 

Topeka (use Denver frrnn Appendix A) = 0.81 x $25 = 


$20.25 each window. 

Therefore, total cost for 84 windows = 84 x 20.25 = $1701 

In summary, 

$1701 spent on weatherstripping windows will realize a 
savings in fuel cost of $1126 per year, Capital pay-back 
will be about 1· 1/2 years making the investment 
worthwhile. If fuel costs continue to escalat.~, the 
pay-back period will be even shorter. Because weather
stripping the windows results in additional savings 
during the cooling season (even tnough wind velocities 
and infiltration rates are less), the t'otal yearly savings 
in energy will be greater than that shown. 

ECO 8 IN~~SE THE SOLAR REAT GAIN INTO THE BUILDING 

Although solar heat gain adds to the cooling load, it can 
be very helpful in reducing the heating load. Solar radiation 
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impinging upon an opaque building envelope raises the 

surface temperature and reduces conduction losses. In 

an existing building it is difficult to increase this 

effect. However, if the walls are not heavy construction 

and are not well-insulated, consider refinishing the 

exterior south wall in particular, and the east 

and west walls next, in thet orde~ to increase solar 

radiation e.f~ects. See ECM2 for details. 


Other measures to permit available sunshine to enter 

the building through windows and glass doors can he 

implemented readily and the energy conservation 

benefits, espeCially in the northern latitudes, are 

considerable. The amount of sunlight that penetrates 

the windows depends upon the number of panes of glass, the 

area of the windows, the orientation of the windows, the 

type ana. cleanliness of the glass, the type of solar 

control device, the latitude where the building is 

located, and the percentage of sunshine at the location. 

Charts which address all the variables and permit 

calculations for exact benefits of increasing the solar 

heat gain in the winter are impossible within the 

scope of this manual. A general rule ispoasible, 


however. In Minneapolis. there is approximately 25% more 

sunshine on the south glass and 15% more on the east and 

west glass than thare ~s on the north face; in Florida, 

the amount of sunsIiine striktng all facades is nearly 

equal. Between these two locations, due to sun angles 

at different latitudes, ,the percentages of sunlight 

chang,e linearly with latitude. 


The heat contributed by solar radiation through windows can 

save about 3/4 of a gallon of oil per square foot of 

south facing glass in Minnesota, and about 1/4 of a gallon 

of oil per year for east or west faCing glass in Miami. 


About 10% less sunlight penetrates double glazing than 

single glaZing. However, double glazing reduces the 

heat load due to conduction, and the benefits from this 

more than offset the loes of soler radiation. 


EC& 	!i. IDIDUCa, '~:r,~£ION' DUE- T" ilOllIDiJ®IVE::LOst;EB, TtrRoUGli: 
, , 'NEE, iIDI'LDING £NVELOPE '" <. " 

<. 

Heat loss through the envalope depends upon the. temperature 
difference between indoors and out; the ·lIlode of ope.rati'on of 
the heating system; and the mass. color, and insulating value 
of the exterior walls, roof. ~~ndows and floor (over unheated 
spaces). Wind impingement on the exterior surfaces increases heat loss 
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by transmission. Solar radiation compensates for it by 
raising the temperature of the exterior surfaces. A single 
layer of g"lass transmits l.lBTU/square foot of surface per 
degree of temperature difference (td); double glass 
transmits about .55 BTU, an uninsulated frame wall about 
.3 BTU," a 12" masonry" and 4" brick wall about .25 BTU's and 
insulated walls of various types and thicknesses down to .027 
BTU's per square foot per degree td. 

Insulation and double glazing are discussed in ECM 2,. For 
buildings in climates of 4500 degree days or more, adding 
a storm sash to windows and adding 6" of fiBerglass insulation 
(~~ the underside of the roof, or over the ceiling of 
uninsulated buildings) will heve a payback period less than" 
8 years with oil prices at 36¢ per gallon. Contact at least 
2 local contractors for prices before awarding a contract. 
ECM 2 contains data on the relative effectiveness of clouble 
glazing and insulation in various climatic zones in the United 
States, as well as cost data for various measures to reduce 
heat loss. 

The installation of storm windows reduces infiltration r~tes 
as well. Therefore, adding storm windows, may preclude 
weatherstripping and caulking loose fitting windows. (Removing 
a single pane of glass and replacing it with a pane of douele 
glazing reduces conduction losses but not infiltration). 

For small buildings with few windows, a temporary storm 
sash, non-operable, can be erectdd quickly witficlear heavy 
duty plastic sheet nailed in place and caulked for tigfitness at 
about $4 or $5 per window. 

Eeo 10 IMPROVE THE BURNER-BOILER/FUR1>lAeE SEASONAL EFFIr.TENC1' 

Although there are many types and sizes of boilers, furnaces 
and burners in use today, all have certain common characteris~ 
tics, and similar techniques can be used to improve thei~ eff~ 
ciancy and conserve energ~. 

In tfieory. comBustion of' oil, gas, or coal requires a given fuel/ 
oxygen ratio for complete burning and maximum efficiency. 
In practice, air (mixture of oxygen and nitrogen) is used to 
provide the necessary oxygen for burning and must be supplied 
in a~cess of the theoretical requirements to insure complete 
combustion. The quantity of air that just gives complete 
combustion is tha optimum amount, Any reduction in the 
optimum air quantity prevents c~plete combustion and ~stes 
energy' -- the maximum naat value of the fuel cannot be released. 
Any increase over the optimum air quantit~for combustion will 
reduce not the efficiency of combustion itself, but rather 
the rate of heat transfer to the boiler or furnace; an increase 
in the stack ta'llperatures (li.eat lost out the cEiimnayI will 
also occur. It is important, therefore, that air into the 
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combustion chamber be controlled to achieve the most 
favorable fuel/air ratio for any given Durning rate. 
Take measures to prevent any other uncontrolled source of air 
entry through laaks into the cambulilt:l:on chamber. 

Clean and adjust Durners each year and monitor them 
periodically during the year to assure opttmal combustion 
efficiency (adjust them at these t:flnell aa necessary}. In 
large installations make combustion control and monitoring 
a daily procedure. Use oreat apparatus to check the C02 
content of the flue gas, and thermom~ters to cneck stack 
temoaratures. Taken together, the amount of CO2 and the stac~ 
temperature constitute a measure of the combustion efficiency. 

After reducing the "building" and distribution' heating load, 
clean and correct dirty oil nozzles, oversized or undersized 
nozzles, fouled gas parts, and improperly eized combustion 
chambers. Reduce nozzle sizes' and 1lIOd:t:fy combustion chamBers
for proper combustion. 

The condition of the. heat transfer surface directly dfects 
heat transfer from the combustion chamber and/or hot gases. 
Keep the fire-side o~ the heat transfer surface clean and 
free from soot or other deposits and the air and water~side 
clean and free of'Bcale deposits. Remove deposits DY 
scraping where they are accessible, by chemical treatment. or 
by a combination. In the case of steam boilers, once the 
water-side of the boiler is clean, institute correct water 
treatment and blow down, to maintain optimum heat transfer 
conditions. 

Boilers and furnaces may achieve relatively high instantaneous 
full-load efficiencies (80 - 87%), but because they are 
operated most o~ the time at part load, they have lower 
seasonal efficiencies. Generally, 'IlINmures wUch increase 
the full-load instantaneous will also increase the seasonal 
efficiency. However, when the peak loads are of very 
short duration, it may be advantageous to tune the bo1.ler 
for maximum efficiency at part-load conditions in order 
to gain greater seasonal efficiency. 

Flue gas temperatures from boilers range typically from 
2S0"F. for gas-firad low temperature boil~rs up to 600·F 
or more for oil and coal-fired high temperature boilers. 
Furnaces operate in the ssme range. Hot flue gas contains 
useful heat which can be reclaimed for 'pace or air heating, or 
to preheat feed water', by the installation of heat transfer 
coils or heat pipes in the breeching. (This measure requires 
capital expenditure and is' dealt with,in Eel!: 2) • 
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GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY USED IN HEATING 

SETBACK TEMPERATURES DURING UNOCCUPU:O PERIODS 

-Shut off radiators or registers in vestibules snd lobbies. 

-Reduce the hours of occupancy to the gr.eatest extent possible 
during periods of severely cold weather. 

-Adjust automatic timers or add time clocks to automatically 
set-back temperature for night and weekandoperation. 

-When buildings are used after hours for meetings, conferences, 
cleaning or acattered activities, for instance, reduce tna 
number of spaces occupied and, to the extent possible, con~ 
solidate them in the same section of the building. Reduce the 
temperature and turn oU humidifiers in all other parts of the 
building. 

-When there is no danger of freezing, turn off radiators 
or supply registers in areas that do not have a separate 
thermostat. Open them'when building ia occupied. 

-Check relevant codes requiring protection for plumbing, fire 
sprinkler systems, and standpipes before implementing 
extreme temperature reduction. Public utilttiesmay set 
temperature requir~ents for their equipment rooms. 

" 
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SET BACK TEMPERATURES DURING OCCIJPIED HOURS 

-Stores are commonly overheated and uncomfortable for 
transient patrons who are wearing outdoor clothing. To 
conserve energy, reduce store temperatures to a 1e~e1 
that is comfortable for heavily dressed patrons and 
encourage staff to dress more warmly or provide local 
heaters. 

-In all buildings encourage occupants to weer heavier clothing 
so that they are comfortable at lower indoor temperatures. 

-Some buildings contain large heated areas such as 
storage spaces that are only occupied by One or two 
people. In such areas, reduce the temperature to a low 
level just sufficient to prevent <iamage to other systems 
(freezing sprinklers, etc.) and provide local radiant 
heaters for one or two occupants. 

-Corridors and stairwells are unoccupied areas, used 
only by people who are physically active in moving 
from one heated space to another. Prov:1ding thet the 
te:mperaturedoes not fall below SSDF •• turn offheating 
tn these areas. Keep closed all doors between unheated 
corridors and heated spaces. 

-Some arsas of the building require no heating -- spaces 
which are heated by adjacent areas or which receive solar 
heat through windows. If thermostats are unavailahle in 
these areas, shut off radiators, registers, fan coil units. 
or any other terminal heating devices until the temperature 
levels suggested in Figure 13 can be maintained. 

-Refer to applicable codes. Minimum temperature requirements 
are· 8?ecified in OSHA and other occupational regulations 
to assure employee working conditions. 
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AVOID RADIATTON EFFECTS OF COLD SURFACES 

-When the winter sun is not shining on tfta windows, draw 
drapes or close venetian blinds to reduce radiation of· 
heat from occupants to cold surfaces. erne cost of 
adding venetian blinds ranges from $1,00 to $1.60 per 
square foot.} 

-Encourage those working near the exter:f:or walls and 
windows to wear heavier clothing in winter. 

-Close windows tightly in tfta winter, 

-Reduce drafts and increase comfort fiy.caulking and 
weatherstripping windows to reduce -ruaat loss and to 
reduce the need to overheat the entire space in order, 
to achieve comfort near the exterior walls. ~ea ECO~7, 
page1l6) . 

-Have occupants sit together in interior spaces· away from 
cold walls in sparsely occupied spaces. 

-Rearrange desks and task surfaces away from cold 
exterior surfaces. 

-Other methods to reduce transmission to cold exterior 
surfaces are described under ECO~ page.122. 
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REDUCE WINTER HUMIDIFICATION 

-Turn off all humidifiers at night and during unoccupied 
cycles. 

-Reduce the amount of infiltration and outdoor air 
ventilation. 

-Reduce or eliminate any introduction of moisture for humidi
fication in corridors, store-rooms, equipment rooms, 
lounges, lobbies, laundries,supermarkets, stores with 
high density occupancy. religious buildings, cafeteria~. 
ki tchens, etc. 

-Use waste steam condensate for winter humidification, 
Refer to ECM 2. for details. 

-Wheneve~ condensation is running freely on the inside of 
windoll surfaces, shut off humidifier. Excess moistu7e will 
damage structure. 

-When humidifier is maintained to eliminate stat.1c electricity-, 
shut off humidifier when shocks are not a problem. 

-If humidifiers are located in the return air or outdoor 
air mixing box in the air handling section of the system, 
relocate them to the hot duct section. 

-In pan cype humidifiers adjust float or control to eliminate 
overflow onto hot furnace sections. 

-Whenever moisture is condensing on duct work or humidifier 
casing section, insulate the casing or duct work and/or 
reduce flow rate. 
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SHUT OFF VENTILATION AIR DURING UNOCCUPIED PERIODS 

-If there are one or more separate fresh air ,supply 
fans, deenergize them; use an automatic timer if one 
is available; or s,witch off manually. Where an 
automatic damper 'closes when the fan shuts down, check 
it to make sure it closes tightly. Repair it with feli 
edges if it by-passes air. 

-If air handling units which supply warm (or cold) air 
to spaces are equipped with fresh air inlet duct and 
damper, close damper as described above., If'no damper 
exists, install a felt-lined damper with remote or 
local control device and timer control. 

-If windows are used to provide ventilation, close them 
at night. 

-If e..xhaus t fan hoods serving kitchens, bakeries, 
cafeterias, and snack bars are interlocked with 
outside air fans or dampers, to sure to shut down 
exhaust system when not needed. 

-Close outdoor air dampers for first hours of occupancy 
when outdoor air has to be heated or cooled. 

-Provide ventilation in accordance with occupancy and 
not on a continuous basis. In many buildings heavy 
occupancy can be monitored or occurs at 
regular intervals, so that ventilation can be shut off 
for certain periods during the day. In a department store 
designed for peak loads of 1,000 customers, vent11atton 
can usually be shut off for tfiose slack sales periods 
when only 10% or 20% of the peak occupancy- occurs. 

-If during the heating season outdoor air temperature in 
the morning is above desired room condi tions, use it 
for heating by opening damper. 

-Generally the amount of outdoor air quantities for window 
units, through-the-wall units, and fan cot! units is fixed. 
When these units are used to maintain nighttime or unoccu
pied cycle room temperatures, the outdoor air intakes are 
generally open. If dampers are available, close tfieu 
when outdoor air is not needed. Where infiltration is 
sufficient for daytime ventilation requirements, block 
off the outdoor air damper completely for some or all of 
the units .. 
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REDUCE VENTILATION RATES DURING OCCUPIED,PERIODS
• 

-Close outdoor air damper, if provided, until desired 
volume reduction is achieved. 

-If damper is not provided, either fit one or blank off 
part of the outdoor air intake. 

-Take particular care in setting outdoor air quantities 
~here window air conditioners, through-the~all units, 
and fan coil units and unit ventilators ~th fresh 
air intakes are used. Generally, the amount of outdoor 
air is fixed but can be reset.' 

-Use an anemometer at the outdoor inlet or louver to 
measure the amount of outdoor air introduced into the 
ventilation system. The outdoor air dampar setting often 
differs from tha dampar indicator satting. Also, a 
hinged volume dampar blade does not proportion air 
directly with its opening. A blade with 10% openin~ 
parmits much more then 10% flow. 

-Cut off direct outdoor air supply to to~at rooms 
and other "contaminated" or potentially odorous areas. 
Pennit air from "clean" areas to migrate to the "dirty" 
areas through door grilles or undar-cut doors. Tl5..i:s ier 
effective if toilet areas have a mechan:!:cal exhaust system, 
or evan it ventilated by open windows (e.spec:!::ally tfiose 
on the lea sida of the buildingl. 

-Usa odor absorbing materials in special areas rather 
than providing outdoor air for dilution. 

-Supply ventilation air to parking garagas according to 
levels indicated by a C02 monitoring system. 

-provida baffles so thet the ~nd doas not blow directly 
into an outdoor air intake. 

-Oparate axhaust systems intarmittently throughout tha 
day. Turn them off whan possible at times whan they are 
not needed. Operate them at other times such as 
noon, coffee braaks. heavy cooking t1l11es~ 

-Shut offaxhaust hooda in kitchens, snack bars and 
cafeterias whan cooking or baking operations are 
completed. 
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REDUCE VENTILATION RATES DURING OCCUPIED PERIODS (Cont'd), ( - . 

-Many hoods exhuast much more air than necessary. Reduce 
the quantity of exhaust air from hoods in kitchens and 
similar operations' by closing off a portion of the 

, hood, changing hood type from canopy to high velocity 
and slowing down exhaust fans to the point just necessary 
to satisfy exhaust requirements. 

-If outdoor temperature is below 45°F., don't operate the 
ventilation system any longer than needed. Noticeable odors 
are good indicators of the need to operate the fans or 
open outdoor dampers. Flushing out the Building until 
odors disappear will usually be satisfactory. 

-Concentrate smoking areas together so that one ventilation 
system can serve them. Adjust outdoor air to serve 
those areas and reduce all other outdoor air to systems. 

-Use window ventilation where possible. This will reduce 
the power required for mechanical exhaust systems and 
also the air intak.e which normally balances tlie exflaust. 
Shut off supply air system when window ventilation, alone, 
is adequate. 

-In high ceilinged buildings (religious buildings, 
auditoriums, etc.) used for short periods of intermittent 
operation, outdoor air is frequently unnecessary. For 
longer periods of light occupancy, outdoor air is still 
unnecessary. A warehouse for example, may heve less 
than one person per 1,000 cu.ft.,for less than four hours 
and no need for outside air ventilation. 

-Check codes, where applicable, for speCification of 
minimum exhaust CFM and for rules on recirculation or 
filtering of air. 
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IMPROVE BURNER-BOILER EFFICIENCY 

The following suggestions are recommended operating and 
maintenance items to increase boiler. furnace, and heating 
system efficiency for hot water systems, high pressure 
steam systems (about 15 psi). low pressure steam systems 
(less than 15 .psi). forced warm air systems, and gravity 
hot air systems. Review the list and select those items 
which are applicable to any particular system. 

None of these measures can be quantified, in this manual. 
to show energy savings -- any increase in efficiency 
depends on tha equipment status before and after the 
maintenance item has been carried out. However, each 
item will result in greater efficiency and consequent 
energy savings. Many building owners report fuel savings 
of 2Q to 30%. 

-Clean and scrape fire-sides to remove soot and scale. 

-Clean water-aides, remove built-up scale. 

-Scrape s~ale from steam drum 

-Clean air~sides, remove soot, and scrape scale in forced 
warm air and hot air furnaces. 

-Maintain water level or pressure to radiators or 
coils on the highest leval of the building. 

-Insulate units which are in unheated spaces, on roofs, or 
in air-conditioned spaces. Repair insulation where it 
is in need. (If the boiler or furnace casing is 10-15% warmer 
than room temperature, radiation loss could be 10% or 
more of tha capacity of the unit.) 

-Check for and seal air leaks between sections of cast 
iron boilers to i~prove combustion efficiency. 

-If the combustion efficiency is at Ii maximum but stack temp
eratures are still too high (over 4S0·r.). install 
baffles or turbulstors to improve heat transfer. Consult 
your boiler manufacturer. 

-Seal all air leaks into combustion chamber, especially 
around doors, frames, and inspection ports. 

-Maintain the lowest possible steam pressure suitable for 
supplying radiation or coils. 

-Vary the steam pressure in accordsnce with the space 
heating or process demands. Steam pressures ·can be 
reduced most of tha year. Standby losses are reduced 
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IMPROVE BURNER-BOILER EFFICIENCY (Cont'd) 

as pressures are reduced. 

-Maintain the lowest possible hot water temperature 
which will meet space or domestic hot water needs, 

-In the absence of tndoor-outdoor modulating controls, 
raise or lower operating temperature (for hot water 
systems) to conform to indoor-outdoor conditions. 
For example, operate a boiler at l20·F, with outdoor temper
ature at 60·, and raise the level to 160· when it is 20· 
outdoors. 

-Clean filters regularly in gravity and forced warm air 
units to reduce the operating time of the furnace, 

-Reduce firing rate and/or enlarge return air opening 
if hot air temperature of a gravity furnace is over 
l50·F. at full load. (Refer to ECM 2 _ for adding a 
blower) • 

-Shut down hot air furnaces completely when building is not 
occupied and there is no danger 'of freezing. 

-Set operating aquas tats on steam and hot water boilers to 
lOO·F. during shut-down periods. 

-Schedule boiler blowdo.rn on an as-needed basis ra.her than 
on a fixed timetable. Smaller and more fre~uent blowdo~~. 
quantities are preferable to larger quantities and less 
frequent blowdown, 

Note: Be sure that boiler blowdown procedures adhere 
to specifications outlined by the manufacturer, the 
National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors 
(of Columbus, Ohio), and local codes. With few exceptions 
it is illegal, and in all cases undesirable, to discharge 
boiler blowdown directly to a sanitary sewer. 

-Us,e.warm- .ezhaust ail: fl;"oJ!l-adjacent areas, or from 
the ceiling of tfie noiler rooms, to preheat combustion air. 

~Usa chemical fuel additives to reduce the flashpoint 
temperature of fuel oil, especially ~4 and J6 oils. 
Proper chemical treatment will reduce soot deposit 
on i2 oil s)~te~s also. 

-Interlock comoun-f_on air intake with- burner operations; 
maintain prepurge and postpurge as required for some 
Burners. 

http:blowdo.rn
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!MPRO'I'E B'llRNER_BOIoLER 'El'1'I-C:rENCY (Cont'd) 

-Seal all air leaks into natural draft chimneys, 
especially where flue pi~e enters the wall. 

~Repair or reouild oil burner combustion chambers to 
the correct si~e for providing optimum efficiency at 
90% of the fun load f:!:ring rate. Construct chambers with 
bricks of the refactory type, not common bricks. Incorrect 
matching of burner and combustion chamber and broken 
br:!:ckwork can r.esult in losses of from 10 to 20%. 

~Turn off gas pilots for furnaces, boilers, and 
space heaters during the non-heating months and 
during long unoccup:!:ed periods. 

~Prov:!:de an automatic draft damper control to reduce the 
heat loss through tlie l'ireechi:ng (smoke pipe) when the gas 
or oil Burner is not in operation. Adjust draft-cor,trol with 
comoustion testing equipment to matcll. the firing race. 

~Adjust oil Surner efficiencies to achieve proper stack 
temperature, CO2 and excess ?ir settings. Adju3t setting 
to provide a maximum of 400· - 500· of stack temperature 
and a minimum of 10% CO2 at full load conditions. Excess 
air through a Boiler can waste 10 to 30% of the fuel. 
Accurate testing is essential for the correct burner 
adjustment to attainmaxi~ efficiency. Use appropriate 
instruments and institute combustion testing as part of 
a planned general maintenance program. (A simple 
comoustion testing kit can be purchased for approximately
$100). . " 

_Adjusting the firing rate of gas or oil burners at 
too high a rate "will cause shart cycling and excessive 
fuel consumption. Too Iowa rate will require 
constant operation and inadequate heat will be delivered 
to the spaces. If the ooiler is oversized, adjust the firing 
rate to the building load, not the ooiler. 

~rf there~s more than one boiler, operate one only up to 
its :max:tmum load before bringing other boilers on the 
line, It is inefficient to operate two or more b6ilers 
at 'Very low capacity to carry part loads. 

~Details or reclaim heat systems and other measures which 
require cap:ttal investment but can show a quick payback 
period a7:e descriBed in EO! 2. 
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REDUCE INFILTRATION 

-Operate tbB exbBust systems as outlined in the guidelines 
for ECO 5 and 6. 

-Inspect tbB building exterior and interior surfaces and 
caulk all cracks that allow outdoor air to penetrata 
.tbB building skin. 

-Caulk around all pipes, louvers, or ·other ope.nings which 
penetrate the building skin. 

-Repair broken or cracked windows. Reglaze with standard or 
tempered glass of proper thickness, as per building 
code requirements, or with wire glass if fire rating is 
required. 

-As a temporary measure cover windows with 4 mil plastic 
sheets and extend the covering over the frame. Bold 
plastic sheet in place with continuous nailing strip. 

-Weatherstrip exterior doors and windows in climatas.with 
more than 2000 degree days. 

-Cover porous exterior wall and roof materials with 
epoxy resin. 

-Cover window air conditioners with plastic covers 
in the winter (when not used for heating). 

-Install automatic closers on exterior doors.CCost 
ranges from $60 to $90 pen door depending on whether 
closers are installed by maintenance staff or outside 
labor) 

To reduce infiltration due to stack effect: 

-Reduce temperature· in stairwells. (frotect piping from 
freezing) 

.",seal elevator sllafts top and 1i:ot tom 'and tnSUllS tllat 
machine room penthouse door is weatherstripped and closed. 

-Seal vertical service shafts at top and bottom and, in 
tall buildings, at every sixth floor. 

-Weatherstrip and close doors in basement and roof 
equipment rooms whare these are connected by a vertical 
shaft which serves the building. 

-Check building code for venting requirements and check fire 
resistance ratings of materials used. Skylights or smoke 
relief vents may be required. 
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INCREASE BENEFICIAL SOLAR HEAT GAIN INTO THE BUILDING 

-Clean windows to permit maximum sunlight transmis5ion. 

-Operate drapes and blinds to permit sunlight (when 

available) to enter windows during the winter; move 

desks or work stations out of the direct path of 

sunlight to avoid,occupant discomfort. 


-A percentage of direct solar radiation is stored in 
the structure and furnishings where it will help to 
offset the heat load at night. Permit the space 
temperature to rise so that excess heat can be stored 
in the structure and be available for heating at night 
or cloudy periods. Even on cloudy days diffuse 
radiation is considerable; allow it to be transmitted 
into the occupied spaces. 

Note: treat skylights and display windows in the same 
manner as windows. 

-If winaows are not fitted with blinds, drapes, or 

shutters, consider installing them to control the 

rate of heat flow into and out of the building . 


.-During heavily clouded weather, and at night, reduce 
the heat loss through the window by drawing shades 
and drapes or closing shutters where fitt~. 

-If direct sunlight or excessive window brightness 
causes glare, add a light transluscent drape which 
cuts glare but permits solar heat to enter. 

-Readjust blinds during the day if, during particular 

times of the year, overheating occurs. 


-Before installing shades or blinds, check fire code 

for prohibitions against certain types of materials. 


-Where possible, treat the site to increase useful 

solar heat gain in the winter. 


-Trim all foliage shading the southern, eastern or 

western face of the building in winter. Reduce any 

evergreen foliage grossly blocking the winter sun. 


-Where possible, remove shading devices and any other 
objects casting shedows 'on the building surfaces during 
winte_~ ., 
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DOMESTIC HOT WATER 


A. BACKGROUND 

The amount of energy consumed in heating hot water is about 
4% of :the annual energy used in most large commercial 
buildings. In .sma11er commercial buildings, the percentage 
is smaller. However, in facilities which include restau
rants, cafeterias and especially 1audromats, the percentage 
of energy for hot water compared to other systems will be 
greater. 

If domestic hot water is heated by the same boiler which 
heats the building, and if the load is only 10 or 20% of 
the total boiler load in those months when the building 
is heated, the energy used in the fall and in summer 
months for domestic hot water may be considerably pigher 
than in the winter as the boiler will be operating at low 
par.t load efficiency. To determine the amount of energy 
used for domestic hot water follow the method described 
in Section 3, Figure 12. 

The opportunities to conServe energy for heating domestic 
hot water can be summarized as follows! 

Reduce the load 
-decrease the quantity ·of domestic hot water used 
-lower the temperature of thedomeatic hot water 

Reduce the system losses 

-repair leaks and insulate piping and tanks 
-reduce recirculating pump operating time 

Increase the efficiency of the domestic hot water 
generator 

B. EXISTING CONDITIONS 

1. AVerage Uaage 

Preceding page blank 
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TAlILE 1 

Office Buildings 

(Without kitchen or 
cafeteria services)' 	 2 to 3 gallons per capita per 

day for hand washing and minor 
cleaning (based on an average 
permanent occupancy which in
cludes daily visitors) 

Department Stores 

(Without kitchen and 
cafeteria services) • 1 gallon per customer per day 

Kitchen and Cafeterias for 	hand washing 

Dishwashing, rinsing 
and hand washing • • 3.0 gailons per meal plus 3 

gallons/employee/day 

Schools 

Boarding " .. '. .. .. .. .. . .. 	 25 gallons per capita p~r day 
Day.~" •••••••• 	3 gallons per capita per day 

(Does not include cafeteria or 
athletic facilities) 

Aoartments 

High rental 30 'gallons per capita per 'day 
Low rental 20 ~allons per capita per day 

Hosoitals 

Hedical.. ........o,.. 30 gallons per capita per day 
Surgical • • • • • •• • 50 gallons per capita per day 
Maternity.. ......... . 50 gallons per capita per day 
Nental . . . . . .. .. .. .. 2S' gallons per capita per day 
Hotels .... .. ...... 30 gallons per capita per day 
2. Average Temperatures 

The usual temperature at which hot water is supplied - from 
120'F. to ISO'F. - is too hot to use directly and must be 
mixed with cold water at the tap. For disbwashing and 
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sterilization the delivery temperature is generally 160",. 
or higher. Orten hot water supplied to all faucets is at 
temperature required for the kitchen. Frequently, the hot 
water, generated and stored in tanks at.150" to 160",., loses. 
heat oy conduction and radiation from the tank and piping, 
even before the delivery at wasteful temperatures. 

When hot water is supplied by a tankless heater, it is with
in· 5" or 6·F. o'f t.he boiler water temperature maintained to 
heat the building. A mixing v~lve is often used to control de 
delivery temperature, out frequently the temperature at which 
it is set is excessive. If the tankless heater, or tank 
heater, is installed inside the boiler, the losses from the 
domestic heater may be considerable. 

3. 	 Methods of Generation and Storage 

a) 	 By a tankleas heater from a hot~er boiler used.to heat 
the building, or by a below-the-water line te~kless 
heater on a steam heating boiler. 

b) 	 By a tank heater and storage tank combination which 
is either a hot water or steam-heating boiler. The 
tank heater may be integral with the storage tank, 
or separately mounted and connected to the boiler 
and tank by piping. 

c) 	 By a separat-e oil, gas, coal or electric domestic 
hot water heater with integral storage tank. 

d} 	 By separate electric booster heaters without storage 
tanks. 

4. 	 Distribution 

Hot water is distributed either by gravity circulation 
or by a recirculating hot water pump through separate 
piping to the fixtures. The recirculating hot water 
pump delivers hot water instantly at the faucets and re
duces the total quantity of water used by saving the 

'cold water which is usually drawn upon first opening 
the faucet. However, because the pump requires elec
trical power for operation, and becal,ls'e its piping 
system must always be filled with hot wster and 
experience heat lOBS, the use of the recirculating pump 
could be anergy-wasteful in systems where all faucets 
are close to the tank. 
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C. ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES 

ECO 11 	 REDUCE THE·TEMPERATURE OF DOMESTIC HOT WA:ER SUPPLIED 
TO TAPS 

Lowering tne temperature of the hot water reduces both the 
"building" domestic not water load, as well as the distri 
bution· load. The building load for hot water heating is 
expressed &y the following formula: 

Yearly BTU's a Q X Td • where Q a Quantity of domes
tic hot water used pe~ year in pounds, and Tda * 
Magnitude of the difference, in OF., between the 
temperature of cold water entering the heater, and 
the temperature of the hot water at the faucets. 

The parasitic load is determined similarly, except: 

Yearly BTU's = Q x Td ,·where tdp * Magnitude of the 
difference, in of., b~tween the generaticn tempera
ture and the temperature of the water at the taps. . 

Total load, then, is calculated as follows: 

Or, because: 

Td a Td + Td
B p 

(that is, the difference between the temperature of the water 
as it enters the heater and the generation temperature}, it 
is calculated mote simply as follows: 

Yearly BTU's = QxTd 

Figure 19 indicates energy used for domestic hot water at 
various generation temperatures and usage rates. A.~ incoming 
water temperature of SOof. and 251 days of occupancy per year 
are assumed. 
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Figura D19 EnafnaeringData 

SCraight haat transfer calculations 

Assumption: 	 csers open faucet for a set amount of time 
regardless of flow rate. 
i.e. Washing hands is based on tha time it 
takes rather than the water quantity. 
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Tne actual amount of energy required to supply the total load 
depends upon the seasonal efficiency of the heater, nE", which 
varies with the type of heater and the fuel used. On a 
seasonal basis, the following are average efficiencies: 

a) Oil-fired heating boilers used year round. but with 
domestic hot water as the only summer load = .45. 

b) Oil-fired heating boilers used yaar rour,d wit
cooling in the summer ~ .7. 

h absorption 

c) Gas-fired heating boilers used year round. but with 
domestic hot water as the only summar load m .50. 

d) Gas-fired heating boilers used year round wit
tion cooling in the summer e .75. 

habsorp

e) Separate oil-fired hot water heaters D .70. 

f) Separate gas-fired hot water h~aters = .75. 

g) Separate electric water haaters - .95. 

h) Separate coal fired water heaters - .45. 

To determine actual energy consumption, divide the value 
obtained from Figure 19* by the appropriate efficiency or 
use the following formula: 

Yearly BTU's a .9.!!!! 
E 

Example: 

An office building hes 500 occupants, each of whom uses 
3 gallons of hot water per day for 250 days each year. 
The temperature of the water as it.enters the heater 
is 60°F. (an average for the year) and it must be 
heated to 150°F. in order to compensate for a 20°F. 
drop during storage and distribution, and still be 
delivered, at the tap, at l30"P. Hot water is generated 
by an oil-fired heating boiler, used year round with 
domestic hot water as the only summer load. The fuel is 
~2 oil, which contains 138,000 BTU's to a gallon. 

If incoming temperature differs from SO·F., adjust valve 
before dividing. If incoming temperature is 60 o P., for 
instance, at a generation temperature of l50"P., multiply 
value by 150-60. 

150-50 
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Building load 

Q = 500 occpt x 3 gal./day/occpt x 250 day/yr. = 
375,000 gal./yr. 
1 gal. 8.3,lbs., thereforec 

Q = 390,OCO gal./day x 8.3 lbs./gal - '3,112,500 Ibs/yr. 

TdB = 130o P. - 60°F. ~ 70°F. 

Yearly BTU's - 3,112,500 lbs. x 70 op. - 217,8'7S,OOO 


Parasitic load 

Tde = lS0"F. - 130"F. = 20°F. 
Yearly BTU's =3,112,500 1bs. x 20"F. - 62,250,000 

Total load 

Yearly BTU's = 217,875,000 + 62,250,000 = 280,125,000 

Total energy used 

E = .45 
280,125,000 622,500,000 

total BTU's= .45 

Total fuel consumotion 

Yearly gallons ='622,500,000 BTU's = 4,511 
138,000 gal. 

To calculate the amount of fuel needed at a reduced delivery 
temperature, 90 oP., for example, perform the foll~'ing 
procedure: 

4,511 gal. X 90 o P. = 3,123 gal. 
130"P. 

This is actually a conservative figure, as the total savings 
in heating, storing, and distributing the water woulu include 
reduced storage and distribution losses as well. 

Table 1 indicates the yearly energy loss in BTU's for 
various sizes of tanks, located in a space with an ambient 
tamperature of 65"P., and with fiberglass insulation. 
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TABLE 2 

BTU's in millions/year. Lost 
Insulation Tank size at Hot Water Temperatures of: 
Thickness in gallons lOO'F 120°F l60°F 

1" 

2" 
3" 

50 
100 
250 
500 

1,000 

1.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.1 
5.2 

3.0 
4.7 
4.9 
4.9 
8.2 

5.2 
8.2 
8.4 
8.4 

14.1 

Costs for insulating hot (or cold) water tanks with 3D density 
fiberglass - foil scrim craft facing, finished with pre-sized 
glass cloth jacket - are as follows: 

Y.a.terial Cost/sq. ft. 
Thickness of Surface Area 

1" $2.60 
1-1/2" $2.70 
2" $2.95 
3" $3.60 

ECO 12 REDUCE THE OUANT!TY OF DOMESTIC ROT WATER USED 

A pr:!:mary benefit of reducing the quantity of. laot water usal:±s;that..epergy 
consumption will be decreased to the same extent as with an equal 
percentage reduction in temperature. 

A secondary benefit is the reduction in raw source energy which occurs 
because less water needs to be treated in. the water supply treat
ment and sewage treatment plants, whether on-site or off-site. For 
municipal facilities, the diminished energy requirements will result 
in lower operating costs than otherwfsepossible, which in turn ~~ll 
mean that less taxes will be needed to support the·facility. !n 
areas where there is a charge based on total water consumption 
flowing into the sewer, the red~ction in consumption of water will 
result in direct savings, ss well. Water consumption can be 
lowered to 1-1/4 or 1-1/2 gallons per person per day in office 
bUildings today without inconvenience to the occupants. Additionsl 
opportunities to reduce water consumption are summarized in the 
guidelines. 
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Example: 
An office building has 500 occupants, each of whom uses 
3.5 gallons of hot water per day for 250 days each year. 
The water, as it enters the heater, iS,at 40·F., and it 
is heated to 150·F. The separate gas-fired heater has 
an efficiency of 0.75. 

Enter Figure 19 at 3.5 gal./person per day. Follow, the 
example line intersecting with, the 100% flow rate and 
l50·F. temperature lines and read yearly energy used 
of 800 x 103 Btu per person per year. 

Re-enter Figure 19 intersecting with the 33% ~nd l20·F. 
lines and .ead yearly energy used of 190 x 10 Btu/ 
person/yr. 

Savings: 	 The energy saved equals 800-190 or '610 x 103 
Btu/person/year and for 500 people, the total 
is 5 x 610 x 103 or 305 x 106 Btu/year. 
305 x 106 ' 
138,000 x 0.75 ~ 2,947 gal. 

Convert to Cost: At $0.36/gal., the savings is 0.36 x 
2,947 or $1,061 per year. 

Results: 	 Energy Saved - 2,947 gallons/y.ear 
Dollars Saved - $1,06l/year 

ECO 13 	~ROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE STORAGE AND DISTHIBUTION 
SYSTEMS 

Repair and replace all torn insulation to reduce heat loss. 
All measures to improve the efficiency of both space heating 
and domestic hot water heaters are noted in Section 4 , 
"Heating", and the measures to reduce heat 108s from piping 
are detailed in Section 4 , "HVAC Systems and Distribution". 

ECO 14 GENERA'fE HOT WATER MORE EFFICIENTLY 

All of the measures for improving combust:to,n units for space 
neating apply equally well to hot water heaters. Keep in 
mind, however, that when more than one heater. be it boiler 
or hot water heater, is installed on a project, it is more 
efficient to operate one for the total load if it can 
carry it. rather than to operate all boilers at partial 
loads. 
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The greater opportur.ities for conserving energy by improving 
the efficiency of the hot water geaeracr. after normal service 
operations and minor modifi~tion. have improved the exist 
ing equipment to the extent possible, <lil1 require major mod
ifications or the replacement of equipment. 

ECM- 2 det~. theBe opportunities Vhich include the 
! oU"",ing: 
-Provide a separate hot vater beater for summer or 

year round use~ 


-Beat h~t vater by use of rejected heat from refrig

erationsystem condenser water or,bot gas heat exchangers_ 

-Heat hot water with recovered energy frem incinerators. 

heat pipes, hot vater heat exchangers, or heat pumps. 

-Replace resistance electric hot vater heaters with 

gas or oil heaters or heat pumPs,

-Adu separate booster heater for ~itchen or laundry 

service. 
-Heat hot vater vith condensate return to steam operated 
system~ .. 
-Be~t hot water with Bolar water heaters4 

GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY USED fOR DOMESTIC !lOT WATER 

-Where possible, use cold water only for hand washing 
in lavatorie¥ when cold water temperature is 7~oF. or 
above. This 1s most readily Bccepted in retail store., 
religious buildings, OI<ner-occupied small office build
ings and in washrooms used primarily by tbe public on 
an infrequent basis. 

-Where tenants insist uron bot water for hand washing, 
heat tap vater to gOOF. 

-Do not tuair.tain an entire hot water system at the same 
temperature required for the most critical use. 

Do not hest vater for band ~ashing, rinsing Dr cleaning 
to the same temperature required for dishwashing steriliza
tion. 

-If the space heating boiler is also used to supply domestic 
hot water. lower the aquastBt setting in the summer ~ime to 
IOO'F. The same setting should be USe4 for storage tank 
temperature control. summer and winter. 

-Where higher temperatures are required, at a dishwasher, 
for example. a small gas or ele"':-tr1c: bO':l6'ter used only as 
needed saves more energy thsn a large storage tank, ~iping 
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end distribution system which heats all domestic hot water 
in the building to the most critical temperature. 

-Use cold 'Water detergents fnr laundries and laudromats and 
set water tempelature to 65°~. _70 D F. 

-Refer to Health or F~od Handling Codes, ~f applicable, for 
minimum temper~ture specifications. 

REDUCE HOT WATER CONSUMPTION: 

-Insert orifices ~n the hot water pipes to reduce flows. 

-Install spray type faucets that use only 1/4 gallons per 

minute (gpm) inatead of 2 or 3 gpm. at a cost of about $50 

a unit. 

-Install self-closing faucets on hot vater taps. 

~In buildin~v1th cooking facilities that are used only 

periodically. such as meetj.ng rooms in religious buildings. 

shut off the hot vater heating system. including gas 

pilots where installed, when the facilities are not in use. 


-Re-examine the neej to heat entire tank of water when only 

a small quant~ty or no hot water is needed. 


-Simplify menus to reduce the need for large pots and pans 

that require large amounts of hot water for cleaning. 

Ybere practical use short dishwBRhing cycles and fill 

machine fully before use. 


-Reduce the number of meals serJed and/or serve more cold 

meals to reduce tile hot vater requirements for dishwashing. 


-In areas vhere vater pressure is higher than a normal 40 to 
SO lbs". reet:-ict the amount of water that flows from the tap by 
installing pressure reducing valves on the main service a 

Do not reduce pressure below that required for fire protecti~n 
or for maintaining adequate pressure on the top floor for 
flushing. 

-Refer to Plumbing Codes, if applicable, for hot ~ater supply 

requirements. 


REDUCE SYSTEM LOSSES 

-Repair insulation of hot vater piping and tanks or install 

it where misSing (unless piping and tanks are located in 

areas which require space heating or aire sjr-cooled). 


-Where forced circulation of hot vater is used, shut off the 

pump when the building is unoccupied; when hot vater usage 

is light consider using gravity circulation without the 

pump. 


-Flush vater heater during seasonp~ maintenance of heating 
systems" 


-Repair leaky faucets. 

-Repack pump packing glands of recirculation hot water 

hesters to reduce leaking of hot yater. 


-For boilers with immersion tankless domestic hot 

water coils. make sure boiler water· covers coils. 


http:meetj.ng
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COOLINGlJIlDVE!\'TlLATION 

A. 	 BACKGROUND 

The 	 annual consumption of energy for cooling and ventilation 
can 	be reduced by applying the sqme three major categories 
as for heating and ventilation: 

1. 	 Reduce the "building";' cooling load. 

2. 	 Reduce the distribution system load. 

3. 	 Increase the efficiency or performance of the primary 
energy conversion equipment. ' 

Categories 1 and 3 are addressed in this section and Category 2 
in Section 4. "HVAC SystelllS and' Distribution". 

B. 	 THE"BUILPING" COOLING LOAD 

Two 	 components - sensible or dry heat, and latent heat, a 
function of the heat content of the'moisture in the air 
determine the "building" cooling load. To maintain comfort, 
the 	dry bulb tell!perature which measures sensible heat, 'and 
the wet bulb temperatnre (or the relative humidity), which 
measures latent neat, ~ust be controlled. Because, for 
most, comfort cooling installations, air is dehUmidified when 
it is cooled, separate control of the relative humidity is 
not usua~ly required. 

Average tell!perature difference between indoor and outdoor 
conditions is one of the factors which defines the sensible 
heat gain portion of the annual "building" load; reduce this 
load by maintaining higher indoor tell!peratures for as long 
a period as possible during the cooling season, whenever 
further operation of the mechanics! refrigeration system 
would be reqnired to maintain a lower ene. When the sensible 
heat gain is decreased, reduce the amount of cool supply air 
accordingly to reali~e additional energy savings in fan horse
power. 

The cooling load, is in part, due to conductive heat gain 
from outdoors to indoors, through the building envelope. 

The 	average difference in temperature between'indoors and 
the 	exterior surfaces of the wells and roof depends upon 
outd'Oor dry bulb temperatures and the a:mount of solar radia
tion impinging upon the outside walls wnd roof (and warming 

*"llnilding" cooling load is ~s~ to identify the loads to main
tain interior conditions and should not be confused with "room 
load" which is standard terminology for build,ipJL19_sds nQ.1;, 
including the ventilation load. .-.'P·--d-:-~ "lank 'I: ·" fa~elllg page u, "'.' 
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them to a level - termed "sol-air" temperature - which is 
most often above ambient temperatures). To conserve energy, 
shut off, during uno,:cupied periods, the refrigeration system 
and its auxiliaries (chilled water and condenser water 
pumps, cooling towerS and air cooled condensers) and maintain, 
during occupied periods, a dry bulb temperature of 78°F. or 
higher. Maintaining even higher temperatures in less critical 
spaces will conserve more energy. If the relative humidity 
in the building is permitted to rise to 55% (the usual level 
is 43 to 50%), or to fluctuate normally (within the ll~its 
set by the refrigeration system's ability to ~aintain wet 
'ulb temperatures), considerable energy will be conserved. 
The system requires power to remove moisture which originates 
from internal loads - people and cooking - and from outdoor 
air as it infiltrates and/or ventilates the building. See· 
Figure 20 for "ll:commended· Cooling Season Indoor Temperature 
and Humidity". 

"lieat gain" - a term used to quantify the amount of heat which 
is added to a space and must be removed to maintain desired 
space conditions - is an addition to the cooling load. Solar 
heat gain through windows frequently constitutes a major 
portion of the sensible heat "building" cooling load. The 
benefits from using the sun to reduce the heating load in the 
w~~ter are considerable, but remember to block it out in the 
summer. Solar ~ontrol devices which can be adjusted either 
to accept or block sunlight reduce energy consumption year'round. 

Just as ventilation and infiltration add to the heating 
load in the winter, they also increase the cooling load in 
the summer. Outside air must be cooled and dehumidified. 
Maintaining higher indoor temperatures and relative. humidity 
reduce the cooling load contributed by infiltration and 
ventilation as well as conductive heat gains. However, 
whenever outdoor air is cool enough to lower.the indoor 
temperatures, it may be advantageous (and energy conserving) 
to cool or precool the building at night,using an econo
miser cycle, without mechanical refrigeration. When the wet 
bulb (W.E.) temperature of the outdoor air is lower than 
the W.E. temperature of the return air from the interior 
spaces, an enthalpy controller will open the outside air 
dampers and close the return air dampers to take in 100% 
outdour air; the controller saves power for the refrigera
tion system. Internal heat gains-aeat emitted from electric 
lighting fixtures, business machines, motors, cooking equip
ment and people form a large part of the total cooling load. 

Reducing the "building" cooling load by a fixed percentage 
allows further savings of energy since distribution loads can 
be decreased accordingly. A reduction in the flow of cool 
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air or chilled water to meet the reduced load and an increase 
in the suction temperatures at which' the refrigeration chil
lers or compressors operate (improving their 'Coefficient 
of Performance - C.O.P.)' will result in significant savings 
less horsepower per ton of refrigeration as well as less 
tons to be produced. 

C. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LOADS 

The distribution system may carry c:.hilled',water to units 
in the spaces to be conditioned (fan coil, induction, or 
small air handling units) or to remote air handling units 
(which supply air, via ducts to local registers and diffusers). 
In some systems the compressors disenarge a vaporized re
frigerant to a condenser. when: it is condensad to a liquid; 
then, it is allowed to expand directly in a cooling coil 
which.cools or dehumidifies circulating air. In all cases, 
air may be circulated from the conditiomd space, from out-' 
doors, or from a mixture of both: the air is supplie~ arter 
it is filtered, cooled and dehumidifieXl in .the air h';ndling 
unit or air-handling section of the air conditioning system. 

Piping and duct losses - heat gain and water or air leaka~e 
increase the distribution loads, and as a result, the",load 
on the primary energy conversion equipment. See Section 4 , 
"HVAC Systems and Distribution" for energy conservation 
opportunities and guidelines to ;educedistribution system 
losses. 

D. PRIMA.'RYENERGY CONVERSION EOU1f'M,ENT 

Energy is used to supply the cooling "building" and dis
tribution loads. In the form of heat, energy operates ab
sorption refrigeration 'units, and as electricity, it 
operates reciprocating, centrifugal o~ screw type compres
sors and/or chillers. The refrigeration equipment pro
duces either chilled water or, 1n the caSe of direct ex
pansion refrigeration units with air h~dling units, 
cooled and dehumidified air. (Note: r-efrigeration equip
mant is often referred to aa the "high" side of the re
frigeration cycle.) The air-cooled or water-cooled 
condensers of the refrigeration equipmemt,control the condens
ing tel:lpel!!ature of the aystem - the, laoS'the condensing 
temperature, the more efficient ,the refrigeration system. 
The manner and conditions under which air cooled condensers 
or evaporative condensers with cooling towers are operated 
exert a significant influence on the energy required to run 
the refrigeration units. The effici&ncy of the refr1gera
tiEn system is expressed as !II cQeffic~nt of performance (C.O.P.). 
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The capacity Clf the system is measured in tons of refrigera
tion; one ton will produce a cooling effect equal to 12,000 
Btu's/hr. Seasonal C.O.P. is the ratio of the tons of 
refrigeration produced, expressed in Btu' 5, to the energy 
required to operate. the equipment, also in Btu·s. If one 
kilowatt hour of electricity (equivalent to 3,412 Btu's) is 
required to produce one ton of refrigeration (12,000 Btu's) 
the C.O.P. is 12,000 = 3.52. To improve the C.O.P. 

3,4~2 
reduce energy usage - lower the condensing temperatures and! 
or raise the suction temperatures. The opportuniti8s to do 
either depend upon load reduction and upon the operation 
and maintenance of the equipment, outlined in ECO's 20 and 
21. The opport-mities to improve C.O.P. by reducing dis
tribution loads are outlined in Section 4, "l'IVAC Systems 
and Distribution". 

E. ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPOlITUNITIES 

ECO-15 TURN OFF COOLING SYSTEM DURING UNOCCUPIED HOURS 

Turning off the entire air-conditioning syste~ at night and 
during days "hen the building is unoccup1.eo, generally 
will save energy. Manually shut down cooling or condenser 
fans, chilled ;'ater and condenser pumps, and supply and 
exhaust fans as well as chillers or compressors. If the 
cooling tower fans and pumps are interlocked with the com
pressors, they will shut off automatically when the com
pressors are shut off. Shut down boilers which supply 
steam or hot water to absorption units; do not maintain 
boiler water temperature or steam pressure when absorp
tion units are inoperative. If, after shut down, the air 
conditionin~ system is not capable of achieving ahd main
taining temperature and humidity conditions in hot spells, 
install a cOLtrol to activate the eqUipment a few hours 
before occupancy instead of operating the system all night 
or throughout the entire weekend. 

In geopraphic areas such as parts of Arizona or California 
with a large diurnal swing (large temperatu~e difference 
within 24 hours), night operation of the refrigeration system 
for periods of the summer may be economical. If climatic 
condi:ions at night permit lower condensing temperatures, 
perform an analvsis to indicate whether energy can be saved 
by operating the refrigeration system at night to precool the 
building or to store chilled water in the piping system. 

An engineering and economic analysis, comparing refrigera
tion operation and economiser cooling is necessary ~o 
determine the mode of operation which will result in mini
mum energy consumption. 

http:unoccup1.eo
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ECO-l6 USE O~'TDOOR"AlR"FOR COOLING 

A. Night and UnoccUDiedPeriod& 

When nighttime outdoor temperatures are below indoor tempera
tures by S· or more, shutting off therafrigeration system 
and using outdoor air for night cooling will eave energy in 
most areas of the country. The opportunities to use outdoor 
air for cooling during unoccupied periods depend upon the 
length of time that ~he outdoor air temperature is below 
73"F. In most areas there will be no advantage to bringing 
in outdoor air above that temperature; heat from the fan 
motors will raise the air temperature 2 to 3°; and the pOwer 
required to drive the fans will outwe:tgh any savings due 
to precooling and reduced operation of the refrigeration 
system. The temperature at which outdoor air cooling is 
advantegeous may be even lower" in large buildings which 
have high velocity systems, as bhepower requirements for 
fan motors in these systems are higher. 

In buildings which have operable windows, however. night 
cooling, even at higher" outdoor air temperatures, is worth
while, as fen motors need not be operated. 

If the dry bulb temperature of the outdoor air is above 
indoor temperature, the wet bulb temperature of the out
door air can be~ than the room wet bulb temperature. 
There may be periods when air at h:t.gp.e.r wet bulb tempera
tures, introduced directly into spe~es that have been 
cooled during the day, will cause con&ensation on walls 
or furnishings. Maintaining higher space temperature 
conditions, 78°:11. and above, will miriimize the amount of 
time that th:t.s could occur and all but elimiante the con
straint in most areas of the country. Even in humid climatic 
zones, wet bulb temperatures above 78°F. occur for relatively 
few hours at nignt;, the need to limit "economiser operation 
exists only during those hours. 

Where there are no automatic controls to operate an econo
miser cycle, operate dampers and fans manually, or consider 
installing controls. 

To fully utilize outdoor air for cooling, it may be 
necessary to install return air and outdoor air dampers, 
and provide a ~eans of relieving air pressure. Some possible 
options include partially opening soma windows, operating 
an exhaust system, or installing some p~ropeller type ex
haust fans in the wall. Refer "to ECM- 2 for 1llOre details on 
economiser orentnalpy control. 
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B. Occupied Periods 

During occupied periods, the opportunities to use outdoor 
air for cooling depend not only on outdoor dry bulb temper
ature, but also upon the wet bulb temperature; if outdoor. 
air is brought into the building above 6.6' P.W.B. (the 
equivalent to the wet bulb temperature when the spaces 
are maintained at 78'D.B.· and SS% R.H., it adds to the 
cooling load. The wet bulb temperature is a measure of 
the total heat content of the air. If the wet bulb 
temperature is lower than.·6.6'F., outdoor air can be intro
duced through the cooling coil, with the refrigeration 
system in· operation in any quantity. At less than 66'·.F li.B. 
outdoor air, in fact, will reduce the cooling load. For 
=y existing systems, however, (even. when the tempet:ature 
of outside air is less than 66'1'. W.B.) the cooling coils 
are not designed to be able to handle outdoor air:.;i.t tempera
tures above 8S'F. D.B. and still maintain room conditions 
at 18'F. D.B. - thiS, despite the fact that outdoor air at 
less than 66' W.B. actually has a lower total heat content 
than room air. Figure 9 indicates for areas allover the 
country, the number of wet bulb degree hours below 66· w.n. 
when the dry bulb temperature is less than 8S'F. in the summer. 
If a building is in a location where there are 3,000 or 
more such degree hours, an enthalpy controller will be e 
good investment. Denver, Colorado,· on a seasonal basis, 
haa low wet bulb temperatures, and it would appear that 
it would be more economical to utilize 100% outdoor air 
through the air conditioning coils in the daytime, rather 
than to recirculate air. Summer outdoor dry bulb tempera
tures in Denver, however, often rise above 90"F. If the 
existing coils ~ave not been selected to reduce the 
temperature of outdoor air at those times, they will be 
incapable of handling the conduction, solar and internal 
heat gains which occur. To conserve energy in this type 
of a climate, open the outdoor air damper fullv except 
when indoor dry~Ulb temperatures cannot be maintained. Oper
ating systems manually to reflect temporary conditions and 
conserve energy is sometimes difficult but the effort 
yields significane savings. Aueomatic controls are avail 
able to optimize the operation of moat systems and. to meet 
varying and selective conditions. Refer to ECM- 2 for 
details. 

ECO - 11 	 INCREASE INDCOR TEMPERATURE· AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
L:-,lnS DURING OCCUPIED HOURS'" 

The air conditioningsystema in many buildings were designed 
to maintain 72" to 1S'r. D.B. and SO% R.n. during peak loads 
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in the cooling season. They are operated to maintain those 
levels at neak conditions, and to achieve even lower levels 
during the part load conditions which occur·most of the 
time. 

~2intain dry bulb temperature and relative humidity for 
various spaces at the levels suggested in Figure 20, 
"Recommended Cooling Season Indoor Tl!!!lIperature and Humidity" 
to reduce the cooling load and energy and operating costs, 
Realize even greater savings, without serious ·disc~mfort. 
by maintaining higher levels in areas which are only oc
cupied for short periods of time. 

If unoccupied periods in these areas exceed 60% of the day, 
shut off U.e cooling unit or close registers. grilles and 
diffusers; allow temperature and humidity to rise when:the 
areas are unoccupied. (Auditoriums, corridors, ~afeterias 
and conference rooms are all spaces frequently unoccupied 
for most of the day.) 

Increasing the indoor temperature and humidity levels from 
74 DD.B. and 50% R.E. to 7So D.B. and 55% R.B. ~~11 eave 
approximately 13% of the energy required for cooling. The 
exact amount depends upon the·amount of ventilation air 
and infiltration which enters the building; the conduction 
losses, solar heat gain, and internal loads of the build
ing; and the type of air conditioning system it has. 

Use the multipliers in the following table to determine the 
amount of energy saved (in Btu··s per hour) per 1,000 CFM 
of outdoor air (ventilation plus infilt~ation) by raising 
the dry bulb temperatures at constant relative humidities. 
(All other factors are considered constant, and since the 
effect of raising the dry bulb temperature on conductive 
heat gain is actually negligible, it has been disreg&rded 
here. ) 

*OCtth terminal reheat systems in operation, the indoor 
space conditions should be maintained at lower levels to 
reduce the amount of reheat and save energy., If cooling 
energy is not required to reduce the temperatures, 
maintain 74°F•. n.B. instead of 7aoF. See Section 4 • 
"RVAC Systems and Distr.ibution" for discussion of t~al 
reheat systems and guidelines for operation. 
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TAllLE I 

Relative Humidity , , '50% ' '60% 70% 

Dry Bulb Temperature 

12°F. 0° ° 
13·F. 2,700 2,433 3,000 

74°F. 2,657 2,400 3,257 

7S 0 P. 3,000 2,572 3,000 

76"]'. 3,000 2,572 3,000 

n"F. 3,000 2,572 3,429 

3;000 2;572 3,429 

Example: 

Project the savings achieved, in cooling outdoor air, 
by raising the indoor dry bulb temperature from 72" P. 
to 7soF. 

Type - Office, 40 hours occupancy 

Annual WB degree hours - S',OOO 
above 66°F. WB 

Total outdoor air - 10,000 CFM 
including infiltration 

Relative Humidity - 50% 

From Table 1, in the 50% BE column, determine that 
raiSing the DB temperature from 72° to 73° saves 2,700 
Btu's/hour/1,000 CFM, from 73" to 74°, .2,657; and from 14° to 75° 
75" to 76° to 76" to 77°, and 77° to 7S", 3,000 Btu's/hourl 
1,000 CFM. To calculate savings over total temperature 
change, add the 6.£igures together: 

2,700 + 2,657 + 3,000 + 3,000 + 3,000 + 3,OQO = 
17,357 Btu's/hour/l,OOO CFM 

For an outdoor air rate of 10,000 cr.M, savings will be: 

10 x 17,357 = 173,570 Btu ',s/hour 

Por ~O hours of cooling per week, and a cooling season 
of 20 weeks, yearly savings will be: 

173,570 x 40 x 20 = 128 x 106 Btu's/hour 
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,SUGGESTEDINDOOR,TEME'E:RA'TIl'RE 
l\lIDHtlMIDITYLEVELSlN 'TIlE 'COOLING 'SEASON 

1. ,:Commercial Buildings ',Qccupied 'Periods 

}tin:l:mum 
l)oyBulb Relative 

'Iemperature '" lIumidity 

iOffic:e.s rJS" 155% 

Corridors 'Uncontrolled iUncoutrolled 

Cafeterias ,75· , 55% 

Auditoriums 7'0· 50% 

Computer Rooms 75" 'As needed 

tobbies B2" 60% 

Doctn Offices '7S· 55% 

Toilet Rooms ' BO° 

Storage, Equipment 11.o0ms Uncontrolled 

Garages Do Not Cool or Dehumidify. 

II. Reta:Ll'Stores Occupied 'Periods 

D:ry Bull> ,Relative 
'temperature Humidity 

'Department Stores ' BO· 55% 

Supermarkets 7Bo 55% 

Drug Stores 80· 55% 

7SeMeat Marke:ts 55% 

Apparel BO° 55% 

Jewelry 80· 55% 

Garages 'Do Not Cool. 

* Except where terminal reheat systems are used. 
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Savings: 	 Energy saved for a mechanical refrigeration 
system with a C.O.P. of 2.S will be: 

139."" 106 	,; 56 x 106 . 
2.5 

56 x 106 Btu'e/year = 16,408 KWH/year 
3,413 Btu' a/KWH 

Energy saved for an absorption refrigeration 
system with a C.O.P. of 0.68 will be: 

139 x 106 	• 204 x 106 Btu/year 
0.68 

If this energy would have been supplied by a 
steam· boiler with a seasonal efficiency of 
60%, 204·x"106-Btu·s .• 2,463 g~llons 

0.6 x 138,000 Btu's/gallon 

Assuming a cost for electricity of $O.4/KWH, 
savings for the mechanical system will equal: 

.04 x 16,408 = $656/year 
At an _oil cost of $0.36 per gallon, savings 
for the absorption system will equal: 

.36 x 2.463 = $887 

If the relative humidity in the huilding is allowed to rise 
from 50% to 70~. the savings are calculated as follows: 

Enter Figure 21 at 8,000 WB:.degree hours. Follow the 
example line with the 50% EH line and thg 
40 hour line and read yearly energy used at 22.5 x 10 
Btu/year/1,000 CFM. 

Re-enter Figure 21 intersecting with the 70% RH line 
and read yearly energy used at 16 x 10· Btus/year/l,OOa 
CFM/ 
Savings: rhe energy saved equals 22.5 - 16 or 6.5 x 106 

Btu's/year/l,OOO CFM. For ·10,000 CFM, the 
total reductions in energy input are 7,618 
KWH/year and ~305 for a mechanical refrigera
tion system and 1,160 gallons of oil/yesr 
and $415 for an aDsorption refrigeration 
system... 

Results: 	 Energy Saved - 7,618 KWH/year or 1,160 gallon/yr. 
Dollars Saved - $305 or $415 



c 
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Ii ),llIlIIrly IIIn<llr911 u.",d 
per 1000 clm to maintain 1
fi.,arlou& humidity c:cndltlons 

dubin- mindel!- bloome-associates 
consulting engineers 
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enefgy ullled btu lC 106 

per year per 1000 c:fm 
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5000 
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Figure 021 Engineering Data 

Weather data from Figure '8 
WB degree hours based'on 12 Mos/yr, 8 Br/Dey 

Energy used is a function of the i-l1! degree hours abave the base 
of 66°F, the EH maintained the No. of hours of controlled humidity. 
The base m is 50% which :Ls approximately 78·11 DB. 66° WB. The 
figure expresses the energy used per 1000 CFM of air conditioned 
or dehumidified. An analysis of the total heat content of 
air in the range under consideration indicates an average total 
heat variation of 0.93 Rtu/lb for each degree WlI crJmge at 
constant DB tempera.ure and that the total heat varies nearly 
directly with RH. One thousand CFM is equal to 4286 lb/hr so 
each degree F i-l1! hour is equal to 4286 x 0.93 or 3986 Btu. 
The lower section of the figure shows the direct relationship 
from the base of 50% EH and the upper section proportions the 
hours of system operation with 56 Hr/Wk being 100%.' 
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E CO-1B'REDUCEYEN'I'!LA'I'I'ON ":RATES mnu:;iG OCCIll' IBD PERIODS'" 

Except where outdoor air can be used productively for 
economiser cooling Cand the temperature and enthalpy are 
suitable as described in ECO-1S above), cooling and de
humidifying outdoor air consumes large quantities of energy. 
Any measure t~t reducea the quantity of ventilation to s 
minimum and is compatiDle wi th physiologio:al I>eeds, will 
result in substantial enargy and dollar savings. Refer 
to Figure 16, "Suggested V",ntilation Standards" for both 
summer and winter periods. The suggestions for ventila
tion discu~sed in Section • "Heating and 'Ventilating" 
apply, generally to the cooling season, as welL Some 
codes permit further reductions in ventilation rates if 
the air is cooled. During the cooling season, the enthalpy 
difference between the outdoor and indoor air determines the 
quantity of energy required to cool and dehumidify the ventil 
ating air to indoor conditions. As enthalpy, or total" heat, 
is very closely approximated·Dy wet bulb temperature, the 
difference in wet bulb tempersture between outdoor alr and 
room conditions can be used to determ1ne the energy re
quired for cooling and dehumidificat:ton. . 

To determine the approximate )early energy savings resulting 
from a ~duction of outdoor air, first detemmine how much 
air is :'(joing introduced into the building, ·and second, 
determine the minimum quantity that legally, must De intro
duced into the building. The difference determines the 
potential reduction of ventilation air and energy savings. 
For the cooling season, use ?igure21 to determine the energy 
required to cool and dehumidify a given amount of ventila
tion air. The followi~ example indicates' the method 
~o be used to determine the savings. 

Example: 

Building Type Office 

Location Hiami, Florida 

Occupied Hours/Week 40 

Number of Occupants 667 

Indoor Relative Rumidity 50% 

Annual et Bulb Degree ~ 18,500 
Hours Above 66 OF 

"'Also read "Heating and Ventilating", ECO-6, guidelines. 
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Determine energy saved by reducing outdoor air from 30 CFM/ 
person to 8 CFM/person (mixed population of smokers and non~ 
smokers). 

Determine 	total CFM reduction: 

30 - 8 • 22 CFM/person x 667 people. 14,674 CFM. Enter 
Figure 21 at 18,500 degree hours, intersecting with the 
50% RH and 40 hour lines, follow the example .line,and 
read yearly energy used of 52.4 x 106 Btu/year/l,OOO CFM. 

Savings: The total energy saved is 14.5 times 52.5 x 106 
Btu/year. If cooling is by a mechanical refrigeration 
syetemwith a C.O.P. of 2.5, the reduction in energy 
input is 771 x 106 • 308 x 106 Btu/year 

2.5 

308 x 106 = 90,243 KWH/year 


3,413 

If an absorption.machine·is used, the 5eduction· in 

energy input is 771 x 106 m 1,134 x 10 Btu/year 


0.68 
and if this anergy is supplied by a steam boiler with a 
seasonal efficiency of 65%, the gallons of oil saved is 
1,134 x 106 . 
0.65 x 138,000 .. 12,642 gallons/year 

Convert to Cost: At $0.04/KWH, the savings for the mechanical 
refrigeration system are 0.04 x 90, 243 - $3,609/yr. At 
$0.36/gal. the savings for the absorption system are 
0.36 x 12,642 a $4,55l/year. 

Results: 	 Energy Saved 90,243 KWH/year or 12,642 gal/yr. 
Dollars Saved $3,609/year or $4,55ltyear 

If, in the previous example the ~efrigeration system had been 
operating nights and weekends with the 30 CFM/person ventila
tion rate, the savings due only to shutting off the outdoor 
air during unoccupied periods and reducing it from 30 CFM/ 
person to 8 CFM/person for 40 hours per week would be about 
$4,460 per year with electric refrigaration and $7,000 per 
year with absorption refrigeration. These,figures do not 
include the additional savings (in power) which wculd accrue 
from not operating the refrigeration system and its auxiliaries 
during unoccupied periods. Ii a refrigeration system is 
operated at night for precooling, or to handle late evening 
events, shut off the outdoor air intake. 

ECO-l~ REDUCE INFIlTRATION ·~~ES 

Leakage or infiltration of air into the building, as described 
in Section 4" "Heating and 'Ventilating", adds, to the same 
extent as an equal amount of ventilation air, .a load on the 

I 
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"building" cooling system. Generally, because wind velocities 
are lower in the summer, the infiltration rates are somewhat 
lower as well. They may still, however, be a significant 
factor in the magnitude of the cooling load. Infiltration 
imposes an added load on the distribution system. Unlike 
ventilation, :which is not a "space" or "room" load, infl.l 
tration is an additional rODm load, and the sensible heat com
ponent of infiltration increases the amount of air which must 
be circulated (as the amount of air circulated in a coaling 
system depends only on the magnitude of the roam sensible 
heat load). Because infiltration occurs for 24 hours per day, 
it creates a load during "the n:Lght" ,wl't;i.cli must be removed 
the next day by the refrigeration equipment. In retail stores, 
the greatest amount of infiltration occurs through door openings. 
Refer to EMC- 2 for :£.nformation on :£.nfiltration rates through 
door open:£.ngs and the :£.nstallation of revolving doors as a 
measure to reduce it. 

Determine infiltration rates through windows by using Figure 
18, and calculate the caol:£.ng load for any given amount of 
infiltration converted to CFM by uaing Figure 21. 

From all causes, the infiltration rate for most buil~ings is 
between 1/2 and 1 lIZ, air changes per hour, depending upon the 
condition of the doors and w:£.ndows, length of crac~~, height 
ot the building, and the number of door openings. (See Section 
4 , "Heating and Ventilation", ECG-S). To convert air changes 
per hour to CFM, multiply the building volume (area per floOF. 
times the number of floors" times the' ceiling' haight of one 
floor) by the number of air changes per hour, and divide by 
60. For example a building of 10 stories with 10,000 square 
feet of floor araa per story, a floor to ceiling height of 10' 
and 1 1/2 a:i.r changes per hour would have: 

10 x 10"x lO;OOO"x'l.S'= 2S,000 CEM 
60 

Use Figure 21 to determ:£.ne the cooling load due to the air 
quantity in CEM for any location. 

Weather stripping and caulking (usually done to reduce infiltra
tion rates in the w:£.nter) will reduce the summer cooling load. 
To determine the savings in energy and dorlars during the cooling 
season for reduced infiltration due to window leakage, use the 
method indicated in the follaw~ng example. 

Example: 	 Determf.ne the. crack area first. Use the identification 
profiles to gather pertinent data. 

lluHding Type 	 Offices 

Building Size 	 100' X SO', 4 floors 

http:Determf.ne
http:determ:�.ne
http:caol:�.ng
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Building Location Topeka, Kanaas 	 --

Wet Bulb Degree Hours 3,000 

Greater than °G6·F. 


Wind Speed 	 8 mph 

Wlnd Direction 

South Windows 	 5' ",3'; °.28 total 

Weat Windows 	 5' x 3'; 56 total 

WindowType~ double hung, loose fitting. 

Determine 	the crack. length/Window > 
Each Wlndow peri'l!lete1:''' ~~3+3+3(center joint) ..19 feet 
Total crack length - 19 x 84 windows .. 1,596 feet 

Determine from Figure °lS, ehe1:'ate of infilt1:'ation: 
Per foot of crack ...9 CFM/ ft. 

"Total infiltration 1,596 X .9 .. 1,436 CFM 
o 

Determine from Figure 18, theriew rate of infiltration per 
foot of crack if windows are weather stripped "0.1 CFM/ft. 

Therefore total infiltration" 1,596 x 0.1 -159.6 CFM 
Infiltration °Reduction .. 1,436> - 160 .. 1,276 CFM 

netennine 	add1t1onalwooling energy required: 
Enter Hgure 21 at 3~000 degree hours and intersecting 
w.ttn. the 60;1; RFt and 40 hour linea. follow the example 
line and read yearly energy used of 7.5 x 106 Btu/yeer/ 
1,000 ern. 	 . 

Savings: 	 The tota! energy saved is 1,276/1:0000;>: 7.5 x 106 
9.6 x 10 	 Btu/year. For mechanical refrigeration

6system, the reduction in energy input is °9°; 6x 10 .. 1,125 KWH/yr• 
.2.5 x 3,413 


For absorption system, the reduction in energy input 

is 9.G x 106 

q 14.1 x 100 Btu/year and, > 

0.68 

For steam boiler supplying the steam snd gallons of oil 
saved is 14; lOx °106 >0 .. 161 gallons/year 

0.65 x 138,000 ° 

Convert to cost: At $0.04 ICWK, the savings for the mechanical 
refrigeration system are $0.Q04 x 1,12.5 $45/yearsm 

At $O.36/gallon, the savings for absorpti.on system 

are 0.36 x 161 - $58/,ear ~ 


http:absorpti.on
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ECQ-20 ,REDUCE SOLAR HEAT GAINS 

Solar heat gain is a major contributor to the cooling load in 
all parts of the country where the ratio of window to wall 
area (on the east, west, and south facades) is 20% or more with 
clear ~shaded elaes, and 50% or more with any type of glass 
exposed to .direct sunlight. Solar radiation on the roof (which 
receives the most in ths summer) and on the east, west, and south 
walls increases the outside surface temperature and heats the 
surfaces. The increase in heat. transmission through the sur
faces which then occurs is in'excGSs of conduction which would 
have ~esulted from temperature differemce between indoors and 
outdoors alone. 

Solar radiation on skylights and windows is transmitted through 
the glass almost instantaneously. Annually, almost 80 percent 
of alJ. the solar radiation striking a vertical Single sheet 
of clear glass surface is transmitted ..through it. It consti
tutes an addition to the cooling load. but a reduction of the 
heating and electric loads \if lights are turned off when day
light is available). Consarvation measures that r"duce solar 
heat gain include shading the interior or exterior of the glass 
and treating it to increase its reflective properties. Eval
uate devices that prevent solar radiation from entering the 
building in hot weather, against the.need for solar heat in 
cold seasons. -

Solar shading devices on the exterior of the building are 
more effective than inside blinds, drapes, or reflective 
coatings or heat absorbing or reflective tinted glass. r~fer 
to Figure 22 for the relative effectiveness of various shading 
devices. Achieve external solar control through the use of 
trees that shade the building surfaces. horizontal exterior 
louvers, or eyebrowson'the southern exposure and vertical and 
horizontal fins or extensions to shade the east and west 
facing glass surfaces. Install thin sun screens on the exterior 
face of the window to reduce solar heat gain by 50 to 75%. 
Sun screens cause the loss of some natural lighting and the 
blocking of some of the useful sun rays in the winter; however, 
sun sc~eens on windows that are SUbjected to winter winds 
(usually from the west) reduce heat loss considerably in the 
winter as well as heat gain in the SUlIIl!IE!r. Sun screens are 
commercially available for about $3.50/per square foot of glass 

.surface. 

Use internal shades, venet;lan blinds, -curtains or sun screens 
(similar to the exterior type which can be removed in the winter) 
to reduce solar heat gain in the summer and still permit direct 
radiation to enter in winter. To install venetian blinds 
~osts about -$1.60/sq.ft. in small quantities down to about 
$l.OO/sq.ft. for 400 windows, or more. 

http:l.OO/sq.ft
http:1.60/sq.ft
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Painting the exterior surface of the exterior walls with white 
coatings to increase reflectivity is not 80 effective as in
creasing the emmissivity of the exterior roof surface. '~sing 

light colored· coatings or cooling the roof with a roof spray 
are two options. ,However,.measures to increase emissivity and 
reduce cooling loads for exterior surfaces which have a mass 
of 50 to 100 lbs/sq.ft., and/or which are insulated to aU 
factor of .1 or lower' are ineffective. It is elsa difficult 
to maintain the light color on roofs in urban areas. 

ECO-2l REDUCE L~TERNAL HEAT GAIN 

Internal heat gain (from lights, business machines,ccmpu
ters, motors, occupants, and in some buildings, ovens, 
ranges and refrigeration units) make up a major portion of 
the cooling load in many buildings. Except in small res
taurants which can have major heat gsins from cooking equip
ment, heat gain from lighting is the most significant. 

Guidelines to reduce illumination levels, in the many build
ings which are overlighted, to more reasonable levels are 
described in Section '4, "Lighting". The reduction of light
ing is a simple. and effective way to reduce the cooling load. 
The following example indicates, the potential savings for 
many buildings, from decreasing cooling load by reducing 
lighting. 

Example: 

Firstt determine the approximate length of the cooling 
season based on past experience. 

From the Identification Profile: 

Building Type Office 

Building Location New York 

Building Size 50,000 sq. ft. 

LI'ghting Intensity 4.5 watts/sq.ft. 

The building has a total of 1,400 fixtures with 4-40 
wtt l.a.n:r;>s in each. If 2 lamps are removed from 75% 
of the fixtures, then the reduction in watts = 1,400 
x ,75 x 2 x 40· 84,000 watts or 64KW. The present 

stotal wattage 225,000 and the new total = 225,000 
A4.0no • 141,000 watts or 141,000 • 2,8 watt/9~.ft. 

50,000 
The heat gain from lights is reduced by 84KW for each 
hour of operation during the cooling season, or 
84 x 3,413 ~ 2B6,692 Btu/hr. 

http:watt/9~.ft
http:watts/sq.ft
http:lbs/sq.ft
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l/B" Clear Double Strength 

1/4" Clear plate 

1/4" Heat Absorbing Plate 

1/4" Reflective Plate 

1/4" Laminated Reflective 

1" Clear Insulating plate 

1" Heat Abaorbine Insulating plate 

1" Reflective Insulating Plate 

SHADING DEVICE 

Venetian Blinds - Light Colored, 
Fully Closed 

Roller Shade - Light Colored, 
Translucent, Fully Drawn 

Drapes - Semi-Open Weave, Average 
Fabric Transmittance snd 
Reflectance, Fully r.losed 

Reflective Polyester Film 

Louvered Sun Screens 
- 23 Louvers/In. 

- 17 Louvers/In. 

1.00 

0.93 - 0.95 

0.65 - 0.70 

0.23 - 0.56 

0.2B - 0.42 

0.80 - 0.83 

0.43 - 0.45 

0.13 - 0.31 

-WITH 

1/4" CLEAlt PLATE GU.3S 


0.55 

0.39 

0.55 

0.24 

0.15 - 0,35 

O.lB -0.51 

WITH 1" CLEAlt 
INSULATING GLASS 

0.51 

0.37 

0.48 

0.20 

0.10 - 0.29 

0.12 ~ 0.45 
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If the cooling season is 100 daya long, and occupancy 
is 8 hours per· day, the year~y reduction in heat gain a 

286,692 X 100 X 8 = 229 X 10 Btu/year. 11ith a mechanical 
re£rigeration.system, the reduction·j.n energy input 
229 X 106 = 91.6 x 106 13tu/yi or 91.6·x·l06 - 26,838 J!C,1/yr 

·2.5 (Average C.O.P.)· 3413 

At 5 cents/lUi, a savings of $0.05 x 26,838 ~ $1,342 for 
refrigeration (plus approximately $600/yr additional 
savings in fan and motor horsepower for the au.~liaries). 
If an absorption refrigeration··system were used, the 
reduction in energy input ~·229x·l06 " 382 x 106 Btu/yr • 

•60 

Assuming that neat is supplied· to the absorption unit 
by steam boiler with seasonal ef£iaiency of 65%, then 
the gallons of #2 oil saved· =382.",'106 " 4,459 gallons • 

•65 x 138,000 . 

At $0.36 per gallon, the savings would be .36 x 4,25~ ~ 
$1,533/yr . 

It is very important to keep in mind that a reduction in light
ing intensity not only reduces the cooling load, but also re
duces the building electrical consumption throughout the year.* 
In this case, the reduction amounts to 84 J!C,1 x 2,100 hrs/yr 
(occupied time) = 176,400 KWH at $0.05 KWH - $8,820. 

wgenever motor operated equipment which is located in air 
conditioned spaces is operated for fewer hours, the cooling 
load is reduced by about. 8 J!C,1, or acout 2,500 Btu' s per 
horsepower hour. In office buildings, equipment consumes an 
average of 0.75 watts /sq. ft. of floor area. For a building 
of 50,000 sq. ft. calculate savings from a reduction in 
operating time from 8 to 7 hours per day as follows: 
50,000 x 3/4 x 1 hr•• 37,000 watt hours/day. ~kUtiply by a 
conversion factor to get equivalent Btu's: 37,500 x 3.4 
127,500 Btu's per day. This is equivalent to about 10 ton 
hours, or 50 tons hours per week. If the air conditioning 
system bses 1 1/4 KW/ton, the savings for a' 30 week cooling 
season 'Nuuld be 30 x 50 x 1. 25 = 1,875 KW hours. In New York 
electricity is now about 5 cents/KW, so the savings there would 
be $94/yr. This may seem small compared to the savings which 
can be accomnlished·by reducing the lighting intensity, but 
the results of many small measures add up to aignificant totals. 
Calculate the savings in cooling energy for any cuilding in 
the same ~~ner. 

lilly re-arra..~ging tasks and removing fluorescent tubes from 
non critical areas, it is usually poasible to maintain the 
same footcandles on critical tasks. See Section 4 , "Lighting", 
ECO's 31 and 34. 
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ECO-22 	 REDOCECONDUCTlVE'REAI'GAIN TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE 

BUILDING E~~LOPE 


The conduction of heat from outdoors to indoors is only a 
significant portion of the cooling load ~~en the building is 
one or two story with black uninsulated roof and has low 
internal heat gains. The difference between outdoor and 
indoor dry bulb temperatures is smaller during the cooling 
season (especially if indoor conditions are maintained at 
78° Dr higher). 

Insulation, addsd to reduce heat losa in the winter, will 
have a small added benefit in the sUmmer. ECM-,Z includes 
a section on insulation and storm sash, roof sprays, and re
flective roof and wall surfaces showing' the relative benefits 
of each 	for both heating and cooling,' Uoof insulation ~~ll 
cost from $2.00 to $3.00 per sq. ft. depending upon t}~e and 
construction details. 

ECo-23 , 'IMPllDVE THE C!!ILLER' AND' COMPlmSSOR 'PERFO:l[lANCE 

A building may have one or more types of chillers and/or 
compressors installed'that may operate at the same time or 
sequentially. All have some common features, but there are 
differences, expecially between electric compression refrigera
tion systems and absorption chillera, which make each type 
unique •. Identify the systems in the building and enter the 
information in the proper spaces, Figure 11. The character
istics and s,ervices of each type are listed below to assist 
in the identification process. Since most of the measures 
to improve chiller and compressor performance, should be done 
by competent service or engineering personnel, ,seek their 
help at t.his time if your own maintenance department is not 
able to analyze and modify the equipment operation and 
maintenance. 

The performance, or seasonal efficiency, of an existing 
refrigeration syatem can be increased'by 1) changing the 
mode of operation and the operating conditions to conform 
more closely to the part load conditions which are the rule, 
rather than the exception, in virtually all 'buildings 2) 
improving maintenance and service pr0c;.edures. 

1. TyPes df'Mechanical Comoresg{art'Refrigeration Systems 

}~chanical compression refrigeration systems all have com
pressors to raise the gas refrigerant presaure and temPerature, 
condensers to l:l:ej ect the heat of compreasion and change the 

.state of the refrigerant from B gas to B liquid, and evap
orators to absorb heat from the i'efrigerant to chill water 
or air,. 
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a. Compressors may be: 

Reciprocating 
Centrifugal 
Positive· displacement screw 
Fully cir partially sealed hermetic compressors. 

b. Compressors may be' driven by: 

Electric motors 
Diesel or gas engines 
Steam. Turbines 

c. Condensers may be: 

Water-cooled shell and' t.ube 
wiater-cooled ev~orator type 
Air-cooled 

d. Evaporators may be: 

Shell and tube water chillers 
Direct expansion coils in.HVAC duct systems or air 
handling units. 

If the present refrigeration system includes steam turbine
driven or gas or diesel engine-driven mechanical chillers, con
sider reclaiming waste heat from the exhaust steam or the hot 
exhaust gases and using this as the Source of energy for an 
:absorption machine. or to heat domestic hot water. Because 
this suggestion involves capital expenditure, it will be dealt 
with more fully in ECM- 2:. 

Unitary air conditioning systems (such as window air conditioners, 
through-the-wall units, packaged heat pumps, and 3 to 150 ton 
self-contained packaged air conditioners) have elE'.ctric-ariven 
compressors; the smaller sizes are·equipped with reciprocating 
or hermetically sealed compressors, and the larger sizes with 
centrifugal or positive screw displacement type. The incorp
oration of compressor, condenser, evaporat~r (cooling coils), 
filters sna supply fans in one insulated casing, 4haracterizes 
all of these units. 

The SI3Ibe types of components are often used in "built-up" 
systems. E'~h componenC or group of components may be installed 
either in one package or in locations which are remote from 
each other out inter-piped Co form an operating unit. 

Larger "central-station" systems include recip'roc:ating com
pressors (of up to 150 tons capacity) and/or eentrifugal 
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compressors (from 100 to 8,000 tons in size), screw t}~e 
compressors, and, as later described, absorption chillers. 
Each has separate air or water-cooled condensers, and sep
arate air or water-cooled condensers, and separate air handling 
unit or fan coil units ~~th filters and cooling coils. They 
serve one area directly, or multiple areas through a duct 
system. Any of the three types of drives (listed in b above) 
may be used with all compressors and chillers except the ab
sorption type. 

Large chillers with double bundle condensers and/or evaporators 
are large heat-pump type installations, The C.O.P. of the 
refrigerating machine can be measured as: 

Heat absorbed in evaporator 

(Heat rejected in condenser-Heat absorbed in evaporator) 


Typical values for C.O.P. range from 2 to 5 at full load. 
Air-cooled condensers are tn the lower range. Whe~ refrig
eration units are operated as heat pumps, the 'C.O P. increases, 
since the heat rejected from the condenser is put to useful 
work for heating. 

The C.O.P., is related directly to evaporating and condensing 
temperatures which, for a water chiller with cooling tower, 
are typically 40"F. and 100·F. respectively. If the evap
orating temperature can-be raised (by- using chUled water at 
a higher temperature of, for instance, 50"F., instead of 40'F) 
and/or if condensing temperatures can be reduced, then the 
C.O.P. will increase and a greater cooling effect will result 
from the same power input. Consider each indiVidual refrigera
tion machine separately to determine the extent to which its 
C.O.P. can be increased; in general, however, raising the chilled 
water temperature 10' and reducing the condensing water tempera
ture 10· will result in an increase in ~fficiaacy of approxi
mately 20 or 25%. At part load conditione, ,this increase in 
efficiency is more marked; on a seaSonal basis it Will heve a 
greater effect in conserving energy than would be indiceted by 
c:nnsideration of full load operating conditions only. 

Z. Characteristics of Absorption-Chillers: 

Absorption chillers achieve a cooling effect without the use 
of mechanical compression; instead, theyuae heat directly 
as the driving force. They normally include a heat activated 
generator-absorber, shell and tube condenser, and shell and 
tube evaporator. water is used as 8 refrigerant with au ab
sorbant such es lithium bromide. The C.O.P. of an absorp
tion machine is not as favorable as that of a mechanical chiller 
and will normally be in the order of .67. Absorption machines 
are particularly sensitive to condenSing temperature and will 
show a good improvement in C.O.P. at lower condenSing tempera
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tures, but take care - if condensing temperatures are too low 
the absorbant for most existing absorption units will crystal
lize. If the absorp.tion machine is operated from waate heat, 
run it (to be more economical) as close as poasible to· its 
maximum output and modulate other mechanical refrigeration 
machines, if instalied, according to load. Refer to manufac
turers for information on specific machine~befQre implement
ing a program to lower condensing temperatures. 

3. Imorovin2 the Efficiency·,y Raising Evaporator Temoeratures 

The evaporator temperature i~ a function of operating mode and 
maintenance. All measures to reduce the.· loads, as discussed 
earlier in tr~s section, provide opportunities to raise the.· 
temperature for the. peak losds, and present even·greater op
portunities for part losd conditions. Adjustments for load 
oft:en permit an increase in the. supply air temperatures even 
with a reduction in the total SlllOunt of air circulated. This 
will increase the evaporating temperature and suction tempera
ture ,of a direct expansion system, and conserve power for the 
compressor. Reising supply sir temperatures with· chilled water 
systems permits higher c.hi.lled· water temperatures, higher 
evaporator temperatures, higher suction temperatures, and a 
reduction ~,power uaed·by the chiller. 

Systems with an inadequate charRe of refrigerant and fouled 
evaporator surfaces have a greatly reduced refrigerating capacity 
and waste energy. 

4.. Increasing Efficiency·lly Lowering·Condenser Tamperatures 

The condenser temperature is a function of the outdoor or ambient 
n.B. conditions (for operation of the air cooled condensers) and 
W.B. conditions (for operation of the cooling towers or evap
orative condensers) and of the condition and operating mode of 
the air cooled condensers, cooling towers and shell and tube 
:water cooled condensers. 

C Cooling towers, air cooled condensers, and evaporative conden
sers were usually selected initially, to provide a given con
densing temperature for maximum expected outdoor conditions; 
consequently, they will provide lowar condensing temperatures 
when outdoor conditions are below the maximum expectad level. 
~~mua cooling load, however, usually occurs at the same time 
as maximum outdoor conditions. Rather than allow chiller opera
tion to follow the load, it ia oiten more effective to operate 
chillers at full load in the morning - w~en outdoor wet bulq 
temperatures are low, and low condensing water temperatures can 
be obtained from the cooling tower. 
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5. Description of Cooling "Tower "Operation 

Cooling towers lower the temperature of condenser water by 
direct evaporation of the w~ter to outdoor air. The condenser 
water is sprayed over a series of baffles or fill, and then 
drains by gravity into a sump. Outdoor air is drawn through the 
tower and passes over the fill and is then discharged to the 
atmosphere. The intimate mixing (though" counter flow of air 
and water) promotes evaporation of the condenser water, increas
ing the moisture content of the air. Each pound of w'ater 
evaporated removes 1,000 Btu's of heat from the condenser water 
system. The rate of evaporation is directly affected by the 
wet bulb temperature of the incoming air and the condenser 
water temperature. The difference between these temperatures 
"is known as the "approach" temperature;" cooling towers are 
commonly sized for 10"F. approach (i.e. if the design outdoor 
wet bulb is is·F., the lowest temperature condenser water that 
can be obtained from the cooling tower at its full rating will 
be eS"F.). Any reduction in condenser water flow rate or air 
flow rate through the tower, or any fouling Or blocking in 
the fill will reduce the tower's effectiveness and increase 
the approach temperature, thus increasing the condenser water 
temperature, which in turn lowers the chiller efficiency. 

Because ~ater is constantly being evaporated in the tower, 
total dissolved solids in the condenser water system increase 
and promote scaling at the spray nozzles and on the baffles 
and/or fill. Scale formation on the spary nozzles will not 
only reduce the quantity of water flow, but will also inhibit 
the fine atomized spray necessary for evaporation. Clean spray 
nozzles carefully to remove all Beale and dirt. Remove scale 
formation on the fill either manually (by chipping away) or 
chemically. Correct rates of blow down will hold total dis
solved solids in the condenser water system to a tolerable level 
and correct water treatment will prevent scaling both in the 
tower and in the refrigeration machine. 

If the cooling tower is located in an area that experiences 
strong sunshine, there is a danger that rapid algae growth 
will clog spray nozzlss and coat the fill, reducing the tower's 
efficiency. If the cooling tower is contaminated with algae 
or bacterial slime, have it thoroughly 'cleaned with chlorine 
and flUShed through to remove all deposits; then institute 
periodic treatments with algicides. To inhibit the growth 
of algae, it is helpful to shade the cooling tower from direct 
sunl.~ght. 
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In addition to increasing the efficiency of the compressor 
or chiller system by improving the performance of the cool
ing towers and air cooled condensers, it is a1so.possib1e 
to reduce the energy consumption of the tower itself. The 
opportunities are listed in the S'Ul.lIIllal:y of guidelines later 
in this section. 

If the existing cooling towers are at or near the· end of 
their useful life, consider replacing them with larger or 
more efficient cooling towers that will give lower approach 
temperatures. As this involves capital expenditure, it will 
be dealt with fully in ECM- 2. 

6•. DescriE tion of Air-Cooled Condensers 

Air-cooled condensers discharge heat to a flow of air through 
a finned coil containing the hot refrigerant. gas. the rate 
of heat rejection is directly affected by the dry bulb tem
perature of the air stream and by·the efficiency of the heat 
transfer surface. In geograpUic locations that experience 
long periods of high dry Dull:> temperatures, the efficiency 
of an air-cooled·condenser can be increased by using the cool 
exhaust air from the building as a sourCe of cooling air for 
the condenser. 

Because it forms part of the refrigerant system, the air-cooled 
condenser (with its connecting pipework) imposes a resistance to 
refrigerant flow and, therefore, increases the pressure at which 
the compressor must operate" Condensers are frequently installed 
in ' locations remote from the· refr;!,geration compressor, but oft'en they 
can be easily relocated to reducetne length of coonectl.ng 
pipework. Any reduction in pipework length will decrease the 
loss, and increase the e·fficiency of the refrigeration machines. 

Air-cooled condensers, serving process refrigeration equip
ment, such as food diaplay cases (See Section 4 "COlllIllSrcial 
Refrigeration") are frequently located with the refrigeration 
compressors in a store rOOm where heat builds up and reduces the 
efficiency of condensing units. 

7. }~L'tenance Procedures: 

Each individual piece of equipment that comprises a chiller 
syat~ has built inefficienc~es' If they are minimized, 
the eotal eff~ciency of the unit will increase. Lesks from 
the refrigerant high pressure side of the system will reduce 
the refrigerant charge and, hence, the refrigeration effect 
thst can be obtained for a g1venpcwer ioput. Leaks on the 
low preSsure refrigerant side (if the pressure is sue-atmospheric) 
will allow the ent~y of air into the ref~~gerant system. Air 
ia compris~d of non-condensaole gases and will reduce both the 
rate of heat transfer of the condenser and evaporator·and, again, 

http:coonectl.ng
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the refrigeration effect available for a given power inpu", 
Check the refrigerant system first, therefore, to ensure that 
it contains a full charge of refrigerant and that all non
condensable gases are removed. Then check the system for 
leaks, using a Halide lamp or other similar equipment. Co~ 

mon sources of leaks include shaft seals, inlet guide vane 
seals, velves and pipe fittings. . 

Compressor prime movers and drive trains, if poorly maintained, 
can absorb as much as 15% of the tot.al energy: .input into the 
compressor. Examine speed reducing gear boxes for quality and 
quantity of lubricating oil, gear backlaah and wear, thrust 
bearing condition and main bearing condition. Check "V" belt 
drives for correct tension.· Replace frayed belts or belts 
with a frayed driving surface. Where multiple belts are used. 
ell belta should be replaced at the same time, or different 
tensions ~~ll result, causing losa vf transmission efficiency. 

Maintain water-cooled ahell and-tube condensers to give the 
greatest Tate of heat transfer. Heat transfer is inhibited if 
the tubes become fouled with· scale or bacterial sl~me. Re
ducing the condenaer fouling factor from .002 to 0005 will 
result in approximately a "10% increase in efficiency. Wnere it 
is accessible, remove scale from the ~be surface by chipping it, 
by chemicel means, or by a combinstion of both. Once the tubes 
are clean and free of scale, enforce a policy of correct water 
treatment. The appropriate type of water treatment depends 
largely on the quality of water, which varies in different 
geopraphic locations. Remove bacterial sl1me from the con
deneers by flushing and chemical treatment and prevent its re
appearance by periodic shock treatments with bactericides and 
algicides such as chlorine. Select the frequency and type 
of treatment to suit local conditions. By maintaining the heat 
transfer surfaces in shell and tube condensers, a supermarket 
in Atlanta, Georgia, of 50,000 sq.ft., equipped wLth a 200 ton 
centrifugal electt1cal chiller could reduce the annual power 
requirements from 600,000 to 540,000 KWH. The maintenance 
program would entail cleaning the surface twice yearly to re
duce the average fouling factor to .0005. At 4 cents/h1ff. 
a savings of 10% in annual energy UB,age saves $2400 per year. 

Water-cooled shell and tube evaporators are not as prone to 
scale or bacterial fouling as condensers, but t~ey should be 
inspected and, if necessary, cleaned. ,If the fouling factor 
of a water-cooled evaporator decreases from .002 to .0005 
the efficiency of the machine will increase by approximately 
14%. 
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Direct expanaion evaporator coils, installed in 'duct systems, 
quickly become fouled with duet, particularly if the filtra
tion systems"are' ineffllotiva. nnepect these coils on s per
iodic oasis and clean them with steam ot compressed air jets. 

GUIDELINES-TO "REDUCEENE'RGY llSED l'O'R COOLING' 

USE OUTDOOR AIR FOR COOLING 

~Use outdoor air fur economiser cooling whenever the enthalpy 
is lower than room cOnditions during occupied periods, and 
whenever the dry bulb temperature 'is 5·~ lower than indoor 
design conditions during unoccupied'periods. (If the dry 
,bulb temperature is only 2 to 3·: lower tll.an room temperature, 
heat from absorbed ,fan horsepower will el:t:m.:tnate the value of 
outdoor air cooling.) 

-Use operable windows, without fan operation, for outdoor air 
cooling. Outdoor temperature durinwunoccupied periods, 
should be below room n.B. and during occupied periods below 

Troom'n.ll.. and >i.B. conditions. (Unfavorable acoustics and air 
quality may preclude implementation of this option.) 

-If cool outdoor air is available, consider cooling and building 
well below normal during the night 'and early morning hours 
preceding any day that is expected to be extremely hot. 

-Whenever the volUEe of outdoor, air is increased for economiser 
cooling, and if there is,no exhaust system which can handle 
an equal quantity of air, provide pressure relief. 

REDUCE: VE!-I'TILATION RAXE DURING THE COOLING SEASON 

-Refer to guidelines to reduce ventilation rates during the 
heating season. 

-When the enthalp¥ of the outdoor air. on a seasonal basis, is 
lower than room conditions, outdoor air dampexs should be fully 
opened. Close them only st times when the enthalpy of the 
outdoor air is higher, or dry bulb temperature of outdoor 
air is above 85 OF • 

-Check local and state codes to determine if ventilation rates 
can be legally lowered when spaces are air conditioned. 

-Do not redu~e ventilation rate when outdoor air can be used 
for economiser or enthalpy cooling. 

-Refer to EGl<!- 2' for e.'1ergy recovery "heat" exchangers for 
latent and sensible heat exchange between exhaust air and 
outdoor air for ventilation. 

http:Troom'n.ll
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REDUCE INFILTRArION·RATES DURING THE COOLING SEASON 

-Before investing any money to reduce infiltration rates, 
perform an analysis for both heating and cooling. 

-Whenever infiltration rates are reduced for winter conditions, 
additional benefits accrue from reducing the cooling load in 
the s\lllllDer. 

-In areas of the country which experience fewer than 10,000 
wet bulb degree hours, energy conserved by weatherstripping 
windows and doors and/or caulking window frames does not 
generally justify the cost. In climatic zones which ex
perience a greater number of wet bulb degree hours, make an 
engineering analySiS 'Of weatherstripping and caulking to 
reduce cooling loads. 

-The rate of infiltration in stores through door openings may 
be conSiderably higher than leakage through windows or cracks. 
Refer to ECM- 2 for infiltration rates through doers and an 
analysis for vestibules and revolving doors in aL climates. 

-Refer in Section 4, "Heating" to itA Summary of Guidelines for 
Reducing Infiltration 1l.ates" for additional guidelines. 

CONTROL SOLAR HEAT GAIN 

-In hot weather, adjust existing blinds, drapes, shutters or 
other shading devices on windows to prevent penetration of 
solar radiation into the building. (In the case of certain 
types of shading devices, this modification may conflict with 
requirements to· utilize natural illumination; an· engineering 
analysis of relative energy consumption due to solar radiation 
loads versus artificial illumination loads may be required). 

-Install blinds, drapes, shutters, or other shading devices 
on the inside of all south, east and west facing windows 
which are subject to direct sunlight in hot weather and/or 
exposed to a large expanse of sky. (Fire codes may Itmit the 
use of some materials. Wheredapendent on natural light, do 
not reduce available light· below statutory limits.) 

-Use lightweight drapes, w:l:th reflective properties for effect~ 
ive solar radiation control. (Again." check fire codes before 
selecting appropriate material.) 

-Use vertical or horizontal reflective blinds. (Vertical blinds 
or louvers generally are most effective ·on the west and tl'a:sc 
sides of a building; and horizontal blinds are most effective 

·.on the south side.) PVC vertical louvers cost between $2.90 and 
.$2.30 per square foot. 
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-Add a reflective film coating to the inside surface of glazed 
areaa on the south, west and east windows. (Where dependent on 
natural light, refer to occupational r,egulations or health and 
safety codes before drastically reducing it.) 

Note: Reflective mylar sheets (or rolls) and plexig1ass sheets 
are available from a number of manufacturers at relatively low 
cost. Not only do they help control solar radiation, but they 
may also increase the strength and resistance of glazed areas. 
The thicker materials ar,e good w.l.nd insulators - a 1/4 inch 
sheet of plexig1ass is as good aa a single pane of, glass. 
Available in different colors, the fi~. depending on quality 
and make, allow a 1llSximum translllission of from 55 to 90 Btu r s/ 
hr/sq.ft. The 1llSximum heat transmitted in Btu/sq. ft. for a 
clear single pane, of glass is 215 Btu/hr/sq.ft. ·The films' 
branslllit;·9. to '33 parce.nt:'of ,the visib1e-l1gnt" spectrum and 
reflect 5 .to 7S percent 'of theij!olsr·~radiati.Gn which strikes 
them. 

For example, reflective coating on the south, east or west 
exposure glass that reduced solar radiation by 50 percent would 
save from 30,000 to 50,000 Btu's.sq.ft. window per season, in 
!tot weather. for energy required for apace cooling. (The value 
is higher in northern latitudes' and lower in southern latitudes 
because of the angle of the sun striking vertical surfaces.) The 
cooling load can be reduced by about 3 ton hours/sq. ft. of 
glass per year by proper use of sh.ading devices. In southern 
climates, the north facing glass can receive a surprising amount 
of diffuse solar radiation. If heat gain from north windows is 
exceSSive, treat them similarly to the other exposures. 

-It is not cost effective to add storm sash solely to reduce 
solar heat gain. 

-Skylights on a roof transmit between,two and four times as 
much solar heat in the summer time as an equal area of east 
or west facing glass. Exterior solar control over skylights 
is most effective, and permits solar radiation and daylight 
to enter when desirable. I::nterior sh.ades rith mylar re£lec:ti.ve 
coa"ings cost about $3 per sq. ft. to instill and reduce solar 
heat gain'in the summer by up to 80%. White paint on the ex
terior of skylights, venetian blinds or sun screens, can·'. also 
be employed to reduce solar heat gain. 

-Do not prune trees which shade the building in the summer. 

http:re�lec:ti.ve
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RJ::DUCE INTERNAL HEAT GAIN 

-Turn off unnecessary lights and heat producing equipment. 

-Reduce lighting levels by removing lamps. See Section 4 , 

"Lighting", ECO' s 31 and 35. 


-ET~auBt th2 heat from ovens, ranges, and motors directly 
outdoors when the enthalpy of the outdoor make-up air is lower 
than the enthalpy of tile space.· 

-Refer to Section 4, "eomm.ercial 1l.efrigeration" for guidelines 
for supermarkets and other areas with commercial refrigeration. 

-See "A Summary of Guidelines: to Reduce 11sage and Operating Time", 
in Section 4. "Power". 

-Insulate hot surfaces of tanks, piping and ducts which are in 

air conditioned spaces~ 


-Disconnect dry type transformers which sre in conditioned 

SpaCES when there are no· 'operating loads. 


·REDUCE COODUCTI'VE HEAT GAIN ·TH'BOUGlf THE~BUILDn;G ~~ 

-In climates without a significant heating season adding a 

stCll:'f!l sash or double glazing is not usually ecOIiom.:Lcally 

feasible. 


-Do not confuse solar radiation heat gains through windows 

with conductive gains. Solar radiation control cannot 

be neglected. 


-Make an engineering and economic analysis before insulating 

walls or roof. installing a roof spray. or treati.ng exterior 

surfaces to increase emissivity. 


-Insulate roofs, or ceilings below roofs, which have a U factor 

of greater than .15 to improve U factor to .06. 


CONSERVE ERERGrBY OPERATIUN AND MAINTENANCE 

1. Increase Evaporator·Temperature 

-Raise supply air temperature 


-Raise chilled water temperature 


--Operate 	one of muitiple compressors and chillers at full 
load, rather than two or more at part loads. 

http:treati.ng
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-Maintain full charge of refrigerant. 

-Maintain evaporator heat exchange surfaces in clean condition 

-Maintain higher relative humidity levels in air conditioned 
apace. 

-See Section 4, "RVAC Systems and Distribution" for specific 
messures which w:Ul result in lower' evaporator temperatures 
and for measures to re-schedtile chi1led'water temperatures. 

-Clean all cooling coils, air and liquid sides. 

2. 'Reduce Condensing T~mperatures 

-Clean all condenser ane1ls and tubes 

-Clean all air cooled condenser coils and fins on a regular 
basis with compressed air or steam jets. 

-Remove obstructions to free air flow into cooling tower and 
fans. 

-Direct cool exnaust air from the building into the air intake 
of air cooled condensers or cooling toWers. Refer to ECM- 2 
for details. 

-Under light load conditions, when the refrigeration load is 
gmall and the ambient wet bulb temperature is likely to be low, 
the cooling performance of the tower will exceed the needs 
of the refrigeration machines. Under these conditions the 
cooling tower fan or fans can,be cycled on and off to main
tain a desired condenser water temperature, thus saving the 
horsepower required to drive the fans. 

-Adjust air flow and water rates to air cooled condensers 
and cooling towers to produce the lowest possible condenSing 
temperature. Generally, the savings in refrigeration power 
will exceed any increase in added power for condenser fans 
or pumps. 

-Use well water, if available, for condenser cooling. 

-Shade cooling towers and air cooled condensers from direct 
sunlight. 

-Remove bacterial slime and algae from cooling towers. 

-Institute and maintain a continuous water treatment program 
for coolL~g towers. 
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-At partial refrigeration loads, operate cooling towers as 
natural draft towers witb cooling tower fane turned off. 

-Clean and desca1e spray nozzles, and desca1e fill in cooling 
towers. 

-It is often more effective to operate chillers at full load 
in the morning when outdoor wet bulb temperatures are low, 
and low condensing water'temperatures' can be obtained from 
the cooling tower. Then, use the machine to sub-cool the 
building, turn the chiller off when wet bulb temperatures 
rise and allow the building temperature to drift up. In 
large buildings, the extensivechilledwater'piping system 
provides a degree of thermal storage. 

3. Improve the Efficiency by 'Improved Maintenance Practices 

-Repair refrigerant leaks 

-Lubricate speed reducing gear boxes 

-Replace worn bearings 

-Maintain proper tension on "V" belt drives 

-Adjust water flow control valves' to maintain lower condensing 
temperatures. 

-If well water is used for condenser' cooling, provide proper 
treatment to prevent scale build-up. 

-Clean and replace, as necessary, all strainers to reduce 
resistance to refrigerant or water flow. 

-Select a water treatment system for cooling towers that 
allows high cycles of concentration (suggested target greater 
than 10.7) and reduces blow-down quantity. 

-Maintain boiler and burner efficiencies where 'steam or hot 
water is generated for absorption cooling units. Refer to 
Section 4 , "Heating and Ventilation" . 

-Many or most of the options can be i~lemented by the build
ing maintenance staff. An alternative, however, would be to 
let a' service contract. With an Inspection and Labor type 
service contract for servicing simple air conditioning and 
fan coil units on an annual fee basis to COver costs of labor 
(for inspection, maintenance, breakdown repair) and material 
(such as filters, oil, grease, etc.), typical costs might be: 
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A/cUn:lU 
Sys1:emTOtmal!& 2.,5',5' 7;S 10 11,5,'20, '25.'30 '40 
Price $ 168 202 ,253 30e 410 495 595 685, 865 

Fan' COil '1Jrt:ltll 
System Tonnage 1/2 3/4 1 "1 lIZ' 2 
Price $ 25 35 45, 70 95 

-Confirm adjustments with mechanL~al and occupational codee. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND HVAC SYSTEMS 

A. 	 BACKGROUND 

The "parasitic" distribution loads for indiVidual or 
various camb1nations of heating, cooling and ventilation 
syet~ depend upon (1) the performance, for air systems, 
of the terminal room devices, air handling units and 
duct work systems, which, with the fan and motor per
formance influence the amount of energy required for air; 
(2) the terminal devices and piping for hot water systems, 
which, nth pump and motor performance, influence the 
amount of energy required for hot water circulation snd 
(3} the piping and appurtenances for steam systems, which 
impose a heating load on the burner-boiler system. 

The same system may handle the heating, cooling, sad vent
ilation loads at separate ttmes or concurrently, Lo serve 
common or separate areas of a building. 

Consider the opportuuities for RVAC systems and distribu
tion in the following distinct b~t related areas: 

a) 	 Improve the performance of the terminal devices 
to reduce their resistance to fluid flow and 
increase their heat transfer characteristics. 

b) Lower the resistance to flow in duct and piping 
systems to reduce the required horsepower for 
fans and pumps. 

c) 	 Modify the control systems and modes of operation of 
air handling and piping systems to reduce simul
taneous heating and cooling. 

d) 	 Decrease fluid leaks and thermal losses from piping, 
air handling equipment, and other vessels holding 
hot or cold water, air. or steam. 

e) 	 Improve the performance of fans, pumps and motors 
by maintenance and operating procedures. 

f) 	 Reduce the hours of fan and j:iump operation. 

Preceding page blank 
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If boilers are used to generate hot water or steam for any 
HVAC systems in your building, refer to "Heating", ECO 10 
for guidelines on the primary energy-conversion equipment 
and ECOs 26 and 27 below for guidelines on piping, pumps 
and appurtenances., 

Refer to Section 4 , "Cooling", ECO 23 for suggestions for 
compressors, chillers, condensers and cooling towers and 
for cooling eq:uip:tlent not included in this section, and 
refer to ECO 25 below for guidelines on duct work and fans. 

Even though an individual building does, not have all of the 
systems discussed, read all of the ECOs and guidelines. 
Many energy conservation opportunities are common to a 
numOer of systems, but for simplicity, have been noted 
only once. For instance, thermal losses through the 
casings of air handling units, mentioned under "Single 
Zone Duct: Systems", are valid for each type of system in 
ECO 24. 

Before making changes to equipment, control' cy.cles, or air 
or water flow quantities, and if the building personnel are 
not experienced or q:ualified to implement them, consult an 
air conditioning and heating service maintenance company, 
or an HVAC engineer to analyze proposed changes and perform 
the work. 

ECO 24 	 REDUCE ENER~[ CONSUMPTION THROUGH OPERATION Al1Dl0R 
~~INTENANCE OF SPECIFIC RVAC SYSTEMS. 

a) 	 Direct Hot Water or Steam Systems employ direct 
radiation, fin tube convectors, fan coil units, 
cabinet heaters, or fan driven horizontal or 
vertical unit heaters with hot water, steam or 
electric coils. 
Fan coil units, and induction ~,its equipped 
"ith heating coils, are used for both heating 
and cooling. 

b) 	 Single Zone Duct Systems deliver warm air from 
a furnace (see Section 4 _, "Heating", ECO 10) 
or from an air handling unit or section of a 
package air conditioner. The same system, 
when equipped with cooling coils, is used to 
del~ver cool and dehumidified air as well as 
warm air through common duct work. 
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Control cycles may provide fluids (hot water, 
steam, refrigerant or chilled water) to the coila 
continuously, may modulate the flow, or may cycle 
it on and off. At the same time, the fen may be 
on continuously, modulating, or cycling on and 
off in accordance with room temperature demands and 
fluid flow. The characteriatics"and performance 
of eaca sytem vary widely and preclude a general 
rule for the optimal control cyc:l.e, but any' 
measure which prevents simultaneous heating and 
cooling, and delivers warm or cool air to spaces 
in accordance With thermal needs, rather then in 
bursts of over-heated and over-cooled air, is 
more efficient and provides more comfort to 
occupants. 

Fari and motor performance are discussed in BCO 25 below 
and Section 4, "Power". BCO 41, respectively. 

c) 	 Terminlll Reheat Systems are commonly used and 
very wasteful. Basically, supply air is cooled 
to a fixed point (usually 5S·F.) T"ne cool air 
is supplied through ducts to all outlets, indi
vidually or in groups. wbere it is then reheated 
to a temperature compatible with the demands of 
that space. Under partial or light loads, most 
or all of the re-heat coUs will stUl be operat
ing because the supply air is too cold for 
direct use in certain parts of the building. 
Only under peak cooling loads do the majority 
of reheat coils turn off. 

To conserve energy, reduce the supply air 
quantity and reset the temperature to a higher 
level. Raise the temperature in increments of 
3~. to determine the highest supply temperature 
which will maintain satisfactory room conditions. 

-Terminal reheat systems were usually installed to control 
defumddification. Vlherever dehumidification can be elim
inate and zone control can be satisfactorily maintained 
(or is not needed), operate the terminal reheat system 
on a temperature demand cycle only; considerable energy 
will be elrVed. 
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Refer to ECM 2 for further conservation options by 
major modifications to, or replacement of, terminal 
reheat systems. 

d) 	 Dual-Duct 'Systems, as the name implies, have two 
aucts, one trunk to supply warm air an~ the other 
to supply cool air to mixing boxes which then 
de1i7er air in one duct to the conditioned space. 
Warm and cool supply air is proportioned in tbe 
mixing boxes at the point of use, to provide sup
ply, air to the roam at the temperature which meets 
the thennal demand. This type of system, while 
not usually described as a terminal reheat system, 
does, in fact, operate essentially on the same 
principles. Air is cooled down to a fixed level 
and then reheated to the point of use by being 
mixed with warm air. It is, inherently, a waste
ful system. 

e) 	 A Multi Zone Unit, with the exception of new ones 
which incorporate recent changes, normally con
sist of a fan which discharges air either through 
a cooling coil to a cold deck or through a haat
ing coil to a hot deck. Both hot and cold decks 
are equipped with modulating dampers that auto
matically control the quantities of hot and cold 
air to one supply duct serving the space. This 
system is also a form of reheat; the overheating 
and overcooling of the supply air carries the 
penalty of inherent waste of energy. 

In many units the dampers, which control the 
quantity of hot or cool air, leak. As the system 
compensates for the additional cool or hot air 
it wastes energy. 

f) 	 Induction Systems, normally found in large office 
buildings, include an air handling unit which 
supplies cooled or heated primary air at high 
pressure to individual induction units normally 
located on the outside wall in each room or zone. 
The flow of high-pressure air through a nozzle 
system in the unit induces a flow of room air 
through a cooling or heating coil unit. The 
room air then mixes with the primary air to pro
vide supply air at a temperature to meet the 
heating or cooling load within the space. Ty
pically, the ratio bev.een primary air and 
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The major CallS''''' of high energy use with. induction 
systems are: 

1) 	 The horsepower to 1l1aintain the h;igh pressure to 
deliver primary air and induce room air flow through 
the unit, 

21 	 S:bm.tltaneouE h.e.!iting and cooling in a "terminal 
reb.e.at" type of cycle. 

3) 	 Restriction in air passages impeding the flow of 
room air through the coils. 

4) 	 Dirty coils which reduce heat transfer to room air, 
and also impose an extra load on the primary air 
system to compensate for the reduced induction effect. 

g) 	 Variable Air Volume Systems (VAV) include an air 
handling unit which typically supplies either heated 
or cooled air at constant temperatures to variable 
air volume Boxes for each zone or for each individual 
outlet. Variable air volume boxes regulate tile 
quantity rather than the temperature'of the warm 
or cool afr supplied to the space in the heating 
Or cooling season, respectively. Varying air 
quantity with the appropriate supply temperature 
is one of the moat efficient modes of operation 
in terms of energy' usage. Run the fan at full 
volume only Wilen all VAV dempers are fully opened. 

~an volume is not controlled in some systems. When 
full volume is not needed in the conditioned spaces 
supply air is dumped into a ceiling plenum the air 
is returned to'the supply unit by inlet openings 
in the return air side of the air hendling unit. 
This "dump" system is necessary because virtually 
100% of the supply air passes over direct expansion 
coils. This VAV system is not as 'efficient as a 
fan controlled type but it does save energy by 
effectively reducing the static pressure of the 
system. 

. . 


http:reb.e.at
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h) 	 Fan Coil Systems are comprised of one or more fan 
coil units set up to be two, three or four pipe 
systems; each unit contains a fan which blows air 
through heating and/or cooling coils into a single 
outlet to supply a zone or room. Typically, the 
heating and cooling coils are controlled to main
tain a supply air temperature to meet zone heating 
or cooling loads. However, in many systems the fan 
speed can be manually controlled - high - medium 
low - to control heating or cooling output. Often 
fans are operated at low speeds to reduce noise. 

For those fan coil systems which have separate coils 
for heating and for cooling, it is important to pre
vent simultaneous heating and cooling, and a "terminal 
reheat" type of operation. 

i) 	 Window and Through-the-WallAir Conditioners have 
similar self-contained compressor air-cooled con
densing units. They may be equipped with electric 
coils for heating, or, in the case of through-the
wall units, coils supplied with hot water or steam 
from a centre! source. 

Because both systems are relatively inefficient 
during the cooling cycle (due to small - usually 
undersized-condensers), maintenance of coil sur
faces, previously discussed for other types of 
equipment with evaporator and condenser coils, 
and reduction of operating hours are very important. 

Most of the older unitary conditioning units have 
a low cooling ERR (Equivalent Efficiency Rating) 
sometimes as low as 5 or 6 Btu's/Watt. If these 
units are at or near the end of their useful 
operating life, replace them with new units having 
an ERR rating of 9 or more. New units now in the 
development stage, will produce an EER of 15 or 
more, Units with electric resistance heating coils 
for winter use, consume a large amount of energy 
for tempering or heating. If the existing units 
to be replaced are equipped with electric resist 
ance heating coils for winter use, exchange them 
with air-to-air heat pumps, which provide for 1.75 
to 3 t1~es as much hea~ per KW input as resist 
ance heaters. Outdoor air blowing into the room 
directly through the coils of the unit or through 
cracks around the trame of window air conditioners 
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and through-tne-wall units, can he a major source 
of infiltration and heat ~oad in the winter. If 
not "Used for neating, remove window units and store 
tnem in tne winter, or caulk cracks and cover units 
witlL fitted enclosures made for that purpose. 

j) 	 Unitary Heat PIll!!jlS are e1.ther of the eir-to-air, 
or water-to-air type. The older air-to-air models 
have the .ame built-in condenser aDd evaporator 
inefficienCies as room air conditioners (refer to 
i) ahove). The water-to-air heat pump operates at 
lower condenaer temperatures which are more efficient. 
All guidelines for condensers, compressors, evap
orators, and fans apply to both types. 

During the coolieg season, improve the operating 
efficiency of:air~to-air heat pumps by shielding 
the condenser air 1ntakes from direct sun~.1ght and 
directing cool exhaust air from the buil~ing to the 
condenser air inlet. 

\>!here poss:illle, .fo11= the options for pumps, piping, 
fans- and duct systems outlined in ECO's .25, 26 and 
27 below for heat pump installations. 

ECo-25 . ·REDUCE ENERGY CONSIJMPTION POll. FANS 

To the extent possilHei reduce resistance to ait movement 

throughout the HVAC system. reduce quantity of air supplied 

to or returnad from conditioned spaces, and limit the periods 


. durieg which fans operate. Ordinarily, the three steps pro
vide for ma'!Cim\lm saYings whan taken sequentially. 

Implementieg energy conservation methods which reduce the heat
ing and/or cooling loads first will ~hen permit reducing the 
volume of air handled by the HVAC systems. Whenever the 
volume of air is reduced, the resistance to air flow in that 
section of the system is also reduced, since the resistance 
of any system depends upon the quantity of air circulated in 
the system aa well as the characterisiticB of the various 
port~onB of the system including: 

a) 	 Intake louvers and air outlet duct caps or eloo~e 

ll) 	 Heating and cooling ooils 

c) 	 Filters 
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d) Ductwork system, oalancing dampers, and exhaust hoods 

e) Registers, grilles, and diffusers 

f) The fan scroll, and housing 

If, as is often the case, the original HVAC system has been 
oversized for the contemplated loads (due to a conservative 
"safety" facto::: in the design, or a built-in reserve for the 
future), Or if the ortginal loads have been reduced, the 
opportunities to reduce the air volume will exceed that 
wftich would result from a further reduction in "building" 
loads only. 

Reducing the resistance to air flow in an existing sy~tem 
results in an increase of air delivery which, in turn, 
permits a reduction in fan speed to bring air volume down to 
the original level. Because for multi-vane centrifugal fans, 
(the type most commonly used in HVAC systems), the power 
input (BHP) varies directly' with the cube of the speed, any 
reduction in speed, wftich is proportional to air volume, 
results in,a very sizable decrease in power input. 

The 	 basic fan laws for centrifugal fans follow: 

1) 	 the volume varies directly with the speed 

2) 	 the pressure varies directly with the square of the speed 

J) 	 the power input (BHP) varies directly with the cube of 
the speed 

4) 	 the volume varies directly with the square of the pressure 

If it is possible to reduce the volume of air in a system by 
10%, the savings in power will be about 27%. 

To conserve energy for fan horsepower, first reduce heat1ng 
and cooling loads, second, reduce the resistance to air flow 
in each of six aress (a-f) listed above, third, measure the 
increased volume which results and determine the new air 
volume required to meet new loads, fourth, reduce fan speed 
acccrdingly, and fifth, change the motor if necessary. 
~se Figures 23 and 24 (for forward-curved and backward
curved multi·vane blowers, respectively) to determine 
potential savings. 
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FIGURE Jl2.3Engin~eringData 

Source: 	Manufacturers fan capacity tables for forward
='" centrifugal fans. 
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FIGURE U24 Engineering Data 

Source: 	 Manufacturers fan capacity tables »or backward 
curve centrifugal fans. 
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Example: 

A building haa a heating load of 62Q,OOO Btu/hr. 
and a fan volume of 15,000 cfm.· Energy conBervation 
EeaaUres nave been implemented ·to reduce the heating 
load to 510,000 Btu/hr. If the temperature drop 
remains the aame, the volume of air required to meet 
the reduced load is 12,340 CFM. In addition, system 
resiatance haa been reduced by modification to filters 
and haating coils. 
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Initial system characteristics were measured at 15,000 
em and 4" w.g •• point A in the diagram aoove. The 
measurements taken ·after lowering system·resistsnce 
were 16,620 ern and 3.8 "w.g., point B on the new system 
curve. 

Now the fan speed is to be reduced to give the new re
quired volume of 12,340 crn. The new pressure at this 
volume is measured at 3.27", point C. 

Assuming a backward curve fan operating 4,380 hours per 
year, use Figure 24 to determine energy savings. 

Enter Figure 24 with the initial conditions of 15,000 
eFM at 4" w.g. and read that yearly energy consumed is 
170 x 106 Btu. Re-enter Figure 24 with the final con
ditions of 12,340 ~ at 3.27" >1.g. and read yearly energy 
consumed at 110 X 10 Btu. 

6
Savings: 	 The energy saved equals 170-110 or 60 x 10 Btu/yr 

or 
6

60 " 10 = 17,580 KWH/year 
3,413 

At $0.03/KWrI, the savings is 0.03 x 17, 580 or $527 
per year. 

Results: 	 Enargy Saved 17,580 KWH/year 

Dollard Saved 	 $527/year 

ECO-26 REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR PUMPS 

Pumps used to circulate hot water, chilled water and condenser 
water are generally of the centrifugal type and are governed 
by the same basic laws of operation as fans. Any reduction 
to system resistance will result in energy savings, providing 
the pump flow rate is held at the same level. With variable 
speed pumps, adjust for any increase in pump flow rate due 
to reduction in system resistance by reducing the speed of 
the pump (as described for fans). With direct drive pumps 
(for which it is not so easy to reduce the speed), reduce the 
fl~. rate by replacing the impeller or reducing its' size. 

Balancing v~lves are normally installed and adjusted toward 
the closed position to achieve the desired flow in any given 
circuit. The precise position 6f the balancing valves is 
a function of the resistance of the longest or index circuit. 
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If resistance in this circuit is decreased, all balancing 
valves can be opened proportionately, reducing the overall 
resistance to water flow and the pumping energy requirements 
accordingly. To realize theae savings substitute sections 
of larger size pipes for portions of the index circuit. 
Boilers, chillers, heating and cooling coils, valves, and 
strainers all affect resistance to flow, as well. Refer 
to sections of'the manual dealing with these types of 
equipment for specific suggestions. 

In the case of strsiners, the quantity of dirt they contain 
and the condition of the filtration media, often rusty, 
corroded, and deformed, determine resistance. Inspect these 
items, and clean or replace them on the basis of a regular 
maintecance schedule. 

ECO-27 REDUCE DISTRIBUTION THERMAL AND PIPING LOSSES 

In addition to frictional reSistance, energy losses from 
piping systems occUr in the form of heat gain to chilled 
water and heat loss from hot water or steam systems. Pipe 
insulation, which normally keeps these losses to a minimum, 
frequently becomes damaged. Inspect each piping system; 
where no insulation exists, add it, and where it is damaged, 
make all necessary repairs. The heat energy 106s from bare 
pipe snd insulated pipe can be calculated from Table 1. 
Determine the annual 109S for any system by comparing the 
losses (per foot of pipe) for bare pipe to those for insulated 
pipe. Multiply the unit loss, first, by the total number 
of feet in the system; then, by the difference, in OF., 
between hot water temperature and ambient air temperature; 
and finally, by annual hours of operation. 



TABLE 1 

HEAT LOSS THROUGH PIPES 

(Based on an ambIent temperature of 68°F and a K for insulati(J = 0.3) 

Pipe SIze (In. ) 

_.... _ ..... __._..... _ ....-

Bare 
Pipe 1/2 3/4 

Insulation Thickness 

1 11/4 1 1/2 1 3/4 2 

1 

1/2 
3/4 

0.63 
0.76 
0.93 

0.163 
0.191 
0.211 

0.135 
0.155 
0.179 

0.116 
0.135 
0.153 

0.105 
0.120 
0.136 

0.098 
0.110 
0.125 

0.• 091 
0.103 
0.115 

0.086 
0.096 
0.108 

1 
1 
2 

1/4 
1/2 

1.14 
1.27 
1.53 

0.263 
0.287 
0.345 

0.210 
0.232 
0.271 

0.178 
0.194 
0.229 

0.158 
0.172 
0.19B 

0.143 
0.154 
0.17B 

0.132 
0.142 
0.163 

0.122 
0.132 
0.151 

2 
3 
4 

1/4 1.B7 
2.15 
2.65 

0.425 
0.487 
0.600 

0.325 
0.36B 
0.447 

0.270 
0.309 
0.375 

0.237 
0.251 
0.305 

0.210 
0.214 
0.279 

0.190 
0.211 
0.252 

0.175 
0/195 
0.231 

, 
N 
0 

'" I 

5 
6 
8 

3.2 
3.7 
4.75 

0.663 
0.B52 
1.090 

0.500 
0.628 
0.828 

0.407 
0.536 
0.650 

0.346 
0.432 
0.549 

0.305 
0.379 
0.496 

0.271. 
0.341 
0.433 

0.245 
0.305 
0.388 

10 
12 

5.75. 
6.75 

1.341 
1.550 

0.990 
1.152 

0.779 
0.920 

0.678 
0.802 

0.580 
0.664 

0.511 
0.604 

0.457 
0.541 

" 
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Estimated coats for insuleting bot and cold water pipes with 
pre-sized fibergless m.aterial~rlth a standard jacket are 
listed in Table 2. 

Price.perL.F. Installed 
'I:nsu:1ationThickness: 

1'" . '1 :ltt" 

1/2" 

3/4" 

1" 

1 1/4" 

1 1/2" 

2" 

2 1/2" 

3" 

4" 

5" 

6" 


. B" 
10" 
12" 
14" 

16" 

IB" 

2 0" 

24" 


$ 9 

1.35 2.05 
lAO 2.10 
1.45 2.15 
1.50 2.20 
1.55 2.25 
1.60 2.35 
1.65 2.45 
1. 70 2.50 
2.00 3.05 
2.25 3.15 
2.55 3.30 
3.15 4.20 
3.B5 5.00 
4.50 5.60 
5~20 6.115 
6.00 7.20 
6.70 7.60 
B.25 B.50 
9.00 9.70 

Table 2 
For costing purposes, add to total",lineal feet of piping 
three (3) lineal feet for each fitting or pair of flanges 
to be insulated. 

Example: 

Bare pipe 4", 300' in length 
Ambient air temperature: 60·F•• hot ,water temperature: 
200·F. 
Operating time: 200 days, 24 hours a day 
Heat loss from bare pipe: 2.65 Btu/ft/degree temperature 
difference 
Annual heat loss for bare pipe - 300 x 2.65 x (200 - 68) 
x (200'x 24) • 504 x 106 Btu's 
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Example can't. 

If hot water is generated by an oil-fired boiler 
with 65% seasonal efficiency, the energy used would 
oe 504 x 	106 , " m 5.619 gallons 

.65 Yo 138. 000 
Cost/yr. @36¢/ga1. = 5,619 x .36 = $2,023/yr. 
If I-Itt' 	fiberglass insulation were used, the yearly 
heat loss 	would be 300 x .305 x (200-68) x (200 x 24)
57 x 109 Btu/yr. The energy used would be Gal. of Oil
57% 10 
.65 x 138,000 - 647 gallons 
Cost/yr = 	 647 gal. X 0.36 = $233 
Yearly savings in fuel $2,023 - $233 - $1,790 
Initial cost to install 1-1/2" insulation = 300 x $3.05/ft.= 
$915 
Pay back period .51 years 

Table 3 	 indicates the costs of steam leaks in a 125 psi 
system at $4/1,000 lbs. 

Lb. Steam Wasted (Per Month) (7 Months) 
Size of Office Per Month Total Cost Total Cost 

1/2 inch 708,750 $2,040 $14,280 

3/4 inch, 400,000 1,600 11,200 

1/4 inch 178,000 	 712 5,000 

1./8 inch 44,200 	 176 1,232 

1/16 inch. 11,200 	 45 315 

1/32 inch 3,000 	 12 84 

For steam at 50 lbs. pressure, the waste is about 75% of 
the figures gi~en; at 20 lbs. it is about 50%, and at SIbs, 
the loss is about 25%. ' 

Steam traps are installed to remove condensate, air and carbon 
dioxide from the steam utlizing unit as quickly as they ac
cumulate. With time, internal parts begin to wear and the 
trap fails to open and close properly. Among other undesir
ahle effects on system performan~e and maintenance, malfunc
tioning steam traps reduce fuel economy and equipment capacity. 
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FIGURE U25 Engineering nata 

Source: nanufactuers data 
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The following example illustrates the use of Figure 25 to 
determine the amount of steam lost through leaking steam 
traps. 

Example: 

Assuming a 30 psig system with 0.125 inch orifice 
traps, the loss from Figure 25 ia 15 1bs.of steam 
per hour per trap. 
At 1,000 Btu/lb., and if the steam is being produced 
by a boiler burning light oil with an efficiency of 
70%, the energy input is equal to 15 x 1,000 = 6,987 

0.7 gal/yr 
At $0.36/gal. this amounts to 0.30 x 6,987 = $2,5l5/yr 
potential savings if all traps are 
Results: Energy Saved 

Dollars Saved 

replaced. 
6,987 gal/yr 

$2,5l5/yr 

GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY USED FOR DIfTRIBUTION AND 
HVAC SYSTEMS 

HEATING SYSTEMS 

-Clean the air side of all direct radiators, fin tube 
convectors and coils to enhance heat transfer. 

-Keep radiators free from blockage. A one foot clear
ance in front of convectors, radiators, or registers 
is desirable. Heating systems, particularly hot water 
or electric baseboard radiators and low level warm air 
supply registers, work more efficiently if they are not 
blocked by furniture. Keep all books or other impedi
ments from blocking heat or air delivery f~om the top 
of horizontal shelves or cabinets which enclose radis
tors, fan coils, unit ventilators or induction units. 

-If radiator is set directly in front of a window where 
the glass extends below the top of the radiator, or in 
front of an uninsulated wall, insert a one inch thick 
fiberglass board panel, with reflective coating on the 
roam side, directly between the radiator and the exterior 
wall to reduce radiation losses to the outdoors. 

-Vent all hot water radiators and cqnvectors to assure 
that water will completely fill the interior passages. 

-Check radiator steam traps to assure that they are pass
ing only condensate, not steam. 

-Make sure that all fans, frequently inoperative in unit 
heaters, fan coil units, and unit ventilators are run
ning normally to increase the heat transfer rate from 
heating coils. 

-Use electric or infrared units as spot heaters for re
mote areas, a reception desk in a large lobby, for ex
ample, rather than operating an inefficient central 
system for a small area in the building. 

-In the public spaces of ell buildings such as lobbies, 
corridors, stairwells, vestibules and lounges - conserve 
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energy as follows: 

Where heat is provided by a unitary terminal equip
ment valve, turn off such equipment and remove the 
handles from control valves. If balanCing cocks are 
included, turn them to the !,'off" position. In each 
stairwell of nulti-level buildings, shut off all but 
the unit located at the bottom. Turn' off heat in 
vestioules and foyers. 

-Overhead unit heaters should direct heat to, floors. 
Add directional louvers to focus heat to floor or area 
requiring heat; where possible draw return air from 
floor. 

SINGLE ZONE DUCT SYSTEMS 

-Maintain filters to reduce resistance to air flow, 
permitting a reduction in the time that the blOW'er 
and the primary heat or cold-produc1.ng equipment run 
to satisfy room loads. Wnare possible change filters to 
low resistance type. A V type arrangement, if space 
pe~ts, will provide more filter surface and less 
resistance, and thus requires less frequent cleaning than 
a straight single panel filter. 

-Clean coils of lint and dirt to increase heat transfer 
efficiency in air handling units. 

-To reduce heat loss and heat gain, repair insulation 
where torn, or insulate the exterior surfaces of casings 
wnere insulation is not on the interior surface, Units 
located outdoors on-grade or on the roof, or in non
conditioned spaces should be insulated with the equiva
lent of 3" of fiberglass. 

-The relationships between the supply air temperature 
and quantity, and the chilled or hot water temperature 
and quantity, and space loads cannot be oversimplified 
in an energy use analysis. 

The further relationship between fluid temperatures and flow 
~,d the primary energy-conversion equipmert can be under
stood only after a thorough seasonal analysis of all 
factors considered together. However, consider the 
fnllowing: 

1) 	L~~ori~g supply air temperatures in the winter 
conserves energy. reduces "parasitic" loads by 
reducing thermal losses from the duct and piping 
systems, and improves the efficiency of the boiler 

http:cold-produc1.ng
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or furnace. It aleo reduces or eltminatas wide 
swings in the space tamperature because of over
heating. However. the equipment may operate 
for e longer period of time and/or require a 

larger volume of air and more horsepower, thereby 
cancelling some Or all of the savings in energy gain
ed by reduced thermal losses. 

2) 	Raising supply air temperatures in the summer 
conserves energy by· reducing heat gain in ducts 
and piping, and by improving the efficiency of 
the chillers or compressors whenever they are in 
operation. OVer cooling is minimized and wide 
temperature swings are eliminated but, again, a 
greater amount of supply air may be required to 
handle the load, necessitating more fan horsepower 
and/or longer periods of operation for fans, 
blowers, chillers, and condensers or cooling 
towers. In general, however, operation at the 
higher air temperature will prove to be mo~e 
efficient. 

-Where electric coils are used, 'operate the coila in stages, 
':rather then all off - allan. Take care that coils are not 

on when air is not circulating, Or they will burn out. 
-Wnere humidity control is not essential, consider using 
the cooling coil for both heating and cooling by modifying 
the piping connections and removing the heating coil. 
The benefits are (1) the elimination of the heating coil 
reduces total system resistance to air flow and allows a 
lower fan speed.to achieve the same volume through-put of 
supply air with less fan horsepower; and (2) when used for 
heating, cooling coils, which typically have a much greater 
surface area for heat transfer than heating coils, allow 
considerably lower water temperatures for a given heat 
output•. The reduction in water temperature, in turn, 
minimi~es heat losses from the system and allows mOre 
efficient operation of the boilers. 

-Maintain the hot water and the chilled water at constant 
flow, but reset for part load conditions of more that 2 hours 
duration. 
Adjust t~e temperature to provide the desited supply air 
temperature (which can vary with small load changes) and 
reduce the heat gains and heat losse's of the piping systems. 

-Avoid simultaneous heating and cooling except when required 
for humidity control in critical areas. 
Do not operate a large system to meet the needs of a small 
area for humidity control • 

http:speed.to
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TERMINAL REHEAT SYSTEMS 

-Shut da.~ system completely at night, weekends, and 
other occupied periods. 

-Raise the supply air temperature to allow the use of 
higher chilled water temperatures which. in turn will 
increase the efficiency of the chiller. 

-Reduce ·supply air quantity. 
-Operate on demand schedule , without reheat, whenever 
reheat has been used for humidity control in comfort 
applications. 

-Operate on demand schedule without reheat when zone 
control can be sacrified. 

-Relax humidity requirements and allow the relative 
humidity to drift naturally up to 65%. 
Higher relative humidity levels will reduce the 
need for low supply air temperatures allowing 
the suction temperature of the refrigeration unit 
to rise, decreasing energy required for refrigeration. 

-Schedule supply air temperature according to the 
number of reheat coils in operation. If 90% of the 
reheat coils are working, the supply air temperature 
is too low and should be reset to a higher level until 
the nwnber of reheat coils in operation falls to about. 
10%. 

-Ensure that simultaneous heating and cooling cannot 
occur by providing interlocks between the heating and 
cooling control systems. 

DUAL-DUCT SYSTE¥~: 

-Refer to "Terminal Reheat Systems" for general 
recommendations applicable to dual-duct systems. 

-Raise the temperature of the cold duct and lower 
the temperature of the warm duct. 

-Under conditions where there is no cooling load, 
close off the cold air duct, turn off the cooling 
systems, and then operate as a single duct system 
by rescheduling the warm duct temperature accord
ing to heating loads only. . 

-Under conditions where there is no heating load, 
close off the warm air duct, shut down the heat
ing sye tern and,. by rescheduling the supply air 
temperature according to cooling loads, operate 
the systp~ w~th the cool air duct as a single 
duct system. 
Note: Dual duct systems are usually designed so 
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that either of the ducts can handle 80% of the total 
air circulated. Reducing the system to single duct 
operatton, therefore, is likely to reduce the totsl 
quantity of air circulated and save a corresponding 
amount of energy. While the reduction may not affect 
space conditions adversely. it could possibly introduce 
noise proolems requiring adjustment of dampers and/or 
fan speeds and acoustical treatment of the terminelboxea. 

'-Repair leaking dampe:rs in mixing boxes. 
-Do not bJ.eed st1' into mixing box in the cooling mode 
in o:rdex to control dehumidificetion. 

1rnLTI-ZONE UNITS: 

-Set controls to reduce the hot deck temperature and 
increase the cold deck temperature. 

-If not ~o equipped, provide the heating coils ~~th 
an automatic control''Valve that ~~ll modulate to 
reduce the hot duct temperature according to ~emand. 
The valve is arranged so that when all hot d lct 
dampers are partially closed, it vill progr~saively 
reduce the hot duct temperature until one or more 
zone dampers is fully open. 

-Provide the cooling coils with an automatic control 
valve that will modulate the cold duct temperature 
according to demand. When all of the cold deck 
dampers are partially closed, the valve will raise 
the cold duct tamperature until one or more of the 
zone dampers is fully opened. 

-Repair leSky valves and dempers. 
-Shut off the fan and all control valves during un

occupied periods .in the cooling season. 
-S~ut off the cooling valve during unoccupied periods 
in the heating seaBon. 

INDUCTION SYSTEMS 

-Refer to "Terminal Reheat Systems" for general measures, 
also applicabla to induction systems. 

-Reschedule the temperature of the heating water and the 
'cooling water according to the load. If the building 
has a light cooling load, the chilled water temperature 
should be raised, if the building has a light heating load 
the hot water tamperatureehould be lowered. Avoid 
simulcaneous heating and cooling in anyone zone. 

-Typically. the primary supply air temperature is main
tained at constant levels for cooling and heating which 
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necessitates reheating or recooling by the individual nnits 
to meet fluctuating load conditions. The system operates 
essentially as a reheat or recool system with the 
inevitable consequence of wasted energy. To reduce this 
waste, schedule the temperature of the primary supply air 
at the air handling unit according to load; 1.e. under 
light heating load conditions, the primary air heating coil 
should be modulated to reduce the supply air temperature 
and under light ccoling load conditions, the supply air 
cooling coil should be similarly modulated to increase the 
supply air temperature. Achieve the modulation preferably 
by adjusting water temperatures (rather than water volumes) 
to the central coils. Chillers and boilers will operate 
closer to their peak efficiency. 

-Remove lint screens in induction units and clean coils 
regularly. 

-During unoccupied hours in the heating season, realize a 
major opportunity for saving fan horsepower 91 shutting 
off the primary air supply system and operating the 
heating coils in the induction units as convectors. 

VARIABLE VOLUME SYSTL"IS 

-.'hen dampers begin to close (indicating that the require
ment for supply air has decreased) reduce the fan volume 
(and the corresponding fan power input) to the point 
where one or more VAV dampers are fully open again. 
Adjust fan volume with either inlet vortex dampers or a 
variable speed driver such as a multi-speed motor or SCR 
control. If controls of this type,do not exist in the 
building, refer to ECM-2 for installation details. 

-Rescedule the supply air temperature to the point where 
the damper of the variable air volume box,serving the 
zone or room with the most extreme'load is fully open. 
Hainteining constant supply air temperature, even when all 
VAV dampers are partially closed is wasteful, as it 
increases the duct heat losses or heat gains and pre
cludes the advantages which accrue from hot or chilled 
water temperature modifications. (Before reducing fan 
volume and/or rescheduling supply air temp~rature, carry 
out an analysis to determine the optimal levels,of ad

justment for the irid-Lvidual buiId:i'qg,) 
-Lower the hot water temperature and raise the chilled 
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~~ter temperature according to thermal demands. 
-Reduce total volume of air bandled by system. 
-Insure all "VA"V boxes operate in accordance with room 

requirements to prevent overheating or overcooling. 
-Be sure, when resetting air volumes and where outdoor 
air is supplied by the same system, that code requirements 
for outdoor air are still met. 

FAN COIL SYSTEMS 

-lie.fer to "Heating Systems" and "Single Zone Duct Systems" 
for general recommendations applicable to fan coil 
systems 

-wnere a large number of fan coils are used in a building, 
the coils are provided with heating and cooling Eedia of 
constant temperature, and control is achieved by varying 
flow rates through the coils. Consider adjusting the 
heating and cooling systems according to load. For 
example, when the heating load is light, and most of the 
heating control valves which vary the flow rate are 
partially closed, reduce the hot water temperature until 
one or more vaives is fully open. 

-In mild winter weather, and at night, shut off fans and 
permit the coil to operate as a convector. In severe 
winter weather, when the building is unoccupied but EllSt 
be heated, or when excessive noise is not a problem, operate 
fans at high speed. 

-Clean filters and coils. 
-Close outside air dampers anytime infiltration equals 
ventilation requirements, or block off permanently. 

-Block off inlets where no dampers are installed if 
infiltration:meets ventilation requirements. 

-Keep air outlets and inlets free of obstrucions. 
-Where fan coil units are not located in conditioned 
areas, inSUlate casings to reduce heat loss/gain. 

WINDOW AND THROUGH-TIlE-WALL UNITS 

-Clean condenser and evaporator coils and intake louvers. 
-Caulk openings between unit and window or wall frames. 
-Remove units or cover theE with plastic hood during the 
winter. 

-Provide thermostatic control or time~' to shut them off 
automatically. 

-Turn off cooling unit and fan when leaving the space. 
-Outdoor air inlets to units with resistance hesters 
are usually fixed, bringing in outdoor air whenever 

the units are operating. Close these inlets when anit. 
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is not in operation or block off entirely if infilt
ration meets outdoor air requizements. 

-See discussion above and ECM- 2 for zep1acament of 
inefficient units. 

REDUCE FA.~ POWER BY REDUCING SYSTEM RESISTANCE 

~Most duct systems are provided with balancing dampers which 
ensure the correc~ flow of air to each register or diffuser. 
The method of balancing which probably was used originally 
was to first determine the longest run, which normally had 
the highest resistance to air flow, and then to leave the 
balancing dampers io that run in a wide open position and 
close sll other balancing dampers to achieve the required 
air flows. Thus, the shorter the run to any particular 
outlet, the more closed its balancing damper and the 
greater loss of power across it. Reduce resistance in 
the longest or index circuit so that all balancing 
dampers can be open, and total system resistance reduced. 
Further reduce resistance within all other branches or 
portions of the system. 

-Remove unnecessazy dampers or other obstructions from 
both supply and return air ductwork. 

-Eliminate high resistance turns and elbows. One bad 
fitting may increase the entire system resistance by 
more than l/Z" S.P. 

-If the majority of dampers in an air system are closed or 
partially closed to "balance" the sys tem, consider re
ducing the total air volume and opening some of the 
dampers to save fan horsepowez. 

-Clean filters, blower fan wheels and fan scroll blades 
frequently to reduce friction. 

-Replace filters which hsve low efficien~y and high resist
ance with filters offering less. air resistance and greater 
efficiency. . 

-Clean the air side of all coils in air handling units. 
Cleaning coils also increases their efficiency so that 
less energy for operation of the heating or cooling primary 
equipment is required. 

-Seal end csulk leaking joints in ductwork, air handling 
units, and flexible duct connectors. . 

-Although air leakage from the ventilating system does not 
increase the resistance to sir flaw s.s such, it does waste 



energy in two other ways: 

1) 	It increases the total quantity of air handled by the 
fan over and above that required to meet the room temp
erature. 

2) 	 It increases the quantity of air that must be cooled or 
heated resulting in an expenditure of energy over and 
above that which otherwise would be required to meet 
desired room conditions. 

Air leakage in the longest or most resistant duct run imposes 
a particularly large resistance load on the entire system 
since all other runs must be dampered down • 

. -Where direct drive fans are used and it is difficult or 
costly to change fan speed or ECtor, blank off unused 
portions of exhaust hoods in kitchens and cafeterias to 
reduce air volume and hors~power. 

-Insulate ductwork where heat losses occur. Insulate duct
work used for air conditioning where it passes through non
conditioned spaces and picks up heat. 

REDUCE FAN POWER BY REDUCING AIR VOLUME 

-Reduce air volume by reducing the speed of rotation 

l} 	Where motor sheave is adj us tsble, open the "Vn to 
reduce its effective diameter and adjust ECtor position 
or change belts to maintain proper tension. 

2) 	 Change motor sheave if no further adjustment is possible. 

3) 	 If motors are variable speed, set controller for reduced 
speed. 

~After implementing changes to the system to decrease the 
required fan horsepower, the existing motor may be too large. 
If the full load on the motor is lees than 60% of the name
plate rating, consider changing the motor to a smaller one. 
(Further guidelines for motors are included in Section 4 
"Power" ECO-4l). 

-If the fan' is direct drive, changing the speed of rotation 
is expensive. However, electric motors also tend to be 
oversized 'and if the system resistance is reduced signifi 
cantly, the next size smaller motor, running at a slower 
speed, may well be suitable. In this case, calculate the 
savings that will accrue due to reduced power require
ments to determine whether changing motors to achieve the 
speed reduction is economical. 

-Losses in the drive train and bearings can, if maintenance 

is poor, amount to as much as 20% of total power input. 

Examine all bearings for wear and, resistance to movement. 

Excessive belt tension will also impose an added load on 

the motor. Adjust or replace slipping' fan belt drives. 
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-Operate exhaust systems intermittently to reduce total oper
ating time. In many buildings the toilets and other areas 
require full exhaust ,for limited periods only. With proper 
programming and wiring to integrate the operation of exhaust 
fans and dampers with light switches, an office building 
with a system which 'Exhausts 100 CFM through each of 20 
toilet rooms, could reduce its exhaust to an average of 
'only 400 CFM, throughout the day. 

REDUCE POw~R FOR PUMPS 

-Regularly adjust all pumps to control leakage at the pump 
;acking glands. Curtail excessive waste of water by repack
ing, not only to conserve water and reduce losses, but also 
to avoid erosion necessitating costly repairs of the shaft. 

-Reduce water flow where the terminal heating device can 
deliver heating or cooling adequatelY with the lower rate. 
For a chilled water system, take care to avoid reducing 
flow to the point that a lower suction temperature must 
be used. In general, the energy consumed at that lower 
suction temperature to reduce chilled water temperature 
(to maintain temperature or humidity control) would out
weigh the energy saved by reducing the power for pumping. 

-Globe valves can be used to restrict flow and save some 
energy, but since most hydronic aystems are equipped with 
direct drive pumps, it is not poasible to reduce the pump 
speed when the system friction is reduced by opening va'liles 
or removing resistances; use globe valves to restrict flow 
and save some energy. It is often possible to replace the 
pump impeller to save motor horsepower. Refer to pump mau
facturers information for instructions. 

-Refer to EQ!-2 for changes to variable apeed pumps, modular 
pumping and impellers. 

-Check the power input to the pump motor against the name
plate rating. If the motor is dr~ing iess than 60% of 
the rated input, analyze the potential energy and cost savings 
with s smaller motor and pump against the initial cost of 
replacement. See ECM-2 for details. 

PIPING SYSTEMS 

-Repair torn or missing insulation on water and steam piping 
which pass through unconditioned spaces. 

-Insulate piping, valves, fittings and heat exchangers where 
heat is lost to unconditioned spaces or where heat lost from 
the P1P~2 adda to the summer cooling load. 
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-Insulate cold piping used for air conditioning where it 
passes through uncooled spaces and picks up heat. 

-Protect pipe insulation from water and.lIloisture to pre
serve its thermal resistance qualities. 

-Check for high temperature differences in heating and cool
ing heat exchangera, which may be an indication of air 
binding, clogged strainers, or excessive scale. 

-Repair leaks ~n and/or replace steam traps. Confirm the 
location of a leaking trap by testing the temperature of 
return lines with a surface pyrometer and measuring 
temperature drop across the suspected trap. Lack of drop 
indicates steam blow-through. Excessive drop indicates 
the trap iEi holding back condensate. 

-Chilled water and hot water systems require near complete 
elimination of air: check vents before reducing water tem
perature to improve cooling performance or increasing water 
temperature to meet room heating loads. 

" 
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COMMERCIAL REFRIGERAT!ON·SYSTEMS 


A. BACKGROllND 

COIllllIeTcial refTigeration systems account for as much as 
50% of the total annual energy consumption in some super
markets, and a significant amount of the energy consumed 
in cafeterias and· restaurants. The actual energy usage 
is anaiogous to usage by air conditioning systems; totsl 
quantity depends upon the "produce" load, (the equivalent 
to the cooling system's "building" load), the distribution 
or "parasitic" ·.load, and the eeasotlAl efficiency of the 
primary conversion equipment, which in this case consists 
of the compressors. 

To "produce" :load is a function of the mass of the materials 
to be cooled, the temperature difference between tn::: refrig
erated materials and the ambient conditions and tbe period 
of time that the conditions are maintained. 

The "distribution" load is s function of the performanCe of 
the refrigeration distribution system (refrigeration, 
piping, valves, controls, cold air ducts and diffusers) 
and the performance (seasonal eff1ciency) 6f the refrig
erators, cold display cases, and othar cold storage boxes. 

The performance of the compressors, as noted in Section 4 , 
"Cooling", ECD-Z2 is contingent upon the condition and 
operating mode of the evaporator, condensers, motors and drives 
and the performance of the air-cooled condensers. Review 
that section of the manual, as many of the energy conserva
tion opportunities and options detailed there are applica
ble to commercial refrigeration systems as well. 

Since commercisl refrigeration units must operate at suction 
(evaporator) temperatures lower than thoae of evaporators 
of air conditioners they use more energy per tin of refrig
eration produced - the C.O.P.* is lower. Because the 
commercial refrigeration system operates for the entire 
year - and conditions must be maintained for 24 hours per 
day - any measures to increase the C.O.• P. will be even more 
productive per ton of refrigeration than equivalent measures 

*Section 4, "Cooling" has an extensive discussion of C.O.P. 

Preceding page blank 
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for 	improvingtne C.O.P. of air conditioning systems. 
A supermarket, ~~th a 150 ton air condit~oning system 
driven oy a 150 H.P. motor, could have 200 H.P. of 
installed commercial refrigeration consuming from 2 
to 6 times as much,energy as the air conditioning system. 

B. 	 ENERGY 'CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES 

ECD-28 	 REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR COMMERCIAL REFRIG
ERATION'GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
FOR 'REFRIGERATION: * 

-Use n~gnt covers over cold products, but be careful to 
avoid compressor'damagaor frost build-up on product. 

-Do not permit refrigerated products to stand in the 
aisles, on docks, or anyplace where they will warm 
up, and create an additional refrigeration load 
when the products are placed in fixtures. Reduce 
the volume of items requiring cold storage. 

-Avoid setting controls (pressure and temperature) any 
lower than necessary. Too often, a freezer may be 
operating at -30·F. air temperature when most often 
a -10·F. or higher is all that is necessary. 

-Keep products below clearly marked load lines. An 
overloaded display case decreases product quality 
and increases energy use as much as 10 to 20% for 
each fixture by: 
a. 	 Increasing the amount of store air mixing with 

fixture air, thereby increasing load on compressor. 

b. 	 Increasing running time of compressors. 

c. 	 Increaaing fixture temperature. 

d. 	 Increasing loss of refrigerated air out of fixture. 

e. 	 Increasing defrost requirements consuming extra 
energy to clear frost from coils. 

* Many of the items suggested are from rec~nded gUidelines 
in "Retail Food Stores Energy Conservation", from the 
Commercial Refrigerator Manufacturers Association. 
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-Turn off refrigeration for cutting rooms, prep rooms, and 
some display ftxtures, such as meat csses, when not in use. 
Put ell food products in coolers where possible. 

-Where possinle, construct a tight partition Or hang a 
heavy drape fram roof to floor between seles and storage 
areas and maintain storage areas at 60°F Or lower in 
winter, to prevent interchange of air. 

-Keep returu grilles of fixtures clear of stacked products, 
othe1~se refrigerated air will flow into aisles. 

-As customers shop from fixtures throughout the daYi repack 
product displays and keep them below load lines. 

-Witrrmulti-shelf fixtures, follow the recommendations of 
manufacturers in regard to shelf position and size to 
prevent increased refrigeration loads. 

-Consider reducing - or turning off entirely - the internal 
shelf lights to reduce ,both refrigeration ~equ1rements and 
the lighting load. 

-Automatically shut off all prep rOoms at night and week
ends. Set up for autOmatic startup when required. 

-Consider unloading meat and produce display and shut off 
refrigeration at night and weekends. Set up on time clock 
to automatically turn off at closing and on in the morning, 
early enough to allow fixture temperatures to drop to the 
required level. 

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE OF EQUIPMENT TmlOUGH OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Although some of the options ~isted below involve capital 
costs, they are included in ECH-l because the payback 
periods should not exceed three years for anyone option. 

-If refrigeration load is decreased by any means, light 
reduction or caSe cleaning; for example, recheck tem
perature and pressure control setting to avoid freez
ing of products Or short cycling of compressors. 
Enforce closed door rules when cese is not in uee, even 
for short periods of time. 
-~n multi-shelf low temperature equipment, check all 
fixtures for inoperative fan motors, often unnoticed, 
which affect efficiency. 

-Minimize head pressure, to increase compressor cap
acities and reduce energy use, by increasing air 
supply over condenser. Clean condenser coils regu
larly. Maintain lowest head pressure at which the 
commercial refrigeration system can operate without 
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Bha~t-cyc1ing or fmpairing expanaion valve and coil 
efficiency. In cool months, Bet haed pressure with 
controls: 

a. 	 Adjust hold bac,k valves to, control condenser surface, 
to lowest possible head pressure. 

D. 	 Set fan cycling with small differential and low 
cut-in point. Where more'tnan one fan is used. 
consider" cycling:on~ or more .fans. 

-To prevent pressure drop and loss of compressor capacity 
avoid the uae of suction line controls. 

-Insulate suction and liquid line together, except where 
not recommended (hat gas defrost). to increase system 
effic:!:ency. " 

-For systems where product is required at 32°F. or sbove, 
use time defrost rather than an added heat source. With 
existing equipment, disoonnect",the heater and reset the 
controls. Energy will be saved because the compressor 
does not operate and no electriCity is used for defrost 
Maters. 

,-On forced defrost system, (electric or hot gas) USe 
defrost terminating thermostat on each fixture to avoid 
over-defrosting individual fixtures and bring compressor 
back on as soon as all fixtures are satisfied. 

-Consider demand defrost for all types of defrost systema. 
The number of defrosts is normally set up for the most 
sdverse store conditons that may occur in a year. 
These conditons usually exist for only short periods 
of the year. Demand defrost compensates for these periods 
by causing fixtures to defrost only when it is required. 
Consult the fixture manufacturer before specifying 
demand defros t. 

-Consider separate wiring circuit for anti-condensate 
neaters. Energy use by these hesters, which operate 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, is high, particularly 
on glass door freezers. Heaters are only required 
when humidity is high. Be aware, however, that most 
existing installations hsve fan and anti-condensate 
heaters on same circuit. Do not turn off the 'fan. 
Consider el:!::minating incand.;"scent lighting over top 
display meat cases. In particular minimize spotlighting, 

-Clean displa:, fixture and cooler coil regularly. Be 
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sure to shut off refrigeration before using water for 
.cleaning. 

a. 	Use pressure spray to clean flues. 
b. 	Remove discharge grilles to thDro~ghly clean inlet 


side (unseen from outside). A reduction of air 

flow can result in as much as a 10·F rise in product 

temperature and cause more frequent defrost. 


c. 	Drain should be pressure flushed regularly to prevent 
build up in f~ture bottoms. 

d. 	Clean nack side or inlet side of cooler units. 
e. 	Check cooler door seals for 10B8 of refrigerated 

.	air. Install spring-loaded door closers, reminder 
sign in plain View, buzzers, lights, etc., to be 
sure store personnel keep doors closed. 

-Cneck all electrical circuits for power leak to ground. 
A leak to the ground may be small enough to go undetected 
for years with substantial accumulated loss of energy. 

-Cbeck all systems for correct refrigerant charge to avoid 
excessive compressor operation. Shortage will "Bual1y 
show up when low ambient air conditions exist. 

-Where pOSSible, provide staged cooling controls. Con
sider replacing one large compressor and coil with two 
or more circuits. Where possible, consider removal of 
hot gas bypass capacity control. 

-Redirect 	outlets which are discharging into refrig
erat~d· .fixtures. 
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LIGHTING 

A. 	 BACKGROUND 

Except in buildings that are electrically heated, electric 

lighting ~s one of the major uses of electrical ener~i and 

accounts for the most sigoificant portion of total energy 

usage in offices and retail stores. When lights are left 


. on in areas which are unoccupied or unused for lengthy 
periods of the week - in religious buildings and outdoor 
parking lots, for example, the inadvertent waste of energy 
often approaches or exceeds the amount of energy used by 
other building systems much of the week; the cost of this 
waste for one year may equal the initial cost of installing 
automatic controls to eliminate it. 

Electric lighting is also the major contributor co internal 

heat gain in stores and core areas of office bu~ldings. Be

cause it increases the cooling load, electric lighting 

induces additional expenditure of energy to operate the 

refrigeration sY6tem, including air handling units, chilled 

water, and cooling tower or condenser fans. 


To conserve energy for lighting and air conditioning: 

1. 	 Utilize available daylight more effectively for illum

ination. 


2. 	 Improve lighting system efficiency by increasing the 

light delivered to the task through more frequent 

fixture maintenance. 


3. 	 Switch off lights at night and in unoccupied areas 

during the daytime. 


4. 	 Reduce the levels of illumination at selected task 

locations, and lower them further between or beyond 

the tasks. 


5. 	 Relamp with more efficient light sources. 

6. 	 Modify the existing lighting fixtures and their location 
in the room to provide a greater amount and better quality 
of lighting. 

7. 	 Reduce the losses in the power distribution system which 
serves the lighting system. (When ballasts require re
placing use high power factor type). 

Preceding page blank 
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Office buildings and store sales areas are frequently 
illuminated at levels from 75 to 300 foot candles or more, 
requiring an ~erage of 3 to 8 or more wattaper aquare 
foot. In studies., and design worlt for a number of pro
jectlt (including the General Services Administration 
(GSA) energy conservation office building in New Hampshire, 
two Argonne National Laboratories offices, the Atomic 
Energy Commission office in Illinois and the New York 
Botanical Gardens office and laboratory in Millbrook, New 
York) Dubin-Mindell-Bloome Associates has found that a 
2 watt per aquare foot average of good quality lighting 
is adequate for illumination in theae office buildings 
and snould be adequate for all new office buildings. 
Studies by Ross and Raruzzini,Conaulting Engineers, 
for GSA snd FEA confirm that adequate lighting can be 
provided in office buildings, utilizing only 2 watta per 
square foot lighting energy usage. Satisfactory illum
ination level for stores can also be possible within the 
2 watt per square foot budget; in religious buildings, 
the budget can be even lower. 

Without major modifications to both the pattern of lighting 
fixtures and the fixtures· themselves,it may be possible to 
attain the 2 watts per square foot 8081 'in existing offices 
and stores while maintaining proper lighting. If, however, 
the gUide to illumi~ation levels, Figure 26, is followed, 
average energy usage for lighting will approach the target. 

Lighting levels on tasks, have traditionally been measured 
by footcandaes. A room with a high level of foot candles , 
however, does not necessarily heve a high level of effective 
illumination. Impediments to visual acuity, veiling reflec
tion and disability glare, are not accounted for in foot
candle measurements. The highar footcandle levels and added 
wattage may contribute ineffective illumination only. 

The Illuminating Engineering Society (!ES) , which in the 
past has set lighting standards basad on footcandles, in 
1972 adopted the messure of effective light called Equivalent 
Sphere Illumination (ESI). ESI is a measure of lighting 
on tasks that accounts for both quality and quantity in the lighting 
sYEtem. Due to the complexity and time involved in E.S.I. 
calculationa, consider using computer simulation programs 
now availabcc, thru some fixture manufacturers, to approx
imate ESI footcandles. This method should be employed for 
areas with critical tasks. When high B.S.I. lighting valves are 
prOVided, they will 'yield 'Very effective lighl:ing, at low enexgy· 
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input. ,~fer to ECM-,2 for further details. 

Measures suggested here can provide for a lighting system 
with higher ESI footcand1es. When there are opportunities 
to switch off or remove some 1ampa' from fixtures, plan the 
eventual pattern of lighting fixtures to be that layout 
which locates the most remaining lamps just beyond the 
sides of the working edge of desks and task surfaces. 

The Simplest and most obvious option to save energy is 
to turn off lights when they are not needed and during 
unoccupied periods. ~amine the building, first, to 
locate the areas where this can be done with available 
switches; ECM-, 2 suggests the installation of additional 
switching where necessary to provide for switching of 
areas, utilization task lighting and more effective use 
of daylight. 

Painting or covering walls. ceilings. and floors -."ith 
light colored;_ more reflective finishes, and c1;aning 
interior surfaces improves the effectiveness of any 
lighting system - daylight, electrical, or combination. 
Rooms ~"ith dark or dirty surfaces and furnishings, which 
absorb light, require either more lamps or lamps of 
higher wattage to maintain the desired level of illumination. 

As a general rule, for all light sources except low 
pressure sodium, as the remaining useful life of the 
lamp decreases, its output of light, measured in lumens, 
decreases. This decrease is called the lamp lumen 
depreCiation (L. L.D.) 

Dirt accumulation on lamps, fixtures and lenses decreases 
the quantity of light falling on the task. This reduction 
of available light ia called the Luminaire Dirt Depreciation 
(LDD) and combined together with the lamp lumen depreciation 
(LLD) comprises the maintenance factor (MF). The maintenance 
factor is used in lighting calculations to determine how 
many fixtures and lamps must be installed initially to 
give the designed illumination when lamp and dirt depreCiation 
has occurred. 

The installation will obviously provide more lumens on the 
task initially than required and if light fall-off Can be 
reduced by improved maintenance, some of the fittings and 
lamps can be removed without reducing illumination below 
that required. 
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The discussions and guidelines of ECO's 29-36 reveal oppor
tunities and options for lighting energy conservation which 
are in accord with the following principles and practices. 

-Illuminate specific task areas to that level, for 

each srea, which provides adequate visual acuity, 

to perform the required task satisfactorily and re

duce illumination levels in adjacent areas. 


-Provide artificial (electric) lighting only where and 

When it is required (to perform the task or for safety). 


-Consider all available lignt sources, including day

light. and select the most efficient that suits the 

application(h1gheat lumen output per input watt.). 


-Institute a thorough maintensnce program to sustain 

the highest value of light loss factor CL.L.F.) 


-Minimize power losses in ballasts and the distribution 

system. 


ECO 29 REDUCE ILLUMINATION LEVELS 

Conserve energy for lighting by reducing illumination levels 
where they need not be high and eliminating illumination 
where it is not needed at all. Consult Figure 26, "Recom
mended Lighting Levels" for suggested levels in specific 
areas of the building. If several tasks requiring different 
levels of illumination occur within the same space, first consider 
their visual severity and then modify maintenance Drocedures. 
redecorate the area, and implement changea-to the lighting system 
while reducing illumination levels to the appropriate level for 
each task. A uniform modular lighting pattern of general illumination, 
throwing light equally on all areas regardless of task may waste up 
to 50% of the energy used for lighting in the building. 
Orient lighting to suit the tasks to be performed. 

If one task with a critical lighting requirement is confined 
to a specific ~ork area - i.e. drafting table, typewriter, 
desk top - in the midst of a larger work area with lese 
critical requirements, provide a lower ·general illumina
tion level for the overall area and a portable light at 
each critical task to raise the level of illumination 
locally (less than $25/1amp). Use fluorescent portable 
lamps in preference to incandescent. 
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In many cases it is less costly to move tasks to suit an 
existing lighting pattern than to add or rearrange fi~tures. 
If task areas are widely dispersed. more light spills into 
adjoining areas where it may not be needed. Group tasks 
requiring similar lighting levels to limit the spill of 
higher level illumination and to allow lower lighting levels 
at less critical wprk areas. 

Light levels in standard iootcandles can be determined with 
portable illumination meters such as a photo'llO.ltiac cell 
connected to a meter calibrated in footcandles. The light 
meter should be accurate to about ± 15 percent over a range 
of 30 to 500 footcandles and + 20 percent from 15 to 30 
fQotcandles. The meter should be color corrected (accord
ing to the CIE· Spectral Luminous Efficiency curve) and 
cosin~ corrected. Generally, measurements refer to average 
maintained horizontal footcandles at the task or in a 
horizontal plane 30 inches above the floor. 

Neasurements should be made at many repesentative points 
between and under fixtures, an average of several readings 
may be necessary. Daylight should be excluded during 
illumination-level readings for a true determination 
of level without light contribution from daylight. 

The suggested illumination levels for office buildings, 
listed in Figure 26, agree closely with new stsndards 
recommended by G.S.A. for public office buildings. Keep 
in mind, however, that even lighting at lower intensities 
is very wasteful if lamps are burning when not needed. 

SUGGESTED LIGHTING LEVELS* 1if i 
With proper attention to quality the following levels should 
generally be adequate for tasks of good contrast: 

Oirculation Areas between Work Stations: 20 footcandles. 

Background beyond Tasks at Circulation Area: 10 footcandles. 

Waiting Rooms and Lounge Areas: 10-15 footca~dles. 

* Unless otherwise noted, all levels are everage. 
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Conference Tables: 30 ESI foot candles with background 
lighting 10 foot candles. 

Secretarial Desks: 50 ESI footcandles with auxiliary 
localized (lamp) t~sk lighting directed at paper holder 
(for typing) as needed. In secretarial pools, '60 ESI 
footcandles. 

Over O~en Drawers of Filing Cabinets: 30 footcandles. 

Courtrooms and Auditoriums: 30 footcandles. 

Kitchens: non-uniform lighting with an-average of 50 
footcandles. 

Cafeterias: 20 footcandles. 

Snack Bar: 20 footcandles. 

Testing'Labs: As required by the tas~, but background not 
to exceed 3 to 1 ratio.footcandles. 

Gomouter Rooms: As required, by the task, (consider 2 
levels, 1/2 and full). In computer areas, reduce general 
overall lighting levels to 30 footcandlesand increase 
task lighting for cdtical areas for input'. Too high a 
level of general lighting makes it difficult to read the self
ill~nated indicators. 

Drafting: Full time 80 ESI footcandles at work station, part 
time 60 footcahdles at work stations. 

Accounting Offices: 80 ESI footcandles at work stations. 

Note: 	 Where applicable, refer to health and safety codes 
and federal standards (OSHA) for minimum lighting 
specifications. 

Tne goal of the above standards is to reduce store and 
office lighting energy usage to less than i watts/sq. ft. 
gross floor area, or 2.5 watts/sq. ft. net area and 1.5 
watts/sq. ft. for religious buildings. To determine 
net area subtrac t from the groas building floor area, the 
corridors, storage rooms, lobbies, mechanical equipment 
rooms, 	 stairwells, toilet rooms, and ot~er unoccupied, or 
seldom 	occupied areas. 
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Utilize 	Existing Switching 

Contrary to common belief, lettiug a light burn rather than 
turning it off never saves electrical"energy. When electric 
lighting i,B not required, SYitch it off. 

Figure 27 indicates, - for an office lighting system of 
1,000 fluorescent luminaires each with +100 4' 430 MA lamps 
energy usage when lights bumouly when needed. 

ECO 31 	 IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EXISTING LIGHTTNG 
INSTALLATION 

Increase the effectiveness of the present lighting system, 
then reduce the number of wattage of lamps required to 
meet the suggested standards, In order to reduce the 
number and/or wattage of lamps, consider the f~llowing 
measures to increase the maintained footcandles prOVided 
by existing lamps and fixtures. 

Improve the maintenance factor by regularly cleaning fix
tures and lamps and instituting a relamping program. Clean 
a fixture, at the least, every time it is relamped. (When 
relamping and cleaning are combined, the additional labor 
is very small.) In extremely dirty atmospheres, clean 
fixtures between lamp replacements, as well. Clean the 
lenses and interior housings. Use an anti-static compound 
to reduce electrostatic dirt collection. 

The approximate cost of cleaning ceiling - mounted 48" 
4-tube fluorescent fixtures - or incandescent fixtures of 
similsr size - varies as follows: (for rough estimate only) 

Number of Fixtures: 10 50 100 200 
Pricd 	 $14.00 $58.00 $115.00 $224.00 

A grouprelamping program will give a higher level of main
tained footcandles, because lamp lumens will not depreciate 
to tne low levels apparent at the end of their lives. 
Refer to Figures 28 and 29 for the 'effects of lamp and 
fixture cleaning and improving the maintenance factor. 

When there are no critical reading or writing tasks. and 
where some glare from exposed lamps is acceptable (check 
with codes. where applicable). remove louvers or lenses 
from fixtures. Consider this' suggestion, for instance, in 
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regard to corridote, storage areas, stores with high 
ceilings, equipment roams, and snack bars. 

Increase the reflectance of ceilings, walls, and floors 
by cleaning or by' painting with colors of higher re
f1ectances: more illumination on tasks, with the same 
lumen output, will result. Increasing the reflectivity of 
the interior surfaces may open the possibility of reducing 
the number of lamps snd' ll.Ull:inaires while. maintilitiing 
recommended lighting levels. Greater reflectances enhance 
the performance of natural daylight as well as artifiCial 
lighting. For example, a 25 x 25-ft. room with a 9-ft. 
ceiling and a ceiling reflectance of 80%. wall reflectance 
of 70% and floor reflectance of 30% will provide 35% more 
footcand1es (with no increase in power consumption) than 
the same room with a ceiling reflectance of 50%. wall ref1ec
tances of 30% and floor reflectance of 10%. Caution: high 
gloss finishes may reduce visual comfort by increasing glare. 
Discretion should be used when redecorating. 

The approximate cost of applying one coat of flat paint on 
smooth finish ranges between 15 and 20e per square foot, 
depending on total square footage. (for rough estimate 
only) • 

EC032 USE DAYLIGHT FOR ILLUMINATION 

Use windows effectively as a primary source of illumination 
in perimeter spaces. The amount of available daylight in 
a building is a function of operating hours, latitude, 
weather, time of year, air quality, window size and location, 
shading and glazing details, reflectivity of interior 
surfaces and furnishings. Control of natural light, for 
effective use and integration with artificial light, is 
important, because,the amount of natural light available 
varies. Gnntrol may be manual or automatic. Often blinds 
or drapes, which should be closed only for short periods 
of excessive sunshine or glare, remain closed all day with 
the electric lignts turned on, when daylight could be used. 
Emphasis should be placed on proper contrbl of daylight; 
otherwise the heat gain imposed on the cooling system may 
outweigh savings in energy for lighting. Indirect day
lighting, however, generates less heat per lumen of light 
than electrical lighting. When equivalent lumens from 
daylight replace electrical lighting, savings in cooling 
load will occur. 
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Figure e 21 Engineering Data 

Graph developed from theoretical calculations based 
On typical office building practices. 
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Figure A28 .Engineeting Data 

Reference: 	 I.E.S. Lighting Handbook, 4th. edition 1968, 
page 9-17, figure 9-7 I11umineting Engineering 
Society 345 East 47th. Street, New York, N.Y. 

The data is computed from actual measurements of lumen 
output from lamps. and fixtures exposed to various envir
onments for different ].engILts of t:lJne•. 
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1igure ~29 'Engirteerins Data
• 

Example Only - C.ll. - Coefficient of lltili;ation 
"M.F... Maintenance Factor 

footcandles =No. LamPs (lamp lumens) No. fixtures (C;U;) M.F. 
are"a 

foot candles .aM. F; i No. tamps (1 No; fixtures 

footcandles .. M.l., {constant - (for any specific area)] 

Therefore,footcandlee vary directly with maintenance factor 
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The luminous efficacy (lumens per watt) of various light 
ttOurces as compared to daylight are shown below (no allow
ance for ballast of luminairaa): 

Law Pressure Sodium 183 lumens/watt 
Natural ',light 110 lumens/watt (varies) 
High pressure (RID) 105-120 lumens/watt 
'Metal halide 85-100 lumens/watt 
Fluorescent 67-91 lumens/watt 
Mercury vapor 56-63 lumens/watt 
Incandescent 17-22 lumens/watt 

ECO 33: ADD SWITCHING AND TIMERS TO SHUT OFF LIGHTS 

If there are insufficient switches installed for unwanted 
lights to be turned off, consult an engineer, contractor, 
or utiiity company to determine the cost and procedures 
for installing additional BWitches. EaM- 2 includes further 
details. 

There are many types of surface mounted flat ribbon 
conductors available for installation in existing spaces; 
they can be installed with the minimum dislocation of 
existing wiring or damage to interior decorations. 
Locate new switches near doors or where they are most 
convenient for occupant use! Switches in inconvenient 
locations will not be. used. If switches are group
mounted lable each one to indicate the area it controls. 

Provide time BWitches for areas which are commonly used 
for short times, and in which lighting is 'inadvertently 
but frequently left on. (i.e. reference rooms and stock 
rooms.) At a pre-determined time after the switch has 
been turned on, it will automatically shut off; if the 
area is to used for a long period of time, the switch 
can be manually overridden. 

To e~Bure the success of any switching program, instruct 
all occupants in the use of available switching. Ensure 
that any changes to switching are in compliance with 
electrical codes. 

ECO 34: REMOVE llNNECESSARYLAMPS ' 

Remove unnecessary lamps when those remaining can provide the 
desired level of illumination. When removing fluorescent or 
high intensity discharge lamps. also remove the ballast 
(or 1isconnect it in place), If it is left connected to 
the pCMer source it will continue to consume energy even 
tliough it serves no useful purpose. When two lamp fluo
rescent fixtures are mounted in a row, remove lamps in 
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alternate fixtures of the raws (rather than removing one 
entire row) to derive higher quality lighting. In order 
to maintain the recommended lighting level it may be 
necessary, after removing some lamps\ to use increased 
output lamps in place of some of the remaining lamps. 
Even so, the measure should result in net savings of 
energy. In many cases it will be possible to relgmp 
the remaining fixtures with more efficient lamps to 
provide more lumenslwatt -- increased illuminatio~ levels 
without increased wattage. Refer to Figure, 30 to deter
mine appropriate footcandle output with some common lamp 
replacements. 

Lamp efficiencies vary between lamps consuming the same 
number of watt~, and lamps of the same type. Different 
colors, shapes, gaseous fills, cathode construction and 
internal coatings cause those variations. For example, a 
fluorescent 40-watt, T-12 lamp, rated 430 millamperee. 
can have a rating from around 53 lumens to around 92 
lumens per watt. Or, for example, a natural whit~ color 
fluorescent lamp at 2100 lumens (53 lumens/watt) provides 
1/3 less foot candles than cool white fluorescent lamps 
at 3200 lumens (80 lumens/watt.) In some eases, it may 
be desirable to relamp with lower wattage lamps as an 
alternative to removal of lamps. 

An' example of energy and money saved by removing two lamps 
from every other fixture (and disconnecting ballasts) is 
given oelow. 

Example: BUILDING TYPE -'RETAIL STORE 

Number and type of fixtures (4-40W) 2' x 4' 375 
Floor area 24,000 sq. ft. 
Illumination level before change 100 Fe 
Hours of operation/yr. 3720 hours 
Watts saved by the change ~ 100W x 375 • 18,750 watts 
Energy saved/yr.,= l8,750W -Z

1000 x 3720 hrs • . ' 69,750 kwh 

At an electricity cost of 4~/KWH, dollar savings • 69,750 x .04 

= $2790 

Additonal savings in energy for cooling, due to reduced heat 
gain from lighting, will more than compensate for any 108s 
of heat from lighting which occurs in the winter. 
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Figure ~30 En$ineering Data 

This graph is derived from calculations baaed on manu
facturers data and should.be used only to obtain order
of 1I1Sgnitude savirigs that NY be avallab le. 

C.U. - Coefficient of Utilization 
M.1•• Maintenancp. factor 

footcandles ··NO. lamps (lamp lumens) No. fixtures (C.D.) M.1. 
area 

footcandles - No. lamps (c.u.)I(lamp·lumens) No. fixtures (M.F.)lt area 'j 

footcandles • No. lamps (C.U.) Iconstant - for any specific area] 

Tnerefore,footcandles vary directly with No. lamps &C.U. 
Coefficient of utilization varies by only about 
10%, hence, has been neglected for the approxima
tion presented in this figure. 

Since 	wattage consumption depends on the· number of lamps and 
ballasts used;wattage consumption varies dirEctly with 
Ill.1lllber of lampe used. 

http:should.be
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ECO 35: REDUCE LIGHTING LOAD BY RELAMPING 

Efficiency of lamps is measured in lumells or useable light 
produced per watt input. Selecting lampa ~~th higher lumens 
per watt could permit the removal of some lamps, providing 
the lumens produce the required footcandles. More efficient 
lamps als'o impose smaller heat loads on the air conditioning 
system. In supermarkets and produce markets, reduced lighting 
reduces loads on commercial refrigeration systems as well. 
In winter, any heat lost by the reduction in wattage can gen
erally be supplied more efficiently by the heating system itself. 

When relamping, use more efficient light sources. Refer 
to Figure 31 for suggested changes to increase 
lighting efficiency without modifications to luminaires 
or ballas ts • 

The variation in efficiency of lamps (measured in lumens ' 
per watt) between incandescent lamps and high ?ressure 
sodium vapor lamps, is about 1 to 7 -- an extreme example. 
Proper application of lamps, however, precludes the higher 
eff:tciency lamps in all applications. For example, using 
a yery bright concentrated light source, i.e. a high 
pressure sodium vapor lamp, in an office with a low ceiling 
would not provide comfortable lighting. Instead fluorescent 
lamps with outputs up to about 93 lumens per watt will be 
both effective and energy conserving. Or, for example, 
a 20-watt incandescent lamp in a fixture directly attached 
to a paper holder at a typist's desk could provide 60 
footcanales on a manuscript with low ambient background 
lighting. It would require 100-watts of =luorescent 
lighting from a ceiling fixture, even though the fluorescent 
lamp produces more lumens per watt. Esthetics, size, efficiency, 
coler, initial cost and operation and maintenance cost all 
help to determine choice of lamps. Energy conservation in 
fighting is not synonymous with sacrificing quality. 
Quality is not a measure of quantity only; it is obtained 
by intelligent application of the many interrelated factors. 
Correctly-applied, energy conservation can increase the 
quality of lighting while reducing operating costs. 

Generally, the lamp type recommended for e:ach application 
in Table 1 is the most favorable for energy conservation. 
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TABLE. 1 

, ENERGY CONSERVING LAMP' APPLICATIONS 

La:!lrpType 

Incandescent 

Fluorescent 

Higb.. Intendty 
Discharge 

Applications 

1. 	 Short time uses such as decorative 
displsy lighting or out-of-doors 
(Christmas trees). 

2. 	 Religious worship halls, 

3. 	 In projection. lamps for illuminating 
work closets or other very confined 
spaces. 

4. 	 Stage spotlighting. 

5. 	 Where small light source are required 
to light the task. 

1. 	 Offices and other relatively low 
'ceiling applications. 

2. 	 Flashing advertising signs. 

3. 	 Service islands at service stations 

4. 	 Display cases in stores. 

5. 	 Desk lamps. 

6. 	 Classrooms or training centers. 

7. 	 Csfeterias (with color correction). 

1. 	 Stores and other relstively high 
ceiling applications. 

2. 	 Auditoriums 

3. 	 Outdoor area lighting 

4. 	 Outdoor flood lighting 

5. 	 Outdoor building security lighting 

6. 	 Marking of obstructions' 
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It i8 a180 desirable to adopt 8 group reiamping program so 
that when a najority of the fluorescent tubes resch the 
point of only 70% of their rated output they will be re
placed. Labor costs are generally less for group relamp
ing than for individual relamping throughout the year. 

ECO 36: REDUCE POWER FOR LIGFlTING BY REPLACING BALLASTS 

When the standard ballasts in existing systems fail or must 
be replaced. substitute high efficiency types. 

For instance. in an installation of 1,000 2-lamp 40-watt 
fluorescent luminaires each ordinary ballast consumes 12 
to l6-watts amounting to an annual energy consumption of 
24,000 to 32,000 kilowatt hours in buildings operating 
2,000 hours/year. On the other hand, an efficient ballast 
having only 10 watts lOBS will only use 20,000 kil~watt 
hours annually, for a savinga of 4,000 to 12,000 kilowatt 
hours a year. : 
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~D~S TO REDUCE ENERGY USED FOR LIGHTING 

TURHOFF LIGHTS 

:-Mark all ganged' switches with identification of tM lights 
controlled. Color code switches and institute a program of 
use. (i.e. Blue 7 a.m.-6 p.m., Red 9 a.m.-l2/1 p.m.-4:30 
p.m. etc.) 

-Instruct 	occupants and'mafntenance personnel to switch off 
all lights wnich are not required, even for portions of 
tns day, including lights for: 

Storage rooms 
Vending machines (Use vending machine illUlllinat1.on). 
Mechanical equipment rooms 
Auditoriums, conference rooms and caJeterias' (when not used) 
Meet:!:ng rooms (when not used) 
Bulletin boards 
Office directories 
Unassigned office areas 
Any areas where natural light is available 
Loading d!:)cks. 

-Turn off all lights other than those needed for security 
when the building is unoccupied. 

-Substitute small table or 'floor-mounted lamps it!. lounge 
arees or waiting rOoms and turn off modular ceili:€1.g fixtures. 

-For cleaning which must be done at night, turn on lights only 
in that portion of the building which is being cleaned 
immediately. 

-Switch off lights in each area when moving to the next. 
-Turn off display case internal lighting (in food cases 
of a supermarket, for example) when premiSes are unoccupied, 

-Turn off incandescent lighting over top display of meat 
cases in a supermarl~et. 

-Turn off flood lighting which is strictly decorative. 
-In kitchens, avoid keeping infrared food warming lamps on 
when no food is being kept warm. 

-Turn off lights in areas of religious bu~ldings which are 
not used during the week. 

-Maintain haz~rd and egress lighting at all times a~ required 
b;, building and fire codes. 

INCREASE :::::; EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EXISTING LIGHTING SYSTEM 

-Clean and wash walls, ceilings and floors. 
-When repainting, use light colored paint on ceilings, 
~a1ls and floors but avoid objectionable specular re
flections from gloss finishes. (Consult applicable fire 
codes for flame spread ratings of interior finishes.) 

http:illUlllinat1.on


-~~ recarpeting or retiling, put in lighter colored 
carpets or tiles. (Consult ,local fire codes for ratings 
of materials.) 

-When refurnishing, select lighter color furnishings. 
-Remove partitions where no longer requiren. (Identify fire 
partitions and leave intact, aa specified by building code. 
Aleo partitions may contain or retard noi~e deemed hazard
ous by federal standards(oSH.A}. If wall outlets with 
partitions are eliminated, electrical codes may require 
alternate outlets in floor.) 

-Decrease partition heights where possible. (Again, checlt 
for compliance with building and fire codes, as well as 
occupational standards for noise, etc.) 

-Lower luminaire closer to the lighting task especially in 
high bay areas such as storage and equipment rooms. (If 
alteration of ceiling assembly is involved check for com
pliance with fire ratings. 

-~nere possible change the relationships between the light 
source and task by moving the luminaire or relo~ating the 
task so that the light source is to one side oc the task 
rather than directly in front of directly over it. 

-Direct security lighting where it is most required, such 
as at windows and entrances, and reduce it where the 
security problems are minimal. 

-For display or merchandising lighting, establish grouped, 
highlighted display islands where many products can be lit 
with the same lighting sources and reduce the total 
number of display island,S. 

MAKE BETTER USE OF DAYLIG1:IT 

-Clean windows and skylights. 
-Where practicsl, schedule periods of occupancy, 

cleaning and meetings to make maXimum use of dsylight. 
-Locate tasks that need the best illumination closest to 

the windows, with the task-viewing angle para.llel to the 
"indowe. 

-Switch off electric lights in areas when natural light is 
available. 

-Add additional switches to turn off electric lights where 
luminaire arrangement and circuiting permits. Refer to ECM
II for details on modifications to the switching system. 

-Increase the interreflectances of interior surfaces. 
-To reduce galre, rearrange work stations so that side wall 

daylight crosses perpendicular to the l~nes of vision•. 
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-In ·the winter, open blinds and drapes even if space mildly 
overtuaats. 

-In buildings without air conditioning systems, open blind 
and drapes in summer· even if space mildly .overheats. 

'-Block out or paint out surfaces· of skylights which receive 
excess amounts of direct sunlight in the summer: leave 
other surfaces clear. 

REMOVE EXCESS LAMPS 

Removing both Lampa ct a Two-Lamp Fluorescent Fixture. 

When removing both lamps, disconnect the black and white 
ballast power leads from the power supply. In addition to 
the Yattage saved from the lamp removal, there will be 
savings in ballast wattage as follows: 

LAMP TYPE BALLAST. WATTS SAVED 

F40 
5lim1ine 
High Output (800 mA.) 

7 
11-13 
12 

High Output (1,500 mA.) 13.5 

Removing Two Lames in a Four Lamp Fluorescent FL~ture or 
One Lamp in Three Lame Fixtures 

For rapid start 430 milliampere lamps in a four-lamp 
fixture, remove both inside lamps and disconnect power 
wiring to their associated ballast. (Savings will be 
lamp wattage plua ballast wattage). In a 3-lamp fixture 
relllove the middle lamp. 

Two lamps in a 2'wide fluorescent fixture is actually 
more efficient than four lamps in the same fixture. The 
resultant lighting levels using only two lamps will be 
greater than half the level if four lamps· were used. 

Removing One Lamp in a Two Lame High Intensity Discharge 
F!xture 

Removing " lamp from a two lamp mercury or metal halide 
ballast will generally cause no adverse effect. However, there 
will still be a current flow consuming as much. 
as 20 watts in a 400-watt lamp ballast or 50 watts in a 
1,000 watt lamp ballast, disconnect the ballast to S5Ve 
energy. 
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REmoving a lamp from a t~ lamp high pressure sodium 
ballast for more than a short period of tiroe will damage 
the starting circuit in the ballast beca~se the circuit will 
operate continuosly with the lamp removed. A failed lamp 
can cause the s8llle type of damage. Remove both lamp and 
ballast. 

USE "NOREE:FFICIENTLAMPS 

-Use a single, larger incandescent lamp where possible, 
ratfier than two or more smaller lamps. Higher wattage 
general service incandescent lamps are mOre efficient 
than lower wattage. lamps. For example, one 100-watt 
(at 1,750 lumens outout) produces more light than two 
60-watt lamps (at 2 x 860 lumens output per lamp c 

1,720 lumens). 
-Avoid ~lti-1eve1 lamps, where light levels are not often 

changed. The efficacy of a single lamp is higher per watt 
than a multi-level lamp. For example, a 50-100-150 watt 
multi-level lamp operating at 100 watts has an efficacy 
of 17.1 lumens per watt. 

-Avoid replacing incandescent lamps by self-ballasted 
Eercury vapor lamps, as they give less light than the 
same wattage incandescent. 

-Avoid using extended service lamps except in special 
cases, such as recessed directional lights, where short 
lamp life is a problem. In those ceses use one size 
smaller extended service lamp. For the same wattage •. 
general service lamps at 750 to 1,000-hour life are 
more efficient than extended service lamps at 2,500 hours. 
An extended service lamp (100 watt) producing 14.8 
lumens per watt will require 17.5% more 

power to provide the same lighting as a general 

service lamp (100 watt) producing 17.51umens per watt. 

Most cost studies show extended service lamps are not 

economical. 


-1l'nen re1amping, replace 40-watt fluorescent lamps with 
35-watt lsmps to achieve a reduction in lighting level 
of approXimately 18%, while saving 20% in fixture electri 
cal energy. 

USE MORE EFFICIENT BALLASTS 

-When ballasts burn out, replace with the following: 

~or fluorescent lights, 430 milliampere, replace 
low power factor high-watt ballasts with high 
power factor (90% or more), low-watt ballasts. 
(Circuits with 50% power factor ballasts have 240% 
more energy losses in wiring than th~se with 90% 
power factor ballasts). 
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RELAMPING CHANGES TO INCREAsE LIGHTING EFFICIENCY WITHOUT MODIFICATIONS TO LUMINAIRES 

OR BALlASTS 

(All lamps operating at 120 volts) 

Incandescent L~s 

Present Light Source Replacement Light Source 

Lumens Watta lira. Life 
Lamp Lamp @Socket @Socket @Socket Houra Reduction 

Watts Description Volts Volta Volta Volta Watts Description Lumens Life in Watts 

40 40 A/99 130 323 35 7,000 25 25 A 235 2,500 10 ! 

U> '" 
60 60 A/99 130 597 53 7,000 	 40 40 A 455 1,500 13 '" I 


40 40 A!99 420 2,500 13 

75 75 A!99 130 770 66 7,000 	 54 54 A 775 3,500 12 


55 55A 670 2,500 11 

60 60 A 870 1,000 6 

60 60 A!99 775 2,500 6 


100 100 A/99 130 1,1117 88 7,000 75 75A!99 1,190 ;150 13 
100 100 A21/99 130 1,109 88 7,000 75 75 A!99 1,000 2,500 13 

150 150 A23/99 130 1,779 132 7,000 90 90 A l,2'l0 3,500 ';2 
150 150/99 130 1,7?! 132 7,000 92 92 A 1,490 2,500 40 

100 A 	 750 32100 1,750 
100 100 A/99 2,500 1",90 32 ~ 

150 150 R/FL 120 l,B70 150 2,000 75 75PAR/FL 765 2,000 75 ~i!I 

150 150PAR/FL 120 1,740 ea 150 ea 2,000 250 Q 250 Par38 3,220 3,000 50 

200 200 A/99 130 2,626 176 7,000 150 150 A 2,8BO 750 26 m
200 200/99 IF 130 2,510 176 7,000 150 150 A23/99 2,310 2,500 26 

135 135 135A 2,100 3,500 l,l 
41 138 138 A 2,300 2,500 38 

HSB160/SS/M 2,700Preceding page blank 	 160 20,000 16 

~ 



Fi~"~e 3~ continued 

Incandescent Lamps 

Present l.ight Source Replacement Light Svurce. 

Watts Description 
Lamp 
Volta 

Lumen @ Watts @ 
Socket Socket 
Volts Volts 

IIrs.Life 
@Socket 
Volts Watts Description Lumens 

lIrs. 
Life 

Reduction 
in Watts 

60 60/99IF Exten
del Service 

120 740 60 2,500 54 54/99IF Exten
ded Service 

645 2,500 6 

60 60A19/35 Indus
trial Service 

120 670 60 3,500 54 54A19/35 Indus
trial Service 

5.90 3,500 6 

100 

100 

100/99IF Exten-
Ded Service 

100A21/35 Exten -
ded Service 

120 

120 

1,480 

1,280 

100 

100 

2,500 

3,500 

90 

90 

90/99IF Exten
ded Service 

90A21/35 Exten
ded Service 

1230 

1090 

2,500 

3,500 

10 

10 

I 
N 

'" 0 
I 

150 150A/99IF Ex
tended Service 

120 2,350 150 2,500 135 . 135A/99IF Ex
tended Service 

1990 2,500 15 

150 150A25/35 In
duatria1 Seryice 

120 2,150 . 150 3,500 135 135A25/35 In
dustrial Service 

1790 3,500 15 

, 
I 

300 300 120 4,900 300 3,000 250 250PS-35 Self-
Ballasted Mercury 

4800 11,00050 

1000 

1500 

1000 

1500 

120 

120 

18,300 

28,400 

1000 

1500 

3,000 

3,000 

750 

1,250 

750R-57 Self-
Ballasted Mercury 
1250 Bt-56 
Self Ballasted 
Mercury 

17650 

38000 

15,000 250 

15,000,250 
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Figure 31, continued 

Incandescent Lamps 

Present Light Source Replacement Light Source 

Lumens Watts @ Bra. Life 
Lamp Lamp @Socket Socket @Socket Hours Reduction 

Watts Description Volts Volts Volts Volts Watts DescriEtion Lumens Life in Watts 

300 
300 

300 

300 M/99 IF 
300/99 IF 

300 

130 
130 

120 

3,996 
3,996 

5,820 

264 
264 

300 

7,000 
7,000 

1,000 

200 
200 
300 
300 

lOOA 
200A/99 

llSB 300/SS/M 
!lSB 300/5S 

4,010 
3,410 
7,800 
.7,800 

750 
2,500 

20,000 
20,000 

64 . 
64 
0 
0 

500 
500 

500/99 IF 
500/99 IF 

130 
120 

6,984 
9,070 

440 
500 

7,000 
2,500 

300 
450 

aSB 300/SS 
BSB 450/SS 

7,800 
9,500 

20,000 
16,000 

140 
50 

I..,
",.... 
I 

750 

750 

750/99 

750 R 52 

130 

120 

10,934 

13,000 

660 

750 

7,000 

2,000 

500 
500 
450 
750 

500 
500/99 

!lSB 450/SS 
aSB 750R/120 

lO,850 
9,070 
9,500 

14,000 

1,000 
2,500 

16,000 
16,000 

160 
160 
210 

0 

1,000 1,000/99 130 15,246 880 7,000 750 
750 

750 
750/99 

17,040 
14,200 

1,000 
2.500 

130 
130 



Figure 31, continued 

Incandescent Lam}!s 

Present Light S~ Replacement Light Source 

Beam Beam 
Candle lira. Candle Hrs. Reduction 

Watta-- Description powe~ Life Watts Descripticn power Life in Watts 

100 Reflector 800 5,000 75 PAR-38 Projector 1,430 5,000 25. 
Floodlight R-40 Floodlight 

150 Reflector 
Floodlight R-40 

1,200 5,000, lOOPAR-38 Projector 
Floodllght 

2,230 5,000 50 

150 

150 

Reflector 
Floodlight R-40 
Reflector 

1,200 

1,200 

5,000 

5,000 

15 PAR-J8 

100 BR-40 

Projector 
Floodlight 
Floodlight 

1,430 

1,200 

5,000 

5.000 

75 

50 

I 
N 

'" N 
I 

Floodlight R-40 
200 Reflector 1,600 5,000 l50PAR-J8 Projector 3,450 5,000 50 

Floodlight R-40 Floodlight 
JOO Reflector 2,450 5,000 200PAR-J8 Projector 4,560 5,000 100 

Floodlight R-40 Floodlight 
500 Reflector J,600 5,000 250PAR-38 Projector 5,850 5,000 250 

Floodlight R-40 Floodlight 

II , I 
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Figure 31, continued 

Incandescent Lam~s 

Present Light Source Replac<>ment Light Source 

Reduction 
Watts Description Color Lumens Watts 

r--
Description eolor Lumens .!:!! Watts 

40 F4OT12-48" CW 3150 3/, F40/RS/FJiI CW 2800 6 

, 
40 F40T12-48" Will 3200 34 F40/RS/FJiI Will 2900 6 N 

0.... 
I 

15 F96T12S1im CW 6300 60 F96T12/FJiI CW 5220 15 
line 

15 F96T12Slim Will 6400 60 F96T12/FJiI Will 5340 15 
line 



Figure 31, continued 

liigh Intensity Discharge I,amps 

Present Light Source Replacement Light Source 

Watts Description Color Lumens 
Uours 
Life Watts Description Color Lumens 

!lours 
Life 

Reduction 
in Watts 

400 
Nercury Vapor 
l!33CD-4oo 
H33G1-400/DX 

Clear 21,000 
Deluxe 23,000 
White 

24,000 300 
24,000 300 

Mercury Vapor 
H3lCD-300 
I133GL-300/DX 

Clear 14,000 
Deluxe 15,100 
White 

16,000 
16,000 

100 
100 

I 
N 

'" .0-
I 

400 Mercury Vapor 23,000 24,000 360 High pressure' 
sodi.UIlI 34,200 12,000 40 

175 Nercury Vapor 8,500 24,000 150 lIigh pressure 
sodium 12,000 12,000 25 

'. 
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A. BACKGROUND 

The amount of electric power used within a building 
measured in kilowatt hours (kwh) - depends upon (l) the 

demands of, the systems which use power to supply the 
"building" load (lighting, heating, ventilating, cooling, 
domestic hot water, commercial refrigeration, elevators, 
escalators, business machinery, communications systems, 
cooking, snow melting and other processes), (2) the power 
losses of the conversion and distribution systems which 
supply those loads, and (3) the cnaracterisitics of the 
electric service and distribtuion systems. The oppor
tunities to reduce "building" and "parasitic" distribu
tion loads have been detailed in other sections. As an 
example, when the quantity of water or air circulated in 
a HVAC system is reduced, less power is needed tc drive 
fans and pumps and, accordingly, it is possible co reduce 
annual energy consumption even further. Improper distri 
bution voltage, low power factor, transformers at inefficient 
loading points, losses from standby transformers, excessive 
operation of motors and equipment, improper control and low 
load factors of motors, and excessive voltage drop in under
sized conductors or wiring are the major causes of the waste 
of electric energy. Reducing the kWh of electricity used 
by the building reduces the consumption of raw source energy 
(the amount of energy required to generate electricity at 
the power plant) by a factor of more than three. The 
boiler and generator losses at the power plant and transmission 
and distribution losses from the plant to the building 
account for about 70% of the energy used in generating 
electricity. Nationally, conserving electrical energy helps 
to conserve oil, gas, and coal supplies which are consumed 
in the generation of electricity at fossil-fueled pOlJe.r 
plants and in the mining and processing of uranium for 
nuclear plants. 

Before changing or adjusting equipment or operating proced
utes, and if building personnel are inexperienced or not 
qualified to implement any options which are chosen, consult 
an electrician or ele.ctrical enSine"i to analyze the proposed 
changes and perform the work. 

Preceding page blank 
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B. ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES 

ECO 37 REDUCE OPERATING TIME OF ELEVATORS 'AND ESCALATORS 

The amount of power required annually to operate an elevator 
is a function of the height of the building, the number of 
stops, passenger capacity and load factors, and the efficiency 
of the hoisting mechanism. For example. a 2,500 10. capac
ity "local" elevator,making 150 stops per car-mile cOllSumea 
about 5 kwh per car-mile, while an "express" elevator making 
75 stops per car-mile consumes about 4 kwh. A 4.500 lb. 
capacity elevator in a l2-story department store stopping 
at every floor will use 13 kwh per car-mile. Consumption 
will vary between elevators of the same capacity depending 
on the type of hoisting motor and control, whether the 
elevator is hydraulic, geared or gearless and the kind of 
service and the amount of load offset by the counterweight. 
Select speeds that are as slow as possible, while keeping' 
llllUimum waiting time to no more than 2 minutes. Seek the 
assistance of the elevator manufacturer or a consulting 
engineer to study the traffic patterns and to reschedule 
as necessary. Where multiple elevators are installed 
reduce the number in service during light traffic periods. 

Assuming 35% equivalent full load operation. escalator 
energy consumption may vary from 1.3 kw per hour for a 
32~inch wide model operating,at 90 feet per minute with 
a 14-foot vertical rise, to . 3.0 kw per hour for a 48
inch wide ,model operating at 90 feet per minute with a 
25-foot vertical rise. Escalators consume energy 
whether they are carrying passengers or not. 

Eeo 38 REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR EQUIPMENT AND MACHINES 

Most buildings contain many electrically driven machines 
which are left switched on and idling but which are used 
only for short periods of time or when the building is 
occupied. Make an inventory of all office and business 
machines, convenience machines etc •• and determine their 
true periods of use. Install time clocks to cont~ol 
machines such as automatic vendors. Encourage typists 
and clerka to turn off electric typewriters, desk 
calculators etc. when notactuslly in use. 

ZCO 39 REDUCE P&\K LOADS 

Utility tece structures are based not only on the building's 
total usage of electricity, but also on ita peak demand 
which may occur for only a few hours once or twice each year, 
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but which establishes demand chdrg~s for the reet of the 
months. Institute a thorough load shedding program to 
assign levels of priority to the equipment in the building. 
Manually shut off some of the equipment with large motors 
during periods of higb electrical usage to reduce peak 
demand, save on operating costa, and conserve energy. 
Practiced on a large scale, load leveling reduces the peak 
demand of the generating.plant and lessens the chance of 
brownouts, blackouts, and low voltage problema. 

Consult with the utility which serves the building to 
analyze the rate structure and to determine when the 
peaks occur and how they can be reduced. The loads 
shed most readily include electric water heaters, domestic 
hot water circulators, air conditioning refrigeration 
units, large pumps, noncritical lighting, and elevators. 

ECO 40 REDUCE TRANSPOR.~ LOSSES 

Transformers reduce transmission and distribution voltage 
to equipment operating voltage. Eaat generation and 
dissipation, due to electrical resistance in the trans
former, results in electrical energy losses. Even when 
equipment served by the transformer is inoperative, 
aome energy is lost unless primary power to the trans
former is switched off. wilen the transformer serves loads 
which are not required for relatively extensive periods 
of time, complete disconnection from the pri.mary power 
may be feasible. Take care, however, to avoid disconnect
ing transformers thet feed clocks, heating control circuits, 
fire alarms, or critical procees equipment. Potential 
savings are 3 to 4 watts per kilovolt amp orvAl. 

Exa:nmle: 

Switch off a 150 KVA transformer for 12 hours/week-day 
at night, and 48 hours over the weekend (or a total of 
lOB hours/week and 5616 houre/year). Assuming savings 
of 4 watts per KVA, energy saved in one year will be: 

4 watts/KVA x 150 KVA x 5616 hours - 3,369,600 watt hours 
or approximately 3370 kwh. 

At an electricity price of 4¢ kwh, savings will be: 
3370 kwh x 4¢/kwh ~ $135.80 
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-'ECO 	 41 IMPROVE' THE EFFICIENCY OF MOTORS 

Because original ioad calculation estimates ara usually 
conservative, and when loads heva been reduced through' 
conservation neaaUres, most motors are oversized for the 
equipment load they are, serving. If the ratio of the 
motor loading to the motor's horsepower rating is small, 
the power factor will De low and the motor will operate 
inef£icient.ly. 

Undertake a comprehensive study of all the motors in the 
building to determine their load factors. 

Gather and record the following information: 

1. 	 The equipment served by the motor. 

2. 	 The motor nameplate information for each motor, inclu

ding: brand, type, frame, horsepower, speed or speeds, 

voltage phases and frequency, mounting, full load 

rating. 


3. 	 Measure with an ammeter and record the full load running 

current ot each phase leg. 


4. 	 Measure with voltmeter and record the voltage at the 

motor wnen measuring running current. 


5. 	 Record pully size and type, i.e. V belt, chain, etc. 

Find motor loading by mUltiplying the current draw, as re
corded in item 3, above, by the voltage, item 4, and then 
dividing by 1000 to convert to kilowatt input. Convert 
nameplate H.P. rating (item 2) to kw by multiplying H.P. 
by 0.746. Then t~,e the ratio of actual input to nameplate 
rating to determine the load factor on the motor. 

Motors that are not loaded to at least 60% of' their potential 
are relativeiy inefficient and reduce the power factor of the entire 
electrical system. Exchange underloaded motors with others 
on the ?remises to ac]deve as close to full loading on each 
motor as possible. If a motor needs repl~cement, conSider 
interchanging motors then, too. For equipment which cycles 
on and Qff at short intervals heat build-up is a less 
critical problem than in other cases. The motor service 
factor establishes the maximum overload possible without 
exceeding the motor's temperature rating. Utilize this 
info4IDStion (available through the manufacturer) when in 
the process of exchanging and interchanging the motors 
currently in use, and, for cycling' equipment, select 
smaller motors, rated slightly below maximum load require
ments and allow aome overloading to occur. 

http:inef�icient.ly
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Small split-phase or shaded-pole motors, often used in 
perimeter fan coil units, have low power factors and are 
inefficient. Turn off these motors during mild winter 
nights to permit the fan coil to operate by natural 
convection. 

When evaluati~g the potential for larger savings, compare 
the cost o'f. replacing inefficient motors with the savings 
in electrical operating cost which would be achieved with 
new motors. Refer to ECM 2 ior procedure. 

GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY USED FOR POWER 

REDUCE ELEVATORS AND ESCALATOR OPERATION 

-Reduce the number of elevators in service during hours 
when majority of persons are not leaving or entering 
the building. 

-Turn off the 1Il0.tor-generator set located in th.e ",levator 
machine rOOm when not in use - nights, week-endci. holidays 
and slack periods during the day. 

-Turn off escelators to unoccupied floors of offices 
or retail store floors during renovations. 

-Operate demand escalators only during peak periods 
-Reduce speed of escalators and elevators. 
-Where security arrangement.s permit, encourage employees 

to walk up and down one flight of stairs rather than to 
use vertical transportation systems. 

-COnsider turning off ell drrwn escalators during periods 
of light traffic. 

-Consider turning off up escalators on alternate floors 
during periods of light traffic. 

REDUCE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE Ah~ MACHINERY OPERATING TIME 

Turn off: 

-COffee pots and food warmers when not in use. 
-Refrigerated drinking fountains at the end of normal 
business hours. 

-Refrigeration units (and consider disconnecting units 
at all times). . 

~Vending machines at the end of the ~eek where food 
spoilage is not a problem. Use time clock to turn on 
the vending machine in time for the soft drinks to 
reach 4SoF. by Monday morning at employee arrival time. 

-Portable electric heaters, portable fans, typewriters, 
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calculators, and reproduction machines when not in use. 
-Automatic window displays and revolving signs at the 

end of normal business hours (and consider further 
reductions in operating time).· 

-Electric heat tracing when there is no fluid flow in 
pipes and when· the outdoor temperature is above freezing. 

-Elevator fans where &making is not permitted and where 
applicable codes allow. 

Discourage Excessive Use of Equipment: 

-Encourage employees to go to the cafeteria or .canteen 
for coffee breaks rather than operating coffee percolators 
in offices. 

-Encourage chefs to preheat ovens no earlier than nec
cessary and to forego preheating completely except for 
bakad goods.· 

-Consider reducing the number of electrically powered 
business machines in use. 

-Insulate cooking equipment in kitchens, when possible. 
-Prohibit use of portable electric heaters and encourage 

employees to move to a different location on the floor. 
if drafts or cold radiation from windows are caUSing 
them discomfort. 

-Where practical, substitute manual labor for electtical 
power, such as using _nusl labor to remove snow and ice 
rather than electric resistance snow melting systems. 

REDUCE TRP~SFORMER LOSSES 

-De-energize transf.ormers supplying unused offices or 
other areas. 

-De-energize refrigeration chiller transformers during the 
heating season. 

-De-energize heating equipment transformers during the 
cooling season. 

-wnere the~is a bank or two or more trsnsformers, operate 
transformers at the most efficient losding point. 

-Reduce copper losses in the wiring - which increase with 
ambient temperature - bY ventilating transformer vaults to 
reduce the ambient temperature. 

-:hade outdoor transformer banks from solar radiation. 
-De-energize dry type transformers serving convenience 
outlets w;,en there is no load - at night and during 
weekends and holidays. 
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INCREASE MOTOR EFFICIENCY 

Tighten belts and pulleys at r<egular intervals to re

duce losses due to slip. 

Lubricate motor and drives regularly to reduce friction. 

Replace worn bearings. 

Check alignment betweEn motor and driven equipment to 

reduce wear and excessive torques. 

Keep motors clean to facilitate cooling. 

~'hen replacing worn or defective motors, replace ~ith 


motor sized as close to load as possible, and use the 

highest efficiency motor available. 

~re it is impracticable to replace motors ~ich have 

low load and p~wer ractors, use capacitors at motor 

terminals to correct the p~wer factor to 90%. 
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APPENDIX A 
COST INDICES 

For the purpose of this study, nine cities have been considered 
as follows: New York, Ch.icago, Houston, Phoenix, Miami, Seattle, 
Los A~ge1es, Denver and Atlanta. 

Labor rates, including fringes, as of January 1975 were 
tabulated for certain selected trades, wh.ich were likely to 
be used for the type of work envisaged in the study and using 
New York City as base 100, the relative labor index for the 
respective cities was calculated. 

A list of basic materials was compiled and current prices 
for the items secured from suppliers in the respective 
cities, and again, using New York City as base 100, the relative 
material index was calculated. 

On the assumption that labor/material content of construction 
is approximately 60/40 respectively, a relative combined 
cost index for the cities was calculated resulting in the 
following! 

NEW YORK 100 

CHICAGO 93 

LOS ANGELES 93 

MIAMI 89 

PHOENIX SB 

SEATTLE 82 

DENVER 82 

ATLANTA 80 

HOUSTON 79 

ESCALATION 

Prices given for examples of work items'in this volume 
are generally New York City area prevailing costs as -of 
January 1975 (that is they have been calculated using 
materials and wages costs for the metropolitan area as of that 
date). 

Preceding page blank 
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ES~ALATION (Cont'd) 

Continually increasing costs of both labor and material will 
rapidly outdate this information. The user is therefore advised 
to obtain updat~d local costs tailored to his specific work 
project by calling upon the sarvices of a local professional 
consultant (Architect, Consulting Engineer, Cost Consultant) 
or general contractor. 

Prior to taking this action howevet.the user may wish initially 
to investigate the cost impact of any increase himself. 

This may be done by consulting one of the professionally 
prepared construction cost indices such as thoss prepered 
by Boeckhs; Y.W. Dodge Company; Marshall &Swift; Turner 
Construction Company or by consulting articles on cost 
escalation in trade journals such as Buildings; other 
building management journals and Engineering News Record. 

The latter magazine, a McGraw-Rill publication (issued . 
approximately every 8 to 10 days) would be available in the 
locsl technical library. Each issue contains.a feature 
entitled "Construe tion Scoreboard" which details cost 
index data. 

Using the Building cost index column the user can readily 
calculate the average percentage increase since January 1975 
and multiply the adjusted example coats accordingly to establish 
an updated price. 



APPENDIX B 
ENERGY CONSERVNrION EXAMPLE 

A. 	 ASSUMPTIONS: 

OFFICE BUILDING CHICAGO ILLINOIS. Gross area per floor = 
100' x 100' - 10,000 	sq.ft., 10 stories (total gross floor 
area = 100,000 sq.ft.). Floor-to-floor height ~ 10 ft., 
33% Window/wall area 	ratio. 

CONDITIONS- BEFORE OPERATIONAL CEP~GES: 

Clear single glazing, U=l.l Negligible interior shading 
assumed during heating season. Shading by curtains 
during cooling season, SC=.67. Wall U=0.3 (excluding 
glazed areas), roof U=0.2. Occupied 40 hours per week. 
Outdoor ventilation air = 19,800 cfm @30 cfm/person 
X 660 occupants. Average infiltration = 1/2 air change/ 
hour. Interior heat gains: Light 4.0 w/aq.ft., Office 
equipment = 0.5 w/sq.ft., Fans = 1.0 w!sq.ft. Total = 5.5 
w/sq.ft. 

No 	 cooling during unoccupied periods. 

lndoor temperature = 	75" heating season 
75· cooling season = 50% RH 

Domestic hot water flow rate = 2 gallons/day/person @ l40·F 

B. 	 SUMMAR,Y OF ENER.GY:'llSlID. Itl CHI~MCl' Gll'lrI'CE IDJ!UlING 
WITHOUT ENERGy.,.cONSmwI;NG OOTI"ONS' 

1. SITE ENER.GY Imlt"SG;.ft ./yr. 

HEATING (OILl, lo.6'~'400 
COOLING QJ:LECl 8 r2.0rr 
LIGHTJ:NG 3r~40'(T 
POWER 40..,6([0. 
DOM. HOT WATE1'\ 
TOTAL 

4;000
l1,;u,&Id' 

BTD1 S'<J. t ft. fyl' • 

HEATING 106',40.0 
COOLING* 21,,340: 
LIGHTlNG" 10.4.6'6(1 
POWER* 
DOM. HOT WATE~ 
TOTAL 

35',;33'<T "
4' 000' 

·2.'i:7~7JO· 

"'The Figures :t;or raw source anergY' !1efle:ct tl'ls. energy. 
conversion :t;or electricity.. 

2. 



, ANALYSIS OF ENERGY SAVINGS FOR ClIICAGO OFFICE BUILDING• 

BTU SAVINGS 
PER SO. FT. 'Yl!: 

38,000 
1,MO 
9,200 
2,500 

16,700 
36,400 
40,000 

43,000 
"2,600 
25,000 

1,600 
1,100 

1.700 
15,300 

1,500 
1,250 
2,800 

% REDUCTION 
IN THIS SEG
MENT OF ENERGY 

35% 
1% 
9% 
2% 

16% 
34% 
38% 

40% 
12% 
23% 

20% 
13% 

25% 
49% 

37% 
:32% 
70% 

%REDUCTION 
TOTAL ENERGY 

24.0% 
0.9% 

6% 
10 5% 

10.0% 
23.0% 
25.0% 

27.0% 
8.0% 

15.5% 
I.., 

..... 
17.,1'" 

0.71.. 

5.0% 
9.5% 

1.0% 
0.8% 
2.0% 

HEATING 

12 deg. night setback 

7 deg. day setback 


Increase boiler efficiency by 10% 

Reduce outside air Juring occupied periods to 


8 CFM/PSN 

,Caulk windows 
* Add storm windows
* Add night bsrrier (U=.l) 

Selected combinations: 

Increase boiler eff. 10% Plus 12° night setback 

Increase boiler eff. 10% Plus 7° day setback 

Increase boiler eff. tOr. Plus caulk windows 


COOLING 

~conomizer Cycle 

Reduce lighting to 2.0 watta/sq. ft. 


LIGHTING 

Reduce lighting to 3.0 watts/sq. ft. 

Reduce lighting to 2.0 watts/sq. ft, 


HOT WATER 

Lower water temperature to 100·F 

Reduce flow rate to 1 gal/PSN/QAY 

Combined 100°F temperature PluB reduced flow rate 


ANNUAL SITE 
ENERGY SAVINGS 

27,000 ga1.#2 oil 
1,000 ga1.#2 oil 
6,600 gsl.#2 oil 
1,800 ga1.#2 oil 

12,000 gal.#2 oil 
26,000 ga1.#2 oil 
29,150 ga1.112 oil 

31,000 gal.#2 oil 
'9,000 gal.#2 oil 

17,800 ga1./12 oil 

47,700 KWH 

31,500 KWH 


226,000 KWH 
450,000 KW11 

1,010 ga1.#2 oil 
920 8al.12 oil 

1,990 gal.12 oil 

* Change requires Some eapital investment - See ECM 2 


Note: For multiple changes the savings are not directly additive. 
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Absorption Chiller 

Absorption Coeffitient 

Absorptivity 

Ambient 

Activated Cathon 

Air Changes 

Ballast 

Blow ·llown 

nritighTharmal~:tt 
Qltul 

Building Envelope 

GLOSSARY 

A refrigeration machine using heat 
as the power input to generate 
chilled water. 

The fraction of the total radiant 
energy incident on a aurface that .is 
absorbed by the surface. 

The physical characteristic of a 
substance describing its ability 
to absorb radiation. 

Surrounding (i.e. ambient temperature 
is the temperature in the surrounding 
space). 

A form of carbon capable of absorbing 
odors"and vapors. 

Expression of ventilation rate in 
terms of room or building volume. 
Usually air changes/hour. 

A device used in starting circuit 
for fluorescent and other types of 
lamps. 

The discharge of water from a boiler 
or cooling tower sump.that contains 
a high proportion of total dissolved 
Bol:tds. 

A heat unit equal to the amount of 
heat required to raise one poUnd of 
of water ana degree Farenheit. 

All external surfaces which are sub
ject to climatic impact; for ey~mple, 
walle, windows, roof, floor, etc. 

Preceding page blank 
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Building Load 

Cavity Ratio 

Centrifugal Chiller 

Centrifugal Fan 

Heating load is the rate of heat loss 
from the building at steady state 
conditions when the ~ndoor and out
door temperatures are at their selected 
design levels (design criteria). The 
heating load alwa~s includes infiltra
tion and may include ventilation 
loss and heat gain credits for lights 
end people. .. 

Cooling load is the rate of heat 
gain to the building at a steady 
state condition when indoor and out
door temperatures are at their 
selected design levels, solsr gain 
is at its maximum for the building 
configuration and Orientation, and 
heat gains due to infiltration, 
ventilstion, lights, and people are 
present. 

number indicating room cavity propor
tions, which is calculated using 
length, width, and height. 

A refrigeration machine using mechan
ical ener~l input to drive a cen
trifugal compressor to generate 
chilled water. 

Device for propelling air by cen
trifugal action. Forward curved fans 
have blades which are sloped for
ward relative to direction of ro
tation. Backward curved fans have 
blades which are sloped backward 
relative to direction of rotation. 
Backward curved fans are generally 
more efficient at high pressures 
than forward curved fans. 

Coefficient of Utilization Ratio of lumens on a work plane to 
lumens emitted by the lamps. 

Cold Deck A cold air chamber forming part of 
a ventilating unit. 

Condensate Water obtained by changing the state 
of water vapor·. (i.e. steam or 
moisture in air) from a gas to a 
liquid. usually by cooling. 



Condenser 

Conductance, Thermal 

Cooling Twer 

Damper 

DegreeDav 

Degree Rour 

Demand Factor 

Desiccant 

Direct Expansion 

Disability Glare 
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A heat exchanger which removes latent 
heat from a vapor changing it to 
its JiQ11id state. (In refrigeration 
chillers the component which rejects 
heat. ) 

A measure of the·thermal conducting 
properties of a single .material 
expresse.d in units of Btu inch 
thickness per (sq. ft.) (hour) 
(degree F temperature difference) 

Device that cools water directly 
by evaporation. 

A device used to vary the volume 
of air passing through an SiT out
let, inlet, or duct. 

The difference between the median 
temperature of any day and 65°F when 
the median temperature is less 
than 65·F. 

The difference between the median 
temperature for sny hour and selected 
datum. 

The ratio of the maximum demand of 
a system, or part of a system, to 
the total connected load of s sys
tem or part of the system under 
consideration. 

A substance possessing the ability 
to absorb moisture. 

Generic term used to describe 
refrigeration systems where the 
cooling effect is obtained directly 
from the refrigerant {e.g. re
frigerant is evaporated directly 
in a cooling· coil in the air stream}, 

Spurious light.from any source, which 
impairs a viewer's ability to discern 
a given ·object. 



Double Bundle Condenser 

Dry Bulb Temperature 

Economizer Cycle 

Efficacv of Fixtures 

Energy Reguirement 

Enthalpy 

Equivalent Sphere 
Illumination 
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Condenser (usually in refrigeration 
machine) that contains two separate 
tube bundles allowing the option of 
either rejecting heat to the cool
ing tower or to another building 
system requiring heat input. 

The measure of the sensible tempera
ture of air. 

A method of operating a ventilation 
system to reduce refrigeration 
load. Hhenever the outdoor air 
conditions are more favorable (lower 
heat content) than return air condi
tions, outdoor air quantity is in
creased. 

Ratio,of usable light to energy input 
for a lighting fixture or system 

(lumens/watt) • 

The total yearly energy used by 
a building to maintain the selected 
inside design conditions under the 
dynamic impact of a typical year's 
climate. It includes raw fossil 
fuel consumed in the building 
and all electricitY'used for light
ing and power. Efficiencies of 
utilization are applied, and all 
energy is expressed in the common 
unit of Btu's. 

For the purpose of air conditioning 
enthalpy is the total heat content: 
of air above a datum usually in 
units of Btu/lb. It is the sum of 
sensible and latent heat and ig
nores internal e~ergy changes due 
to pressure change. 

That illumination which would fall 
upon a task covered by an imaginary 
transparent hemisphere which passes 
light of the same intensity through 
each unit area. 



Evaporator 

Foot-candle 

Beat Gain 

Heat Loss 

Heat, ;t.atent 

Heat, Sensible 

Heat, Specific 

Heat Pump 

Heat Transmisaion 
Coefficient 
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A heat exchan~er ~hich adds latent 
heat to a liquid changing it to 
a gaseous ata te (In a refrigeration 
system it is the component which 
absorbs heat). 

Energy of light at lI.distance of 
one foot from a standard (sperm oil) 
cBIldle. 

As applied to HVAC calculations, it 
ia that amount of heat gained by 
a apace from all sources, including 
people, lights, machines, sunshine. 
etc. The totsl heat gain repre
sents the amount of heat that 
be removed from a space to main 
indoor comfort conditions. 

The sum cooling effect of the build
ing structure when the outdoor 
temperature is lower than the de
sired indoor temperature. It repre
sents the amount .of heat thst must 
be provided to a space to maintain 
indoor comfort conditions. 

The quantity of heat required to 
effect a change in state. 

Heat that reaults in a temperature 
change but no change in state. 

Ratio of the amount of heat required 
to raise a unit mass of material I 
degree· to that required to raise 
a unit mass of water 1 degree. 

A refrigeration machine possessing 
the capability of reversing the flow 
aD that its output can be either heat
ing or cooling. When used for heat
ing, it extracts heat from s low 
temperature source to the point where 
it can be .used. 

Anyone of a number of coefficients 
used in the calculation of heat 
tranamission by conduction, con
vection, and radiation, through 
various materials and structures. 
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Hot-Deck 

Humidity; Relative-

Infiltration 

Insolation 

Langley 

Life Cycle Cost 

Load Leveling; 

Load Profile 

Lumen 

Luminaire 

Make-up 

Manchester, !lew Hampshire 
Project 

Modular 

A hot air chamber forming part of 
_a ventilating unit. 

A measurement indicating moisture 
content or air. 

The process by which outdoor air 
leaks into a building by natural 
forces through cracks around doors 
and windows, etc. (Usually undesirable) 

The amount of solar radiation on a 
given plane. Expressed in Langleys 
or Btu/ft. 2 

Measurement of radiation intensity. 

One Langley. 3.68 Btu/ft.2 


The cost of the equipment over its 
entire life including operating 
and ~aintenance costs. 

Deferrment of certain loads to 
-limit electrical power demand to 
a predetermined level. 

Time distribution of building heating, 
cooling, and electrical load. 

Unit of-luminous flux. 

Light fixture designed to produce 

a specific effect. 


Water supplied to a system to replace 

that lost by blOW down, leakage, 

evaporation, etc. 


A demonstration building commissioned 

by GSA (Isaak and Isaak, Architects) 

and developed by'Dubin-Mindell-Bloome 

Associates to incorporate energy 

conserving architectural features 

and mechanical and electrical systems. 


System arrangement whereby the demand 

for energy (heating, cooling) is met 

by 'a series of units sized- to meet 

a portion of the load. 




Orifice Plate 

Ouat Apparatus 

Piggyback Operation 

Power Factor 

R-Value 

Raw Source Enetgy 

Roof Spray 

SeaecnalEfficiancy 

Software 

Sol-air Temperature 
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Device inserted in a pipe or duc" 
which causes a pressure drop across 
it. Depending on orifice size it can 
be used to restrict flow or form 
part of a measuring device. 

A device for measuring the combus
tion components of boiler or 
furnace flue gases. 

Arrangement of chilled water genera
tion equipment whereby exhaust 
steam from a steam turbine driven 
centrifugal chiller <is used as the 
heat source for an absorption chiller. 

Relationship between KVA and KW. When 
the power factor is unity, KVA equals 
KW. 

The resistance to heat flow expressed 
in units of Sq. Ft. hour Degree F/Btu. 

The quantity of energy input at a 
generating ststion required to pro
duce electrical energy including all 
thermal and power conversion losses. 

A system that reduces, heat gain 
through a roof by cooling thL 
outside surface with a water spray. 

Ratio< of useful output to energy 
input for a piece of equipment over 
an entire heating and cooling season 
It can be derived by integrating part 
load efficiencies against time. 

Term used in relation to computers 

<normally describing computer pro


grams and other intangibles. 


The theoretical air temperature 

that would give a heat flow rate 

through a building surface equal 

in magnitude to that obtained by 

the addition of conduction and 

radiation effects. 
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Ton of Refrigeration 

'U' Value 

Veiling Reflection 

Vapor Barrier 

Wec Bulb Temperature 

A means of expressing cooling 
capacity - 1 ton • 12,000 Btu/ 
hour cooling. 

A coefficient expressing the 
thermal conductance of a composite 
structure in Btu per square foot 
hour degree , temperature dif 
ference. 

Reflection of light from a task, 
or work surface, into che Viewer's 
eyes. 

A moisture impervious layer designed 
to prevent moiature migration. 

The lowest temperature attainable 
by evaporating water in the air· 
without the addition or subtrac
tion of energy. 
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ASHRAE 

BTU 

BTU'S-X 106 

BTU'S X 103 

CFM 

COP 

CU 

DB 

DX 

ESI 

IES 

!!.!! 
HZ 

HVAC 

'Si.! 
KWH 

!§! 

SQ. Fr. 

TD 

American SociQty of R.sting, Refri 
geration and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

Millions of Btu's 

Thousands of Btu'-s 

Cubic ft. per minute 

Coefficient of performance 

Coefficient of utilization 

Dry bulb temperature 

Di-rect Expansion 

Equivalent Sphere Illumination 

Illuminating Engineers Society 

High intensity discherge (lamps) 

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 

Kilovoltampere 

llillowatt hour 

Outside air 

PO'III!!r Factor 

Pounds per square inch 

Square foot 

Temperature difference 

Total Energy (system) 

Wet bulb temperature 
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I N D E X 

Air-cooled condensers, 180, 186 
Air flow, rate of, 197-204 

resistance to, 197-204 
Appliances, de-energizing of, 268, 27.1-272 
Ballasts, replacement of, 253, 257 
Blinda. 171, 183 .~ ../. 
Boilers, blowdown of, 125 

fuel/air ratio of, 124 

generation of domestic hot water, 150 

improving seasonal efficiency of, 31, 125 


Building loads, cooling, 155 
heating, 97 

Building Profile, 69-73 
Burners, 124-125 
Chillers, 40, 175-178 
Climatic profile, 54-69 
Coefficient of performance, improvement of, 158, ).78, 187 
Cold cabinets, lighting of, 228 

night covera for, 226 
Combustion efficiency, flue gas analysis of, 125 
Commercial refrigeration equipmant, 225-229 
Condensers, cleaning of 39, 181 
Condensing temperature, 41, 178, 186 
Cooling loads, 52, 155 

reduction of 
by maintaining higher temperature and R.R., 36, 160-166 
by using air economizar cycle, 35, 159-160, 182 
by reducing heat gain from outdoors, 37, 171, 175, 183, 185 
by reducing internal heat gain, 44, 172, 185 
by reducing operating hours, 33, 158 
by reducing ventilation and infiltration 34, 167-170, 182, 183 

Cooling towers, performance of, 179, 186-187 
Cost estimating. 275-276 
Dampers, VAV System, 216 
Daylighting, 43, 240, 255 
Distribution loads 53, 54 

reduction of, 90 

for electrical systems, 267, 269 

for RVAC systems, 191, 205,211-221 


Distribution systems (RVAC), 191-221' 
dual duc t, ·194, 214 
fan coil, 196, 217 
heat pumps, 197 
incremental air conditioning unit, 196, 217 
induction, 194, 215 
loads, 53-54 
multi-zone, 194, 215 
single duct, single zone, 192, 212-213 
terminal reheat, 193, 214 
variable air volume, 195, 216 

Preceding page blank 
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Domestic hot water systems, 48, 141-152 
Draperies, use of, 171, 173, 183 
Dusl' duct systems, 194, 214 
Economizer cycle, 159-160, 182 
Electricelpower, 267-273 
Electrical systems, survey of, 73-82 
Elevators, 268, 271 
Energy audit, 82"':88 ' 
Energy budgets, 6, 83 ' 
Energy Conservation program, principles of ,11-14, 

case histories, 20-25 

example, 277, 278 . 

major opportunities, 25-48 


Evaporator temperature, 40, 178, 185 
Fan coils, 196, 217 
Fans, energy required for, 30, 197-204, 218-220 
Fixtures, lighting 

maintenance factor cif, 239, 245 
modificati~ns to, 251, 256, 259-264 

Flue gas analysis, 125 
Freezers, night covers for, 226, 
General Services Administration Demonstration Building, 20 
Heat gain, 155, 156, 175, 185 . 

internal 172, 174, 185, 
solar, 122, 123, 137, 171-173; 183 

Heat loss, 97, 98, 123, 124 
Heat pumps, use of, 197 
Heating loads, 97-99' 

reduction of, 

due to heat loss, 123-124 

due to infiltration, 116-122, 136 

due to ventilation, 112-115, 130-132 


Humidification, 108-112, 129 ' 
Indoor temperature, reduction of, 26, 101-107, 126-127 
Induction systems, 194, 215 
Infiltration, effect on cooling load, 29, 156, 168-170, 183 

effect of on heating loads, 116-122, 136 
Insulation, boiler/furnace jacket, 133 

pipe, 205-208, 220, 221 
Interior surfaces, reflectancee of, 240, 254, 255 
Lamps, selection of, 251, 252, 257, 259-264 
Lighting, cold cabinet, 228 

energy level goals, for, 234 
load, reduction 'of, guidelines, 44, 45, 46,233-236 
systems, improving efficiency of, 239 


ballasts, 253, 257 

daylichting, 43, 240, 255 

fixtures, 239, 245,.251, 256, 259-264 

lamps, 251, 252, 257, 259-264 


Mechanical Lsystems, survey of, 73-82 
Metering, 82 
Motors, guidelines for, 270-271, 273 

load factor of, 270 
Multi-zone syst~s, 194, 215 
Office bUildings, energy budget for, 6, 83 
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Outdoor air, use of, 35, 159, 160, 182 
Ouedoor lighting, 252 
Piping,. insulaeion of, 205-208, 220, 221 
Piping sys terns, balancing of, 204,205· 
Reflective glass and coatings, 171, 173, 184 
Roofs, changing color of, 172 

insulation of, 99, 124, 172, 185 
mass of, 172 

Screens, wind., 99 
Seasonal efficiency, 125, 1~7, 175 
Shading devices, 171, 173, 183 
Single duct, single zone systems, .192, 212-213 
Skylights, 171, 184 
Solar control devices, 171, 173, 183 
Solar radiation, effect on roofs, 171· 

effect on walls ,171 
effect on windows, 171, 183 

Stack action, 116, 136 
Steam distribution systems, 205, 208-210, 221 
Task lighting, 236 
Terminal reheat sys.tems, 193, 214 
Thermostats, 101 
Tinted glass and coatings, 184 
Transformers, energy loss in, 269, 272 
Variable air volume systems, 195, 216 
Venetian blinds, 171, 173, 183 
Ventilation, coo1irig .10ad due to, 167-170, 182 

heating load due to, 27, 28, 112-115, 130-132 
Vertical louvers, 171, 183 
Vertical shafts, 116, 136 
Walls, changing color of, 172 
Warm air systems, 211 
Water flow, balancing of, 204, 205 
Weatherstripping, 116, 119, 136 
Wind, effect on buildings, 99, 116, 119 

screens for, 99 
Windows 

solar control for, 171, 183 
use of for day1ighting, 240, 255 
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